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A

FORE WORD

The ICIPG Working Group on Thermnochemstry consists of
individuas especially qalified IV- vire of competence and ex-
perience in the areas of generation, evaluation and application
of thermochemical data in rocket motor performance ctlcula-
tions. Tis Working Group, currently under the chairmanship
of Mr. T. 0. Dobbins of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, is successor to the JANAF-ARPA -NASA Thermo-
chemical Panel.

The major pat of this meeting was devoted to reviews and
evaluations of recent advances in thermochemical data of
interest and in experimental equipent and procedres. The
proceedings are published in two volumes. This document,

Volume I, contains the unclassified presentations while
Volume 11 contains the Confldential presentations.

T. L. Reedy

I
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RI MICROUL-VE S-C1 TDESO ILDZITRSEI

David 1. Lid.,O Jr.

Hational Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

Microwave spectroscopy is a valuable tool for determining the
structure of molecules in the gas phase with high accuracy. However,
the use of this method for studying molecular species in high-temperature
systems involves a number of difficult experimenta l problems. The choice
of materials with suitable eleetrical, mec hncal, and chemical
properties is not #asy, Flrthermore, the intefsity of the spectra
usually decreases rapidly with increasing temperature.

A high-tamperature spoctrometer has been constructed at N.B.S. and
used to investigate several molecules. The waveguide is made of stainless
steel and is contained in a quartz vacuum Jacket. The central part is
heated by an external tube furnace, while the ends are at room temperature.
The sample is vaporized from a boat in the center and condenses in the
cool region. The syst has been operated up to 1000% and it can be
used at frequencies up to at least 60,000 Mc.

The microwave spectra of both Ali and AICi have been observed in the
high-temperature spectrometer. These species were produced by reduction
of the trihalides with aluminum metal at a temperature of 600-700C. In
the case of the fluotide, a mixture of AlF and Al was placed in the hot
zone. For the chloride, AICl was maintai ed in a separate hmber at a
teperature of about 7SC, a the AlCl vapor was passed over liquid Al

in the hot region. The AiF and AlCi splctra are typical of diatomic
molecules; the transitions were identified with complete certainty by
measurement of nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure and Stark effects.
The molecular constants are given in Table I.

The spectrum of LiCl has also been measured and analyzed. This is
the last of the alkali halides to be studied by microwave methods. The
results are given in Table II.

Efforts have been made to observe spectra of polyatmic species,
particularly the alkali hydroxides. Hoe ver, these experietant have so
far- been unsucceusful.
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T~AWS I. Z4OLECULAI CONSTANTS OF ALP AND ALCL

B-16562.65 Mc 7-312.76 7 140.7 0

148.4 Me 48.10, 46.32

r1.65437 26130116. 2613016

1.5Db - -D

eqQ (Al 27 -37.6 Me ~ -35 Mc

MU3LE II. CONSWATS OF L=C

-35 3

e2:1181.1 Me 20189.9

a- 240.2 lic 236.9

Ye1.2 M 1.2

r2.02067 2.02067

14 (v-O) 7.12 D 7.12 D
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APPLICATION OF THE TECHIQUE OF MATRAIX ISOLATION TO TIM STUD
OF THE INFRAED SPECTRA AND THE STRUCTURES OF INORGANIC~

MOLECULES STABLE AT ELEVATD TDOWEATURES-

by

David White

Cryogenic Laboratory, Department of Chemistry
The Ohio State University

A BSTR AC T'

Mhe analysis OP the infrared absorption spectra of Several inorganizc
molecular species trapped in solid rare gas matrices is dis~ussed. It
is Shown that the interpretation 'of these spectra, to establish a fre-
quency assignmen't's Aa the molecumlar symetries) depends in large part
on the assu-Mption that the vibrational isotopic shifts of trapped species
are the Same as those of the free molecul1es. The validity of this
assAMption is examined iby a comparison of the gat, phase inf rar'C speatra
of some simple molecules with their matrix spectra.

Sin~ce the first aplication b ofteeh i1 of Ma4 ;,

()M. J. LinsIV J. 'Chem. Ph-Ys. 757-- T(l96l)
isbltio tothe5tidy of the- spetra of Molecula i seojS ti lea

elevated temperatures, aubr fsteshvben investigated. One
of the best examples Of the usefuness of this te1uhiqiue to obtain a
frequiency assignt and the molecular sysnt f ro which thermom

"cna c alla ions p.sing statistical methods can be made, is the study
2,-3othin'aed abortion -spectrUM of B8203  .Even though the ispectnn

(21) W.- WeItijer- a4nd J. R. W. -WJXhMm P--~ 37, 292 (96)
(3) A. Bom-_er, D6 Ubite, M. J. Linevsky and ID. E. Mann, J. Chem. Phy,

38,_87 (1963).

analysis of the BIQ411 isotopic shifts to make a complete assignment
of the fundamental frequencies and determine the molecular symetry, C2v.
It can also be shown that the B-O-B apex angle is considerably greater
than 900-, the expected value fram purely vaecec iderations.

We have recently obtained the infrared absorption Spectra of sev-
eral oxides of lithium traped in solid rar a matrices. The situation
here is considerably more complex tha in B203 . On vaporization of solid
Ui 2 0, a lar'ge number of molecular andacicscesrefmdan
Simultaneously trapped in the rar'e gas matrix. It is not possible to
find conditions which produce predcninately a single lithium oxidevac
species. in analysing- the observed spectrum it is therefore necessary
to rprya-g the observed b ~ds to the different molecular species
trapped in the matrix. Figure 1-n hth spectra of themti

isUted vapors. frm the Li Li isotopic shifts it is possible to
show that the str'ong triplet at 9W65, 1010 and 1028.5 cm is due to
*-This- resear- h 1- --u po- - d by the Chemistry~ 0fde of -the Advanc -d

Research PFrojects Agency and monitored by the Office of Naval Research
under contract for-495( 1).
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Lbo and the low frequendy triPleO6a' slown In Fig. P- due to the Molecule
LiaOai A detailed discussion± Of'tkthe resialts has been, published very
recently. It is algb _possible tooo 81,6-w. arl the basis of the isotopic _

(4) De White, K. S. Siethdi ,1 p.iI F er,-- .D. E. Mannt and M. -J.
--Litxevsgyj J. hefl Ph--s.) 0j,4 163)

shifts that the- Molecu~le iOi~n and- that Li-Oa is rhOmbic similar
to the alkali Mietal halide dimdzs,

Thie ige Of. isotopic shif ts b,% *Ue t interpretatio-ift Of above spectral
data is based ont two asai.mptioo,

(1) The force fields of ± tz~topld o lecules are identioal.
This is the basis Of' * * ~T1AeirRedlidh product rule.

(2) The Observed fmodamen,% ji ft-qaendies or matrix isolated
molecules arie to a go 'k *apriation the zero order
frequtencies of the Pte* rjo:icduiTe.

'The first Of these assumption's ipractiewly always ftilfi ileai This
has been, demonstrated experiento1X!Jy I n a large number of cases i Th e
seconld ass mpion has, however, ttt leet5 darefully exam-niaed. Excepting
in the date of hydrogen, containi adteou-ies, where the corrections for
anhar-monicity are large) the ObN-wiwed nldafenta16 of gaseou~s Molec-ules
are to a good apprOximatioft thezi -r oer ure neies. Thus the Teller-
Tedlich rule can be used -to calolate. vib-ration l isotopic shifts. If
it can be assumed that the rnatrtt ffreq enies are v r -1--- those ob -
served in the gas phase then thesneond a$sumpti1 wou'd also be valid
in t he analysis Of matrix spetu - Ii order to determine the relation
between gas phase frequencies aft _NAtr±ix redfujetfties, the infrared spectra
of e lipJe molecules trpedifTmo doid Matrices hag been,~ careful!y
Studied. The results ifor HiC1 u~r ~odt So eimadhghre
solution are described briefly- I

The atrx aparaus u~sed iojt these em-eriments wa inaurized in
order to per-mit flexibility in c puiing to various types of speetrometers
The cryott cold window and re4uatlon shield are shown in Fi. 3 . I t
can be seen that the apparatus ikv vexy cc.at Terfierto o
the cold window is supplied by aitwwo stevge Joule Thsn ifier which
inserts in the tube upotng *~ S coLd indow. A complet decpto
of thi cysaha evtlbe pulse .Thsrotat has another
-(3) -DTW-NE tdD - ._E Maim. ( ;7 ht~3Wl771963)- -

d~t e6rtho conventiona irefg usa liu7r-rgr nts Wmely
the temperature of the cold wind~i w oa be varied continuously In the
temperature range 1-5 to 2009K.

The infrared absorption spedn-ram oQ H~l isolated in a solid Argon
Matrix is shown in Fig. 14 At twoa enppatues -1K and 2O09K. The -isotopic
concentration is tha of LatW441,, occuring RCl1. Te sp tnA ____at 4Th ect rum shows
several sharp features which can~e sqe sepated into two types by their

temertue epndnc. heparof bands designated as Q, which are
due to the isotopic species E,601,. HoC437, show no temperature dependance

ofteitensity. The intensiti6 of the other features, designated

P( 1) and R( o), are very stropnglyesaepeatuedpnat If~ h
m(1)fature observed at 200K -ia &peas cpetely ait 4oK. It reappears,

however, onj warMing -to 200K so tLoW the effect is reversible. It is ob-
vious from these resul~ts tha two Lidi, ,ff rie t spectr -Are ob-taie o
trapped in Vhe rigid matrix. Onos-an ascribed to HC1 molecules in which
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FIGURE 3. MINIATURE MATRX CRYOSTAT.
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,the rotation is hindered , the R(O), and P(1) featturesi sinde the P) band
arises from transitions in the first exerted rotational state, at 46k this
band is absent duo to depopulation of this state6 The second spetr- , the

Qfeatures, &rise fromn HC1 molecules whose rotations are empletely quehahd.
This type of behaviour might explain the Multiplicity of bands frequent-ly
observed in matrix spectra. This can be teen in Fig. i1 where two b~adS have
been asisig-ned to the game vibrational mode of UiO. A similar situ~ation has,
been found in matrix isolated LiF" and Bn , . Another possibility for the
occurance of mfltiple bands is the freezing in Of excited eleotronic states.

'he infrared absorption spectr Of HCi has been examined under con-
dition's of mfuch higher resolution than shovni in Fig. 4 to Obtain more
precise information on the isotopic shifts as Veii as the true band widths.
The data show in Fig. 4 vet obtained Using a Perkin-Elmet Model 99 mono-
ehrfeter fitted with a Smll grating. The high resolution, data given
bel-ow were obtained with a large grating instr-ument having a resolution
of approximately 0.03dm-1 in the region of the J fundamental. Te high
resl tion data for HCl trapped in solid argon at 20r ae smmarized
below.

HCI 7  HClSs

Q of marix specturm n8Ei i477 2863.557
P(l) of gas phase spectrim 2863.007 2865.086

it can be seen that the HCISjTgC135 shift in the trix spect , 2.080m',

is nearly identical to the isotope shift of the gas phase P(l) -otational-
vibrational band, 2.079cm'!. ThuS to a good approx tion mAtrix isotop~c
shifts are very nearly gas phase isotopic shifts. Mib has been verified

not only in HC1 but in a number of Other cases. It should, however, the
matrix bad is shifted considerabl frm the gaS phase band center. The
shift in the case of C1 trapped in argon is approximately 22cm'! to the
red or slightly under 1% of the fundamental frequency. The fact tha the

shift is nearly the same for both isotopic species can be accounted for
on theoretical grounds.

The ~itude of the matrix shifts are of considerabie importance

in the Analysis of isotopic shifts of matrix spectra using the Teller-

Redlich product rule. Even though we have deMonstrated that isotopic
shifts in matrices are nearly identical to gas phase shifts in a large
umber of cases, the quantyit of importance in determining molecua r
symmetry is not the shlft but the ratio of frequences. Thus the mag-

nitude of the matrix shift determines he reliability of conclusions
based on the product rule. In cases where the shifts are of the order
of one to two percent of the fundamenta! frequency, or less, which seems

to be the rule rather than the exception the product cam be used with
considerable confidence in the analysis of matrix spectra.

The high resolution spectra of simple molecules trapped in rigid
matrices are of considerable importance in understanding the nature of
the interactions between a trapped species and the host lattice. A

complete discussion of this problem will be deffered to a latter dte.,
It should, however, be pointed out that the half widths of matrix bands
are quite small ... of the order of 0.-2-03c " . Tus small vibrational
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isotopic shifts catn be readily investigated. MhIS is of considerable
importance On the analysis Of spectra of Poly--atcoic molecules, particularly
molecules containing a. large number Of atcomi.
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SOE CNTnFERD SPRChAY -OF TORA.- ZIIRCONA-AND HFNI-A
BY A TI ISLA2ZON

Milton J. Uinevsky
Space sciences Laboratory, oenera! Eleetric Company

King of Prussiaj, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

The infrared spectra of several high temperature molecules,
vaporized from thoria, zirconia and hafnia, have been observed using
the technique of matrix isolation. Such molecule's as Th02, ThO, ZrO2,
ZrO and HfO have recently been observed. A linear model for Th02 and
ZrO2 is consistent with the observed frequencies and tentative assigments
for these molecules have been madei No evidence for HfO2 molecule was

found. The fundamental vibrational frequencies for ThO, Zro and RiO
were established.

M OD 9nN

With the application of the matrix isolation, technique to high
temperature vapors1 , a new source of experimental spectroscopic data
has become available which heretofore was unattainable. The technique
has proved itself particularly well suited to the study of the infrared
spectra of high temperature molecular species, and when used with
isotopically substituted materia, has provided a powerful means of
elucidating molecular structures.

, ,

As Brewer had recetily pointed out
5 , there were no spectroscopic

data available for any metal dioxide molecules and to our knowledge,
this research represents the first attempt to obtain such information.
The matrix isolation technique has been extended to materials that
vaporize at temperatures as high as 27000 C and is possibly the only
technique capabe of obtaining infrared spectra of very refractory
materials. Although it is at present npossible to obtain a complete
vibrational frequency assignment on the oxides of thoris, zircona and
hafnia from our measurements, nevertheless, it is felt that the asymmetric
stretching frequencies for Th02 and -zo2 can be reliably assiged and
various possibilities for the other fundamentals can be inferred. It
is anticipated that, by using isotopically substituted oxides (viz.

enriched materials), complete assig nts can be obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL

The basic exper imenta techniques have been adequately described
elsewhere.1  It- was found necessary to modify the vapor source in order
to attain high enough temperatures to effect the vaporization of the

materials under .nvesttgation. Figure 1 Sives a schematic of the new
source used in these investigations. Essentially, the induction coils
were moved from the outside of the quartz envelope to the inside so

that better coupling and hence higher temperatures could be reached.

Vaporization was carried out from either tunsten or iriditm cells
having an orifice of approximtely 2 w. in the case of the iridium

PASO 11



Celii this was so constructed as to fit inside of a tungsten caii so
that the tungsten cell acted as a suseptor. The iridium, cells were
fabricated by Englehard industries and were of welded construction with
the effusion orifice being the only opening. Loading of these cells
was accomplished through the orifice. Temperatures were read on a
black body hole located in the base of the tungsten useptors with
a micro-optical pyrometer. All mtrix gases were Matheison, research
grade materialis. Prior to isolation, samples were thoroughly degassed
in situ at temperatures slightly higher than those at which isolation
was carried out. Nevertheless, traces of water were still evident in
the reaultitng matrix isolated spectra and indeed it is well known that
both thoria and zirconia tenaciously retain water. The presence of
smail amounts of both CO a nd.C0 2 were also evident in the various spetrea
,and is presumably due to carbon impurity in the Knudsen cells or to
the presence of carbonate in the refractory oxides. All spectra were
recorded with a Petkin E9mer Model 112 double pass spectrophotometer
tn the region 2 to 40At.

The results for thoria, zirconia and hafnia are given belw.

RESVI _AN) DSCUSS ION

Thoria The infrared spectrum of thoria in solid argon matrices
-was reported previously.6 At that t ime, those frequencies due to
Th02 and to ThO were given along with a tentative assignment based on
a linear molecular configuration for ThO2. These spectra are included
in Figure 2, (Spectra A and C). During the course of this year's
investigation, the spectrum in solid argon was re examined using an
iridium cell and also spectra in solid krypton and xenon were observed.
These spectra are given as B, D and 9 of Figure 2. Unless otherwise
noted, the containers used were tungsten. The temperature of vaporization,

Tv, and the time of deposition, tv, are also included in Figure 2. The
ratio of matrix to trapped species was estimated to vary between 500:1
to 200:1. It is evident from Figure 2 that the spectrm obtained from
the iridium cell shows no signs of the presence of ThO (877 cm-1 - 881 cm"

in solid argon), this freqe-ncy being de-finitely established by vaporization
of a mixture of Th and Th02 (Spectrum C). Apparently, the amount of ThO
in the vapor is greatly influenced by the tungsten crucible; however,
the spectra show no evidence for any tungsten oxides and, indeed, except
for the disappearance of ThO, the major bands are identical to the spectra
obtained from tungsten calis. These major bands must be presumed to be
due to T02. The appearance of a very weak band at around 1030 cm 1 and

the disappearance of the very weak band at 1311 cm"! should be noted.
More will be sid about these bands when the results for ZrO2 are given.
The spectra obtained in solid krypton and solid xenon (D and E) show
typI;al matrix shifts, the magnitude of which are quite reasonable. It
is interesting to note that the weak band at 722 cm-" in solid argon

does not have a counterpart in either solid krypton or solid xenon and
for thi~ -oepason migot reasona~bly be regarded as a so-called matrix effect,
peculiar to argon. The spectrum obtained in solid xenon shows peaks

which are much-broader and indeed in one case split (719 ca- l- 721 cm'-)
ndWicatin possible multI-sIght matrix effects.

In Sonral h spectra are quite #Iple, with only one Astron peak
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(736 cm-' in A) and one weak peak (approximately 787 cmar in argon),
assignable to the Th02 molecule. The frequency around 880 cm' in, argon
must be assigned to :h0 based on the spectrum, obtained from, the mixture
of Th and Th02 . Regardless of whether the molecule is beft or linear,
the strong peak (736 em-1 in A), for Th02 is undoubtedly due to the
asymetric stretching frequency %)3, since in either configuration this
mode should give rise to the most intense fundaental. Assuming a -inear
configuration point group D h, two fundamental frequencies should be
active. These are and d 2 (the bending mode), whereas j l thesy etr ic stretcehing frequency, is inactive. Unfortunately, the frequency

J 2 is most likely beyond the spectral range of our measurements (> 40,)
and is, ther efore, not obaervable. Using the equations for the linearly
Symmetric XY21valence force model, as given in Herzberg

7 , the fundamental
3, (736 cm in A) gives a stretching force constant, k1  4.49 x l05

dyne/cm. With this constant and the above mentioned equations 'i is
estim-ated to lie around 680 cm"1 . If the frequency at 787 cm in solid
argon is due to a combination of W*11 + )12 (active in D~ boh), J)2 must
then lie around 110 =7 1i Further credence to this assint can be
added by estim-atitig J2 by a comparison with the CO2 molecule. In C02,
the ratio of the bend~ung force constant, kd11 2 , to the s~tretching constaIntj
klj is equal to .0p36 . Using this ratio, a bending constant for Th02
of around .15 x 10- dyne/cm is obtained which yields a value for the
bending frequency, "2' of about 135 cm 1  Considering the nature of
this calculation, this is in good agreement with the 11O cm-A value
obtained from the combination band. On the other hand, if the molecule
is bent (point- group C2v), all three fundamentals are active and -the
band at 787 cm*I can conceivably be due to %2 ,However, untIl further
spectra on isotopically substituted materials ar. obtained, this possibility
will be deferred. indeed through the use of 0-8 enriched Th02 and themeasurement of the resulting isotopic shifts of the observed frequencies,

more definite conclusions can be obtained about the configuration and
frequency assignment for this molecule.

Zirconia Matrix isolation of the vapors in equilibrium with zirconia
was chried"out in solid argon and solid krypton. Both tungsten and
iridium cells were used as containers for the zirconia. The zirconia
powder was obtained from the Zirconium Corporation of America, grade A-H,
and had a purity of better than 99.9%. Isolation of the vapors from a
mixture of Zr and ZrO2 was also carried out in solid argon. Typical
infrared spectra are given in Figure 3. The use of iridium cells proved
to be somewhat marginal as containers for z!rconia since it was found
that temperatures in excess of the melting point of iridium were necessary
to obtain reasonably intense spectra, Therefore, the spectra obtaIned
from iridium are in general much weaker than those from tungsten. Except

for two bands at around 1850 cm 4 , the infrared spectrum of-zirconia (e.g.
spectrum A, Figure 3) bears a close resmblance as far as relative
distr Ibution and intensity of the peaks are concerned, to that of thoria.
This suggests that ZrO2 is quite sfmilar in structure and bonding to Th0 2.
The spectrum obtained from the mixture of Zr and ZrO2 i U articulary

notewrthy. In this case, the most intense peak, 960 sm , spectrun C,
is undoubtedly due to ZrO since, in the presence of the meta!, Zr-O should
be the major product of vaporization. The suggested ground state configu-

ration for ZrO-c is 3A with a vibrational frequeny o 936 cm 1 . It ae
been our experience that in general matrix sAMft are towards loeuger wave
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lengths and our observed frequency of 960 cm 1 appears to be inconsistent
with the repoted value of 936 em l for, the vibrational frequency of the
ground state. It is, of course, possible itn the case of sizable molecules
to, have matrix shifts towards shorter wave lengths And thus account for
this apparent discrepancy. However, afn alternate explanation is possibhe.
It has been suggested9 that indeed the ground state configuration for,
Zro is 1 t with a measured vibrational constant of 978 cm 1 and that
the 3& state is a very low lying excited state. If this is so, our
value of 960 ft- 1 is entirely consistent. A weak frequency at 9,25 em
in solid argon and a stronger frequency at 913 -1 (spectrum D) in
solid krypton are also observed. it is entirely conceivable that theselower frequencies belong to the 3 con figfuration (vibratiotal frequency

936 cm-) and in reality the l st-ate is the ground state of the
molecule since the 960 1 band is by far the most intense one, However,
this expl&nation would demand that the population of 3 State is somehow
frozen into the matrix even, though the matrix temperature is quite low. 2
Similar effects have been observed before in the matrix isolation o B02.
If -he above explanation is true, it would indicate that the ground
electronic configuration for ZTO is 1 rather than -

similar to the ease of thoria, the spectr ibgtained using iridium

cells (spectra B and E) show no signs of the ZrO vibrational frequency
and in this ease, apparentily there is an enhancement of ZrO when
vaporization is carried out from tuntgsten cells1  There is little doubt
that the frequency at 818.7 c m int argon and its countervpart at 810, cM1

in krypton belong to the ZrO2 molecule. The weak frequency at 884 cm1

in argon and 878c-m- in krypton likewise can be assigned to ZrO2. This
frequency is odly evident in the spectra obtained fmo tungsten and is
lacking in the spectra from iridium cells. Howeve, rthe iridium spectra

are quite weak and indeed the matrix may be too dilute so that this weak
frequency is bservable. A new, .rather strog, band appears at around

1035-1041 cm - in solid argon (spectrum B) and at 1036 cm- (spectrum E)
using iridium containers. It is very unlikely that this feature is due
to ZrO2 since it is not seen in the other spectra. It is possible that
this feature is due to some iridium oxygen c ound; however, it is felt
that the stability of any iridium oxide would b much too sswll to make

it stable at the temperatures of vaporization. An alternate explanation
which appears to be more plausible is that these frequencies are due to
the presence of ozone in the ua~rix. A very intense fundamental for
gaseous ozone lies at 1043 W 1 4 and would be expected to shift towards
longer frequencies in the matrix. In iridium containers, a great deal
of oxygen is presumably evolved when zirconia is vaporized. It is
altogether possible that this oxygen, when trapped in the matrix and
simultaneously subjected to the rather large radiant flux from the hot
Knudsen cell, can undergo a re action to form a significant amount of
ozone. in any case, these frequencies can not be assigned to the Zr02
molecule. A siilar frequency was reported, alhough much weaker in -

intensity, in the spectrum of thoria contained in an iridium crucible.
The frequencies in Figure 3 around 1300-cm-i(1311 --- in-argon spectrum A)
do not appear to be due to Zr02 since these frequencies, as mentione
previously, are also present in the spectra obtained from the thoria
vaporization. It apears then that only the frequencies at 818.7 an-
and that at 884 cm (both in solid argon) and their counterparts in
solid krypton are assiSnable to the Zr02 molecule. hese are quite
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analogous to the Th02 frequencies, both in intensity and in relative wave
length, Therefore, proceeding similarly to the ThO 2 case, the lowerfrequency is assigned to the asmetric stretch, J 3. Again usina

linear configuration, a stretching force constant, k! w 4.65 x 10.
dyne/m., is obtained. This leads to a value of about 700 e-1 for the
symmetric stretch, if . If the frequency at 884 e-" is again assumed
to be due to + + value o around 184 cm4I is obtained
Us-ng the ratio obtained from CO2 for kd/.2 k1 = .0336, the bending
constant for Z02 is eqal to .1516 x 105 dyne/ m* and leads to a value
of around 150 cm4. for 2. Again i-t seems that the agrefent is satism
factory Further proof of the liiearity of 2r02 is suggested by the
structure of the 818 cm*1 fundamenta.i under the -best resolution attainable
in our ex-perimental set-up, (approximately 1.5 dM1), four shoulders are
just discernable on the low frequency side of the 818 dmW1 peak. Five

naturally abundant isotopes are present in zi roium; these hove tmsses
90, 91, 92, 94 and 9,6 and relative abundances of 51.%, 11i2%, 17.1%,
17.47. and 2.8% respectively. it seems plausible to assign the five
observed peaks,_ 818.7 cm1 , 817.7 cm1 , 815.7 cu-, 814.0 cm and
811.4 e"! to 3 of each of the isotopic Zr02 molecules. Admittedly,
because of the rather poor resolution, it is difficult to obtain good
peak frequencies for these bands. Nevertheleas, some indication of the 0
ZrO angle can be deduced from these frequencies usinxg the usiual equat ions
for the frequency ratio for an isotopically substituted XY2 molecule.
The ratio for any two frequencies is given by:3

3 - ... 22- in.. a- _

+ a j
where m and mx' are the atomic weights of any two zirconium

isotopes and %C is one-half the apex angle.

Indeed, using the observed frequencies, an apex angle around 1800 fits
the data satisfactorily, We hope to re-examine these bands under high
resolution so that a more precise calculation can be carried out.

The bands around 1850 cm- can only be accounted for as being due
to some impurity or to low lying electronic transitions in Zr02, ,Their
assigment to combinations or overtones in Zro2 does not seem to be likely.

Again, more definite- conclusions concerning the frequency assignent
and structure of ZrO2 should be possiblewith the use of 018 isotopicaly
enriched material.

Hafnia A sample of hafnia of better than 977. HfO2 was obtained from

the Zirconium Corporation of America, the major impurity being Zr02, Vapori-
zation was carried out from tungsten cells on hafnia and a mixture of hafni-a
and hafnium metal. The resulting infrared spectra of the vaporization
products in solid argon, krypton and xenon are given in Figure 4. Except
for a band at 810 M. 1 in solid krypton, assignable to Z02, only a single
feature appears In all the spectra. This feature (960 cm'I W 952 ca!)must be assigned to the HfO molecule since it is present in the spectrum

obtained uner reducing conditions (lf + Hf02) It should be noted that
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the HfO and zr7O frequencies are very close and indeed are within. several
wave numbers of each other. This is somewhat unexpected in view of the
fact that HfO is heavier and larger thai Zro. Indeed it is coRceivable
that the matri-x shift in HfO is towards shorter wave lengths since this
molecule is quite large and, thus the observed matrix frequenicy of lio
lies close to that for zr0i Again,# it is seen (spectrum D Figure 4)
that the xenon tatrix gives a mauch broader appearing band.

No evidence for the HfO 2 molecule was found in the matrix spectra
even at temperatures up to 27006C (spectrum A).

In sufmary, the infrared spectra of Th0,2 Th0, ZrO 2 and zr0, have
been observed in rare gas ,matrices. A linear model for Th02 and Z02
is consisteit with the observed frequencies and tentative assigme, ts for
these molecules have been made. No evidence for the HfO2 molelcule was
found. The fundamental vibrational frequencies for Th0, Zr0 and ifO

were established. More definite assigmaents in the case of the triatomic
molecules await the use of 018 isotopically enriched material,
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INRARE P ECTABY MATRIX_ ISOLATION
OF SOME LOW-MOLECULAR WEIGHT INORGANIC COMP ,OS

ALAN SNELSON
IT RESEARCH INSTITUTE CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

ABSTRACT

Some preliminary results of the matrix isolation studies -on lithium
fluoride, alum~inum fluoride, and lithim metaborate are presented. It is
too early to draw any firm conclusions.

INTRODUCTION,

In this study the recently developed mnatrix isolation technique
(ef, 1) is being used to obtain spectral data for the high temperature vapor
species of some low-m-nolecular weight inorganic ompounds These data
will be used to calculate the rmodynamic fuctioas,

The equipment used in this work is samilar to that of Snelson and
Pitzer (ref. 2) and the iotatiorn is the S are. M is the number of moles of
matrix gas deposited omi the cooled window and, H is the number of moles of
optically active species trapped in the rmatrix.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Lithium Fluoride

To establish an experimental technique forthe new equipment,
lithium fluoride was Chosen as the test material. We selected this com pound
because it has been studied previously by the matrix isolation technique.
(ref. 1, 2) In addition, the spectrum will be used for comparison when the
two mixed--metal halides, lithium aluminurn fluoride and lithium beryllium
fluoride, are examined in the near future.

The infrared spectrrum of the lithium fluoride which was isolated in
an argon m atrix is shown in Figure 1. The spectru m is the same as that
observed previously except for two new absorption bands at 280 and 254
cm -1. These bends were not observed in the earlier work because of
instrental limitations. It is too early to make a assisnment for these

new bands, but it is possible they are cornected with the BI, out-of-plane
bending mode of the lithium fluoride dim er. More work will, be done with
isotopically enriched lithium fluoride to clarify this problem before work
is done on the mixed metal fluorides of lithium, beryllium, and aluminum.

Aluminum Fluoride

Aluminum fluoride is assumed to have a planar cQnfiguration belong-
ing to the point group D3 h which is analogous to boron trifluoride. Three
of the fun,-dame-ntal frequAncies are active in the infrared region; using the
nomenclature of Herzberg, (ref. 3) they are vz, v3 , a-d v4 , v3 and v are

doubly degenerate and the totally sym metrical stretching vibration, vI, is
inactive in the ~nfrared. Mass-spectrographic and v ap~r pressure measure-
ments indicate the vapor species over solid aluminm fluoride consists
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largely of moniomer and a small percentage, 5%, of dirner. (ref. 4).

The infrared spectrux of alumiinumn ttifluoride trapped in, matrices
of neon. argoi , and. krypton is shown in Figure 2, Effusioxn -ells of graphite
and platintm were used with no noticeable alteration in the structure of the
spectrum. The purity of the aluminum fluoride was tested spectroscopically
and found to be greater than 98%.

Inter preta tion of the infrare,d spectru m of al um.i m trif1 o ride (Figure )
ifs considerably more difficult th n ex.pected. Oitly one gas-phase infrared
vibration frequency, at 945 cm,7 , has been observed -This was assigned to
v4 . (ref. 5) Estimates tof v2 and v 3 at 400 and 300 r!-O have been iade.
(ref. 6) Tentatively thefrequencies, A, Cj, andD , are assigned to v, v_,
and v 3 respectivelyi No attempt has been made to explain the comptex
structure of these bands. It could be due to poor isolation of the active
smecies; however, m-ore experimental work is required to verify this point.

The presence of an absorption band at B is difficU41t to explain in. term s
of the molecule AiF 3 , The band m:ight be due to the diatomic species AiF,
which could result fo- the reduction of alumin-u, trifluoride. Diatomic
AIF is a well characterized species, and its visible spectrum, is fairly well
established. (ref. 7) The fundamvental vibration frequency lies at 798 c n
in the ground state. Although the matrix frequency of the band at B is somfe
what lower than the reported gas-phase value, a shift to the red is not um
common in matrix work.

To test this possibility, the spectrum of AlF was observed by heating
a mixture of alumin trifiuoride and alu minum. (ref. 7) The results for
neon and argon matrices are shown in, Figure 3. The strong absorptioa at
A is undoubtedly due to diatomic AIFTand establishes that the absorption
band at B in Figure 2 cannot be due to AlF, since the frequency is distinctly
different. in the argon matrix, the band due to A1F is split. This type of
effect has been observed previously in matrix work. (ref. 1, 2) In the
isolation eerimen, M/H 540,0 -(Figure 3), only two other weak

absorptions occur at B and D. The former is ascribed to AIF 3 and the
latter to polymeric material. In the experiments conducted at comparatively
low M/H-values, the intensity of the absorption band at D is greatly increased.
In addition, certain other bands appear; these are also presumably due to
polymeric species. There is a possibility that some of the weak absOrption
peaks which occur at low M/H values are due to AlFA. However, formation
of this species is not likely on a thermodynamic basis.

More work is required to clarify many points in the spectru m of
aluminum trifluoride, and i is hoped that this will be done shortly. In

Figure Z the absorption band at D is incomplete in the argon and krypton
matrices; this is due to limitations in the spectroscopic equipment. We
hope to extend the spectroscopic rang from24to00c 1

Lithium Metaborate

The matrix-isolation spectrum of lithium metaborate was observed
in neon and argon matrices. The results obtained so far are complex. Some
of this complexity is undoubted y due to the mixed isotopic species, and
kefore ap useful resuts are btained trom thi particular molece, fit will

neef ary to use the mooisotopically suteu compouna, professor
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Figure 2

Infrared Spectra Of AlF 3 Ia Neon, Argon, And Krypton
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Figure 3

Infrared Specta Of ZAl + AlF 3 in Neon And Argon
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D. White Indicates that -the 1ithium-- retaborate spectrum-- if complicated by
polym~en'c species. Utiless the initial results of the mnatrix-isolation experi-
mnts with the mosutoial ubstituted lithium rmetaborate show con-
sidexable simplificati1on over the spectra observed th-us far, work on this
comnpound will niot be continued.

CO NCL QSI10N

As meetioried previously, these results -are preliminary in hature,

And it would be premature to draw any conclusions, at this stage. it it, hoped
that the stutdies oni beryllium fluoride, beryllium chloridej lithiumn-alumninumh
fluoride, anid lithium beryllium fluoride will be started sho rtly. in addition,
if future studies oni alum--inum fluoride do not Show any simplification at high
matrix dilution, the mnatrix spe ctrum of boron trifluoride will be obsaerve~d
and used for comparisoni purposes.
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TH~~JfW~CPRO MTI-ES OF VAPRIIN MCUS

Union Carbide Research Institute

P. 0. BOX 278, Tarry-todwn, New York

ASUACT

The ther dy-ndtic Of vaporiztioni of sOime high-temperatiae Ma~terials

is considered in the light of recent spectroscopic studies in these labOra-

tories.i The sectra of the vaprizing mlecul~es were measured after trap-

p ig them iii a Solid iert gas at 46 or 900K) i. the experiments utilized

the matri-x-isolatioma tecehl-iique. The followinfg Materials were studied:
boric oxide, carbon, silicon carbide, tantalum Oxide, tungsten oxide,

lanthanum carbide, and boron carbide.,

This is a brief review of the thermodynamic implications of some

spectroscol ic stu~dies of vaporizifng molecules made in these laboratories.

The Species investigated were vaporized -from high-temperature materials and

trapped, i.e. matrix-isolated, in a Solid -inr't gas- at 149 or 200KX. S-pectro-
scoy ws ten ppled to Stud the electronic states and vibrational

frequencies of the molecules in this gasmlike environment. This ±ifr-r

mation. is essential to the application of the third--law to mass spectro -
metry measurements ofvpr presse and th~e derivation of correct 1eate

ofvporIzation. The materials investigated and the vaporizingm necules

which bave been stuWdled spectroscopically Are as follows:

1. boric oxide -~ B 203P (Y2 2)

2. carbon > C~,0

3. silicon carbide -> SIC, SiC 82 8

4f. tantalum oxide -> TaO, TaO2
5. tungsten oxide - WO) W0, .

6. lanthanum carbide -> La 2

T. boron carbide BC ~ 2' C

Each of these systems will be considered briefly here.

1. Doric oxide is more relevant to chemical propellant than to

mpaterials research, but It was studied to demonstrate thaot the matrix

isolation technique coud 'be SLetisfactoQrlly extended -to the t-rapping Of
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"high-temperature" vapors in inert gas matrices At 46 and 206K. This was,

successfully shown, and indeed, infrared studies of the trapped tolecues

led to large changes in the vibratinal assignment of B 03 and conequient

changes in the thermdnai f unctiotns This wor~k was carried Out with
1

J. Ri w. Warn anad has been published. it halo been corroborated by the
More recent matrix study of Sommr) White, Linevsky, and Mann on B2 3 0

2. Carbon vapor'izes predominately to yield, -C molecules and the proper-
3

ties Of C have e Ilud ed researchers for man-- years. Gaugset, H-erZberg,

Lagerqvistj and Rosen3 have Only recently made progress in their speotro

scople studies of this raolecule. 'Their work, combined With our rather ex.-

tensive studies in~ absorption and emission, of C_ trapped in neon matrices

at 46K, has led to, the followintg gr'ound state ( )vibrational assign-
ment f' C1 2, 70, M an 200 ctrl'. The low bending

34 2  V3
frequency found by Gausset, et~ al~, causes a large alteration in the free

energy functions of 0- and changes the hKE of vaporz~ation from 188 to
3

205, koal/mole. The former~ value was obtained by Dr~bart) ]Burns, ~e Mria

AndInhm from mass spectr'ometric measurements but utilizin- an etimae
valuae of V -- 500 c61  The agreemen between their econdwlaw value

1 g n

(186. +. cal/rnle) and their third-lasw determination has now been re-
moved. This is puzzling in vi ew of their careful second-law work involving9

the determination o±f C- to C signals at each teneaue oevrthre
3 atuei Hwe- e

seems to be little doubt at the present tim that the 70 cm - bending
feuny is correct.

The original matrix -oko and C, carried out with P. N. Walsh
5has been published in a short note. Two articles with P. N. Walsh,

6C. L. Angel an .MLeod, Jr. are in preesq-

3. Silicon carbide vaporizes predominately to slcn at~s u h
vapor also contains an appreclable concentration ofSC adS1 mlces 7

oSO2 2 Y mlcls
These moleculesadlsSi and Si2C , have been observed spectroscopically

in neon and argon matrices at 49 and 209K when the vapor from silicon carbide
(at250C)_s trapped. The aspect ofteesuies which affect the

thermodynamics of vaporization of silicon carbide arise fromrn a reassigmet
of the U-4 stretching frequency in SiC and the appearance of Si C0 in

the Matrix. The force constant for the Si-_ bond in SiC is foun to be
2 2d

7,4x 105 dynes/cm, as opposed to the less likely value o±f 2.9 x W05 dynes/cn

fudfrom fleman's- ass-igmnt by Drowart, et al.7  This is because of our
rision of v rm51c up to 852 00--. Using this now force constat
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6andA others derived from C- and Sij new sets f vibational frquen~cies3 2
can be calculated ffor the vaporizing silicon-Oarbon molecuiesi Hoawever, the

changes are not -lrg enough to apwpecisibly affect the thertod-ynam-1c funictionis.

The spectrum Of Si1C- appears strongly in the t~atrix, and since Our±

Vaporization temperat.res are higher than those dAring the mass spectroetie

work, it seems probable that Si C'i a rotst asSC in the vapor at
23 2aa if' "t

these higher teperatufres This suppor'ts, the ex-t±apolation. to higher tempera-

ttwes of the meager' vapor preassure data Por Si C fDrowdte !ad-

inadates that 8SAL-3- should be included in their calculation of the total
vapor pressure5 over, silicon ctrbide.

The spectroscopic work on the tilic-on-carbon system was carried out

vitltD. M~cLeod, Jr. and is about to be submitted for publication.

4,. The Vapotization of TA2O 5 -hat been st~ndied int a MAS spectrometer

by Inghram, Chupka, and Berkowitz. 'The Spectra of the TaO and TaO-

molecules have also been Observed in neon and argon Matrides. Man electronic

transitions were observed including the two TaO systems analyzed by
Ou1 wok0Premaswarup and Barrow. Ou v is in support of a 4 ground state for

Tao. Dot' a and 18 usiu
TaO. oth luorescence and infrared absorpt ion speclra n usiu

tion have given more information about the groun sttbttersach
it; not coipnee as yet.

-5. WO and WO2 have been observed in a similar mner to the tantalum

oxie case, but work has not progressed as far on this system.

6. An attempt was made to Observe the sPectri.m of the LaC 2molecule

detected mass spectrometrically by Chupkca, Berkcowitz, Giese, ard Inhure11

ovrsolid lanthanum carbide at 2500*K. Althbough the visible spectru-m of

nenand argon matrices contained several areas of asrtton attributed to

LAC 2 -the strength of the lanthanum atom bands aae anytrtiafeues

The infrared spectrumn of an argon matrix at 209K Indicated that bands at

413)4, 1307, and 183). cm7 might be attributed to vibrations of -this molecule

in the ground state. If correct, these results -indicate that the molecule

contains a C=-- unit.

7o The vaporization of boron carbide yed otybrnaos u
yields12

there are very small awounts of IB Cand moeue-ntevpor.
Teemolecules do not then contribute appreciably Qtetemoyaiso

vapowiatlon of NC. ftm atteuipts have been umde to trap and Meaawe their
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spectra because of interest in their bonding propertiesi 'This work has -met

with some success, but -it is incomplete at the preaenit time.

This research Was s~upported in part by ARPA under Contract DA-30-069-
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UTAVIOLET SP-CM-OCOPY
Dr. K.Keith Innfesl Vanderbilt uriversity

We begin by emphasizIng that the interest of ultraviolet
spectroseopists may be more properly described as electroni-c
spectroscopy The part of our interests appropriate for the
present panel is in the electronic (and consequent geometric
an.d vibrational) properties of small, unistable inorganic mole-
cules.i These properties have been elucidated, since the early
days of quantum mechanics, mainly through high resolution ultra-
violet, visible and near infrared spectroscopy of gas phases.
Por descriptions of excited electronic states, this method has
been the exclusive experimental one, even for stable molecules.
We shall give here a brief description of the spectrographs
co On to all such studiets, a list of sources of radiation from
molecules of interest, and a case history or two to illustrate
the power and the limitations of the spectroscopic approach to
the identification and detailed characterization of unstable
species.

The spectrographs should be light-tight and selfEcontained
units consisting of an entrance slit to accept light from the
source under study, a diffraction grating (reflection) to
disperse the light- and a photographic plate-holdelr and plate f or
recording th spectrum. The grating ay have a plane or concave
surface, The former has the advantage of somewhat superior

optical performance which must be balanced against the
disadvantage of necessary auxiliary optics and reflections, with
consequent light losses. For survey work, for example in
searches for new spectra, the spectrQgraph might be about a
meter long. For study of -ine details the higher dispersion and
practical resolving power of a five to ten meter instrument
usually will be necessary. Partic ularly in the latter case the

very fastest photographic surfaces known for each spectral region
must be used. With high dispersion, the graininess of such
surfaces is not disastrous.

Sources of interest which may be focussed on the slits of
such spectrographs include arcs, sparks, flames, discharge tubes
and electric furnaces, The latter two types have been by far
the most fruitful for detailed study because it is possible to
make the exciting conditions milder and the resulting spectra

simpler. An example should make the distinctions clear, One of
the oldest of known band spectra is the green emission from
a boron flame or arc. However, the spectrum observed under
these conditions of high temperature and pressure is so complex
that interpretable features could not be resolved even under the
very highest resolving power. In order to identify the emitter
of the bands it was necessy to develop the bands in other
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sources. One such source the simplest one - has turned out to
be & quartz electrodeless discharge tube through which BF3 flows
slowly at a pressure of a few millimeters of mercury. Rotational
fine structure of the bands can then be resolved and its analysis
shows beyond doubt that the emitter is the linear and symmetrical
B02 molecule.

Another, more complete, case history should illustrate the
dangers of casual identification of high temperature species.
When aluinum metal is heated to about 20000 C in an electric
resistance (carbon tube) furnace, an extensive emissaion spectrum
can be observed in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions.
This band spectrum was first observed by Zeeman who performed a
vibrational analysis and assigned the emission to the Ali
moleoule. Since Zeeman was unable to obtain sufficient
resolution to attempt a rotational analysis, he identified the
emitter on less rigorous evidence. The vibrational structure of
the spectrum is definitely that of a diatomic moleoule, but
Zeeman's vibrational frequencies - -55 350.0 cm 1 and
()' = 278.8;0 c-l seemed too low for AlC by comparison with the
known values for the similar molecules A10 and A1F.

Zeeman performed experiments using a zirconia liner to
exclude the presence of carbon from the region of the furnaee
from which spectra were -observed, and, on the basis that the
Pectrum did not seem to occur with only aluminum in this liner,

he concluded that the emitter must contain both aluminum and
carbon. We have found- that above -bout 1100QC aluminum reacts
with zirconia to produce Al203 and we have not been able toobtain the spectrum in queston by heating A1203. In addition,

we have observed the homonuclear diatomic molecules G&2, In2,
and T12 under similar conditions and the vibrational frequenciesobserved for these molecules correlate quite well with those of

"AlC". These facts led to extensive investigation of the "AlC"
spectru mwhich resulted, through rotational analyses and the
observation of alternation of intensity, in the definite
assignment of the emitter as A12, Rotational and vibrational
constants were obtained for each electronic state.

It is instructive to compare these results to those of the
mass spectrometric analysis of the aluminum~carbon system by
Chupka, Berkowitz, Giese and Inghram. There, the only molecule
identified definitely was A1 2C2 , which was present in ten times
the amount of any other molecule, including Al2 , This is a
typical result. As yet, few of the polyatomic high temperature

molecules observed easily by mass spectroscopy have been
identified definitely from their optical spectra. (That is,
detailed characterizations such as those mentioned here have
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been limited to a few Polyatomit and very many diatomic molec Ies).
It is not known whether this is because such spectra lie at wave-
lengths difficult to study or because they are largely
predissociate d However, it does Seem, obvious that the two
approaches, far from being Competitive, are largely complementary,
and that both are very necessary to further understanding of high
temperature molecules.
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X-RAY. STUDY 0F l-EY E

Alvin Perloff

National Bureau of Standards

The molecular structure of 1 ethyldecaborane has been es-
tablished by single crystal X-ray analysis. The ompound
crystallizes in the orthorhombic sy-stem with cell dimensions
a e 10.11, b 1440, and c 7.28A. The space group is
P2 1 2. 21 and the unit cell contains four molecules of
Bx0H 1 CH. The compound is a simple substitution derivative
of decaborane and, no significant distortion of the decaborane
conficuration is induced by the substitution.

I)TRODUCTION

in the last few years a great deal of work has gone into
elucidating the chemistry and properties of 

boron hydrides.

In most substitution reactions a variety of isomers are pos_
sible and the possibility of rearrangements of the boron and
hydrogen atoms have to be considered. Even when one specific
product has been isolated it, frequently, is difficult to be
sure what it is that has been isolated. It was this type of
question which led to the present worX. A group at vhe
National Sureau of Standards had separated a particular isomer
of a substituted decaborane with the probabe formula
B10C0H18 . The problem was to establish whether it was an
ethyl or a dimethy! derivative and where substitution had
taken place on the decaborane molecule.

Experimental Procedure and Cell Data. The experimental
procedu res used are quite standard. The compound is a liquid
at room temperature (melting point f 109C) and was supplied
to us in thin walled capillaries. A low temperature arrange-

ment was devised which enabled a single crystal to be grown
and maintained at approximately -209C on a precession camera.
Film data was collected covering about two-thirds of the
available reciprocal lattice. The intensities were read on
a densitometor and correct-ed and scald by standard methods.
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The relevant symmetry and cell data are:

Space Group, P21 2. 2:

a -0 l.i1A
b = 14.40A
c 7.28A
z - 4

Pcalc 0.91 gi/ne

Structure Determination. The structure was establish

IV the application of the Kare and Hauptman ' phase determining
procedures to the hkO data. Enough phases were established
to compute an electron density projection which revealed that
the compound was an ethyl derivative and established the gen-
eral location of the boron framework. Some trial and error
procedures were then used to get the best boron arrangementconsistent with the projection data, The best arrangement

could be interpreted in terms of a decaorane molecule sub-
stituted at the El position.

The final projection is shown in Figure 1 The crosses
mark the final refined positions. it is not necessarily
obvious that the boron peaks correspond to a decaborane config-
uration, but, if the projection is considered in conjunction
with a model on the same scale, the fit is excellent.

Having good x and y parameters from the projection and
knowing the molecular orientation, the z parameters were
readily obtained from an interatomic vector map. The boron
and carbon positions were then refined by a least squares tech-
nique using all the data. The hydrogen atoms were locatedby
a three dimensional electron density difference map to confirm

that th ere was no rearangement of hydrogen atoms. This was
followed by a final least squares refinement of all the atoms.

RESULTS

The molecular configuration is shown in FIgure 2. The
ethyl group is attached to the boron 1 of an essentially undis-
torted decaborane molecule. It is tucked underneath the boron
framework and the carbon atoms lie almost in a plane defined
by B1, B3, and the midpoint between B6 and B9 5o that the
molecule almost has mirror syetry. The Cl atom lies in the

plam * the C2 atom is Only 0.1 out of the piane.
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From the moilecular packing, shown in Figure 3, it can, be
teen that the small deviation fromn mirror plane symmuetry could
be ascribed Simply to packing considerations. T-f this is the
case, then the -isolated molecule -in. the liquid or gaseous state
would be expected to effectively have mirror plane symmetry.6

The bond, distances observed In the boron and carbon skel-
etoni are shown in !Figure 4. These distances are all quite
normal. The B SB distances, with one -exceeptionj agree within
th e -limits of error with the values found. for decabor-ane it-
self62 r'~ The 1-2-86 and B-4-B9 distances appear to be signifi-
Canttly shorter than the other B-.B distances in both decabarane
and ethyldecaborane. However, in decaborante the Bl-B3 distance
is, also, in 1.71A range. The longer B1-B3 dist-ance In, ethyl-
decaborane can, be explained on sim~ple steric grounds. The
ethyl group lies directly underneath, the 811 and B3 atoms. When
all of the hydrogen atoms in the i-mmediate neighborhood are
considered, it is o~iOus that some crowding occurs which can
most easily be alleviated by the stretchirg of the 81-B-3
distance.

Distances involving hydrogens are not sufficiently accO.z-
r ate to war--rant more than quoting ayerage figures h -
and B-H (terminal) both average 1. IA and the B-H (bridge) have
an average value of 1. 27A.

S'_AR

The net result of this study has been to confirm the
existence of simple substitution derivatives of decaborane.
This has been tacitly assumed in the past, but, since the
structures of the acetonitrile' and dimethyl sulfurJ5 deriva-
tives of decaborane do have rearrangements of the.bridge
hydrogens, this is a point worth Confirmning,, Also, substitu-
tion at the one position has been sus-pected bit not Unabigu-
ously established before.
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THEMOC HEMISTRY OF THE N68LE GAS FLUO~nEs

William V. Johnston
North Amferican AViation Science Center, Canoga Park, Calif.

INTRODUCTION

Since the announcement of the first authentic compound of a
noble gas by Bartlett'aer and a half ago, and than formation, of
a binfary Compound containingi xenon -by Claasent Selig and Maim~s2 at
Argonnev National Laboratory, A Great aMount of theoretical and

exprienalinterest in such compounds has deirloped amongi chemist5ft

Over the past six months several thermochemical. studies have-
been reported.4 However, the number of ex__jjistn noble gas compounds
has also increased so that the rate of production of compounds*
continues to e!xceed the number which have been studied thermoc-hemic-ally.

The noble gas fluorides produced thus far are: XePtF6  X? 2

161%, Xe?6o XeOFi1 , XeOFg, Kr?2, KrTI* and Radon Fl~uoride.i Other
compounds that have been (made include X0036 and NA,4Xe66 *Yugo. Heavy
metal perxienates of barium,0 copper, xilver, lead and uranium have
been prepared from the sodium Malts.

Thermochemical data have thus far been obtained only for Xe?2,
XO4,x6, an ie, in most instances the purity of material haS

been lest than is usually desired for definitive thermochemical data,
but nevertheless has been sufficient for determining bond enories,
tests of the third law of thermodynamics or of the correctness of
some of the theoretical approache*.

THERM10OHMICAL DATA

Xenon- Teltrafluoride,4,
Atructure Xenon etrafluoride has been found by x-ray-l

and neutrondi4ffract-ion- and apectroscopic neasurements 7 , to be a
squae panarmolcul with the xenton atom in the center andfu

fluorine atoms at te forcresapoiately 909 apart. The
Xe-F distances are 1.95 '! o0l)1- -The crystal _is monoclinic with
celdiesin, 1 5,050) A, b Z -5. 922 1, a $ .771 1and

99.69 0 .1. The structure ay be visualized as a bodycnee
cubic structure With the Xenon atoms at the corners and the body
center. The melting point is ow 1149 C. The xmrsy density is 4.04
gr/c

Vapor Pressure The vapor pressure of Xe? 4 has not yet been the
bjecitf separate study, however am ato rpaaiesuis

it is reported to be ) no at 25 C.

Heat of Sublimation Jortner, Wilson and Rice 9 have determpined
the hat-of subImatio- -Of Xe?4 over the temperature range from -150 C
to 229 C in an ultra violet spectroter by measuring the Change in
optical density at a constant wave length. A 2nd law Plot of the log
of, the relative intensities vs l/TRK have a value of 4Hi sub (X4W4) of
153 K . Rel/mole
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Heat of -Formatio, The heat of formation has been determined
from heat* of reaction Vith aqueo6us iodide solution (Gunand
Williamson)1 0 and by reaction with HF (Stein, and Plurien)l.i The
values are not in good agreement.

0
A" tX oF '(o) a &45 kcal/mo!e (Gunn and Williamson)

M XP () + m55 Kcal/mole (Stein and Plurien)

The GUnifn and Williamson value was obtained for the solid
(-60 Koal/mole), and was converted to the gas phase using the heat of
sublimation of Jortner, Wilson and Rice9. Gunn and Williamson
estimate that X*F2 impurities could further reduce their Value by
10 Keal. The average energy per bond calculated from these data and
the heat of dissociation of F2 of +37 Kcal, are hot seriously
differentO being 30-32 Kcal.

$pecifjH~at W have determined the sfpecific heat XeF 4
(con-taining about29% impurities) between 30KX and room -temperature.

A small adiabatic calorimeter was used. The smoothed data are given
in Table I. The shape of the heat capacity curve ti iiilar to that
of molecular Crystals such as benzene or CO2. There were no apparent
abnormalities in the heat capacity data to room temperatura. The
entropy of XeF4 at 298.166K as determined from the heat capacity was
35.0 entropy units i i

6 6

Standard Entropy and Free Enepyof Formation AS-f(s) and OFf(s)
for th, solid calbulated fom the aboe data and the Ai4(S) of Gunn

and Williamson, were 102.5 cal./mole dog. andw29.44 Kcal/mole
respectively.

ThidLayhek A check of the existing data by means of the
Third Law of Thermodynamics has been made and found to agree to
within the experimental e-ror. The spectroscopic vibrational
frequencies of Ctapn, Chernick and Malm were used. The molecule

has fth symmetrY. The value of the V4 mode is still uncertain,
however the suggested value of 221 cm 1 is used in our calculation.
A summary of the third law calculation is found in Table II. Although

it is perhaps premature to make this comparison before more complete
data are available, the close comparison indicates that no major
features such as rotational transformations have been missed.

Xenon Dif"uoride

Structure Xenon difluoride is a linear molecule witt the xenon
atom in the center and a Xe-F distance of 2.00 .O1 1 1 The

crystal is body centered tetragonal. The melting point is reportedas 1404 C. The x-ray density is 4.3 gr/cc

Vapor Pressure The vapor pressure has not been the subject of
a - d ron!3 has reported a value of .8 at 23' C.

Heat of Sublimation The heat of sublimation has been determined
by Jortner,- Rice- ad-Wion9 to be 12.3 ± 0.2 Koal/mole.

Heat of Formation A preliminar7 value for the heat of formaon
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,of XeF2 has been determined by Bisboe and Johnston,, Hamiton and
Rushworth1 4 by Combustion with -H, in a standard combustion
c~alori,meter. The XeF2 semple used was found to contain 215% XeF.
The measured data were corrected for the energy rel1eased due to the

XeJ4 by using Gurn and WijliaMs'Ms~j value for the hea&t of formation,
,of XeF4. The uncertainty in the XeF4 data makes a minor contribution
to the correction t,6 m. The value obtained is ml&5 Koal/mole for the
solid, with about 1 Keal uncertainty. The Xe-F bond energy in
XeF is calculated to, be 27 Kcal. There is no additionai reported
thermodynamic data on Xe?2.

Xen~ eafurd

Structure The structure of xenon hexafluoride has not yet been
established. It is expected that tWhe molecbul will e octAhedra-l -r

a distorted octahedron. The meltin'g point is reported to be 466
The material is very reactive and is difficult to prepare and retain
in the pure State,

Vapo- Pressure The vapor pressure is roeported to be 29 am at
250 C antd 3 mm at **Car 

--

-AlOf i~matiom , Values for heat of sublimation between 9
and 1 4 a"7 -1 0  Kcai/mole have been rePorted Contamination with
XeOF is supeocted to have caused the low results. 'The most
reasonable vaiues appear to be between those for XeF2 and XeF4
(13-14 Kcal/mole.)

Heat OfFormation Stein and Plurien have determined the
heat 6f foriatio--o Xe?-6 by combustion in hydrogen at 130* C.

f X 6(O - 78.7 Koal/mole

f XO?6(a)
The average Xo-F bond energy in XeF is calculated to be 31.5 Keol.
This value appears to be somewhat hbgh in relation to that of XeF2
,and XeF4 , but is sufficiently close for present needs. There is no
,known additional reported thermodynamic data reported for XoF6.

Other Noble Gas Compounds The only other known thermodynamic........ 2 96 I K /nole ;for Xo90
daai-nthe literature is theI Cs () P + 96 Z 2 Kcl/ol -oAXO

reported by Gunn- 7

SUMMARY

The preparation of stable chemical compounds containing the
noble goses constitutes a notable event in the history of chemistry.
,once again a tradition has been toppled. With every such break with
the past, comes the need to understand just what has happened and to
see if it can be applied to similar systems. More detailed
inforoatin has been obtained about theme compounds then exists
for any other similar class of inorganic compounds. The interest
in obtaining the thermodynamic stability of these compounds is
obvious but the results are not limited to them. The preparation of
these compounds Is already contributing to the preparation of now
compounds of e8naglgnsu structure which do not contain noble gases
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and is aiding: in the understanding, of the structures and bonding
of the interha-loge~n compounds to use but two examples. As is
indicated in this conttribution, the therochemical date is Still
rather limited but has nevertheless indicated the broad outlines
of the Stability of these compuds.

REPERiNE
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in the newly published book Nol-a opudUniversity of
Chicago Pressj ChicaO, 1963.
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,Compounds held at Argonne National Labora~tory in April 19,63i
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TABLE 1 HEAT CAPACITY AND~ SPECIFIC HEAT OF UPF,

SpecificC sat.
Heatp

20 . 0093 1.*93
3)0 a.0-217 4.49
40 .0 318 6.60,
50 i.,04 0,3 8.36
60 ii0474 9.83
70 .053,2 !1.03
80 60583 12q.09
90 .0631 13.0

100 .0676 14.0
110 o.07 19 14.
120 ,.0760 15.76
130 o.0800 16.57
140 .083 8 17. 36
150 i.0874 18.13
160 .0912 18.90
170 .0947 19.64
180 i.0982 20.37
190 s.1016 21,07
200 61051 21.78
210 .1082n 22.44
220 .1116 23.13
230 .1147 23.78
240 .1181 24.48
250 .1213 25.15
260 .1247 25.66
270 01279 26.52
280 .112 27.20
290 .1342 27.83
298.16 .1367 28.,33
300 .1373 28.4,6
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TABLE TA THIRD LAW CALCULATION .U

spectroscopic (Xe 4, g"as, 1 aItm 9.6

S ot

o 77.67 eu

Calorimetric

XeF4 (a, 3 tum, 298.16) S 1 5fO +1.0Oeu

1074 (aublimation 3 toot 98.16) S=5.± *

XeF?4 (g.j nm, 298) -XeF 4 (,1 atom, 298.16)s w -11.0 + .7

St m 75.3 + 2 .2

Difference 2.A + 2.2 em
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EB14ODNAMIC STUDIES -ON- SUTB STANCES OF- IFIET

1N A IGH AJMN PORM()PAT.iN GNICbTJD(b)

George T6 Armstronig

Heat Diviaionp National B%&reau of Standards

A., A 8,uRvE,- OF TIE TIM4ODYNiAuIC DATA OF FLUORITNE ONOND

.About two y61 a ago we prepared a suve [i) of the heats of forma-
tiona of inorganic fludiin6On comds. In that sU-vey the interval covered
was frot the time, of compilation of MIS Crcular 500- to about July 1 61o
The types of informatin included Were entthalpie of reatot ~iin
and, dhange of state,- as well as equilibriatm data for similar. proceses.
Heat capacity measurements, in ge6rl weent incliuded, huhr~iw
giving tabulated thermal functions were. That survey wtl btaken as a
start ing point for our discussion.,

The compilation that resulted from the s=-rey was not intended to, be
final selection of best values for the hats of :toz o ftecm

pounds listed, bu~t rather was intended to be a refereno e guide for the
working chem-ist expecting to do a Study of theimodyn~ic properties of
one or more flurn cpounds. Such a per'son c an ej p ect to find in-
the compilation references to moot of the studies of this kind that have
been mnade ont a particular fluorine compound, and some iddication of the
kind of iaf ormat ion presented.6

The. tables were organiued into sections as shown in T ab Ie T. The
relative extent of the information contained i - the tables is -indiated
roughly by -the nim-ber of page occpied by each seeton. The most i n

fomation is available on the binary fluoriecmons ihdcesn
emounts of infornmation on mnore complex compounds. The forMat and some
indication of the kinds of statements found 'L t a tals aeaon
figure. 1 And 2.

TABLE I. TABLES OF' TM~MO0HEXIAt DTA

Table Pages0

1.9 Fluorine I
2. B~inary Fluorides 1$

3.Ternary Fluowrides 13
4.Quaternary and HgeFlorides 10

-5. Aqueous Fluoride ion 1
.Bnary A-queou poe

7* Ternary Aqueous Species 2
8. Qutaternar and Hiher Aqueous Sece I

(a)Mteri-Al presented before +the Therrnochemistry Working Group Meeting#
Nov. 548, 1963,* New York, Sponsored by the JAMAF Thermochemical Panel.
The work described here was carried out under transferred funds
contracts As noted ad some of the surve of thermodynuuic data on
fluorine compounds was carried out using direct WB support. Unless
otherwise noted transferred fdswre received wnder ARPA Order Nov 201.

(b)Part 3M of abi presentation is clasfe an, 1appeaLr. in Volum I
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TALkA 1. FLuORU

substande b.or AM (kma/oie) Remark&

N.8.S. GIx-c. 500, tl9j .gIva 18.3 for 6" 0 9 8e'P2( ) f~f
extensive later information'.

~(g)Expefimental majurementi, fliduaai'on ahd 2alcu2ations of the dimasodiatidn enery bive
led-i to D- or AiP. for bfen r~eported by :t9, .1, Us I.8, 15, 76, 117, 8, 90i 80, 81i2

0
didedclat±Dnhav been re- 8-3, 8/, 85, 86, 8? 9,j i 0,- 91, 93, 9/. 95, 96., 97, 9,, 99, 100,
pDrtbd.a foll~vw: 101i ,029,13o16/, 508. 105] ROM 1 me p. irioMHupi t541n me so

66tl/.], 50 ±6f 55],l < 4.5[i56,11 iloiition, and dissociation by electron Impinot. (s80JI eat. DO
37.7 at 759 to fl56k at; 36;9 viaule frow -3/. to +1ee.

at 1i0066kt519i > 4.5t5811,

*0.9ti6-3]l 37.6 *1.6[64]i,

31;6 +G;9t165ij 3,1[66967],
38 0,4.69, 69], 32 *3[70J

37.5(71], 4,1*0.5(73]
37.It[92], 31.6 *h4.3[6b6],

p t) [165] seai. 4j, fiji.

Data In tablei -1 -8 are ditations from the literature and have raot been criticil1y revieved for this papero

An, numerical valuae are in kal foile 1 
uh-ls othui9ise ipecified.

See [91 for additichal references polar to 19/.9.

Superieript il on ABf valuem for Br enA 1 6 unds, ifidicates that much values a*e based on Br-(g,) or 12 (g) as standard states.

FIGUR lo THE TAWL ON n UORINE.
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'Cowound ag!9 (kosl/mole) Reimarks

Ao?3(o) [261 eai m1f& -395. [1213 Olt. -420,t 1i (O 1061 reports -477 from conaidera-
tion of the. hig tempe iisction: 3U (g) + A103 (C) EAc;(c) + 3UY (1) .

Ag?(6)1 -48.5 (9, t1071' Usti 411 sold. f11 oslo. Ilitdi eflIgym Other revite give for

A02(*o 4m [9]il Other reilus give for bJ3f 8  *'30 2.5 [15], -83 * 4 11.

Aqgto) -50.4 'E9] [12] lulls -50.3 for M w

AlI(g) 6143 * 2;0 '[35]: The equf-libitm: 2A1 + Al?3  jkF 31w? usltudlied by [1111, 113, 115, 510, 607).
-49 it51061 spe6trodoopic mei~rmeits of Do %p[7 e V 4, 1121. R--11 its many a
-59;1 R1M5) re, of Al?'(g)i b- Is ais reported or discussed by It11, 12, 14, 18,9 371 109, 116,

-o-

-sO.O [6011! -502+ 5 [109], 1.4 t9j), ii;5 [1211, 46 [2511i -604, k 1 [26)460.5 [1],i
=0.97 * 1. [241, -61 * 5 [1111i 461A 1 2 [15l, 461.0 [91i 311]1

AW1(o) hyp. [109]1 set. hMf0 8  ii - 103 12] Lists 4062. [341 hiats AM02 10. Seei fSu)].

AIF 2 (g) by9. [34] flits AR~ 44* 5. [2(5, 27] at. -157. [94] ext. 1"2 So1
(.26]1 est. -1I72 k 20.

~2() yp.[19]eat. mLfta =- -14. [333 flsts 484 *10.

AV -(g) =284.8 * 6 [34] [11, 120, 122, 111., 5101 cai. M ebb (1211 oslo. AR Vap. [91 lUst Wd (321
4285.3 * 2 [1122] reviews bO sub. Other rili gilt for Hfo- -410 (3), -283.2 [24,2]

-283.8 :[21], -284.9 :k 6 [,25, 37], -285.4 * 5 [27]. 5 e 11 f 6 (g) W A1?4 L(g).
11(4) [121] was. Vop. T124]. iss. WH Abs.
A15(c) 356.2 * 2 [,35] R115, 111, 119] meas. 4H for the iietiomm Al + 3/2 'Pb?2  I- + 3/2 11b. See 1110o

-355.7 [1151 [116f 118]. see [45] for OMf. [1141: mes 4 trans. a AN -11 Al 3. Su
-356.15 (116I! gives 6.fa.f. of Al m Al?3 elsatkede -11 12,(1 2,13 a.ip 38, 51~6

356. [116 1 5- 5 17, 51 set.- a~ terrve give for hMfl8 : -311 (set.) [9], -323 5

1181 (et.) [112, 20] -331.5 [23, -355.7 (21, U4, 26, 33]L -355.8 * 2 (151, 356.3 [25],
-357.0 *2.0 111911 -356.3 * 1[17], -356.32ii 2 [37], =356.3 * 5 [A'] [5,7] aslo reviewed Z"2098-

8ee slso Al?(g), Al?6Na3 (M.

FIGji. 2. A SECTION OF TM~ TABLES OF BINRYW flUORI CCOU S
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it iS of interest here to note how the MUiAt of ino-m-ation avail-
Able ay fluetate, from one part, of- the table to Inother'. This is roughly
indicated Wby the exbent of the remarks found by the compounds. Thus we
see very etendVse coments for F2(g) and n F(g) F n ig. 1 and also for most
of the cotpounds and phases listed in the section on binary compounds
dealing with the, fluoridies of ALIiun illustrated in-. Fig, 2& On, the
other hand, If we turn to a section of ternary compounds of allm-Inmi, such
as that dealing with AZOLP (g) and r'elated compounds,. Fig" _3, we f Ind a
rem akable dedline in the amomut of infrmation Walableo.

The diffeence in the available inforration is seen to be even more
pronounced if one remembers the diffe ence in the method of reporting the
data in th6e vari-ous tables Within the group of binary compouds, for
which we note generally the greatest nbbeer of coments per comp6und, All
compouds are listed so far as these coUld 1 be discerned from the ChemicalAbstracts indices and other soIrces even thouh no therodaem i data
were found for them. On the other hand the ternary and uore e mplex
compounds are not listed unless thernodynmaic data were found for themt
and many were not listed for this reason.

A count was made of the compounds 7n the b inay table., A tot : of
278 was foun) roughly three fluride f per element, Those for whieh
suft'aient data have been presented o allow the listing of a heat of
fom ation. based on ex-eriment ni-bered 93 compoiuds, and those for which
some data were presented, br I fiet to calculate the heat of for-
tion, ered another 32 compouds.e Th hils left i the suey 153 biary
flu0ries Lor which no thermochemica data were presented.

The count of ternary fluorides was Incomplete, and a very rough
estIate o he posible nmber was made on the basis of a study of
groups b and VIb, for which a recent goneral surVey by George[2 I
listed 45 compounds. Or tables presened data for- 17 of those compounds.
The ratio of these -two numbers was a ped to the remander of the
elements to obtain an estate of the total nmer of ternaWry iorgaic
fluorine compouods .

The eent of thermodynmic data coverage of the fluorine compounds
at the time of the gsurvy is shown i Fig. 4 Tese kds of es imates
are ex2tremely qualitative, because as time goes by more compounds are
diseovered,9 and in fact it is conceivable that me .uiemeAts of physical
properties could lag behind the rate of discovery of new substances.

wu img the time intervening sice preparation of the survey, we have
maintaied the lteratresueillne. The nuber of references i our
file has !-coreased from 625 to over 1100, a a ncrease of about 500 articles
in two years. A scaa of the binary compounds !-ndicates that of those
having no therrnodynami data before perhaps 5 to 10 percent have had a
study sujMf ient to assign a heat of formatlon. This is a very =4al
increments considerig the mmber of papers. The conclusIon most be
drawn, and this is easily verified by reference to the papers themaslves,
that the additional papers deal in large mease with comdpomds already
having previous th emdymc data listed,
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TABLE 3. TERNARY YLU0BR0DES

SpeiesARM (kdal/ot) Remarks

-AKFR(c) t161 givea 0~o- 4.65 tkom Consideration- of the equilirium: Act (o), +H

'AcOF(c) + ZIFg9,j at 1000 K.

AgAuF 4(6) z149-4 R3,11 [13,11 fmeas. MH hYdr.-

Ag? 2H(C) Fo'r the ractioni Ag (6) + 2F 2 (g) + IT'(4) Ag1oHY(c), [178] et. O3 49.0O on the

A1I()[5!et ~ 2 9 8 = 121*' [24, 21 eat; 123 E 15, [6]i eat; -124 + M

A1C1F6(g t24 26, 211 est. AHN28 -235 E 15. [t251 est. 235,5.

AIG61gCg) [211 eat. Mf- ~ 1~5. [24, 26 si4615.(f bt -186.3.
298 -6 e 8 s 61et

AI3O:[g) [P41 eat. LHf'29 g -163 20. i[2511 et. -110o [2 6, 27] et. -121 + W0.

Al? K(c) see Al 5 2kp0(d).4
(KAF 4

For the reaction: LifeAI? (g) = LIF(g) + Al?3() (g],41 miss. M6--- 73 4o 4. 22
A1F4 L' (g) 3 3 1000

(L~?) oslo. LH sube (12211 est. 029 98  447 *7

AI? i(d)[2]ms 2)eat. Hf 98  52 5

4

-44

A-1E Na,(4) For the riictioO:na MAl? 6, (t NiFct) + N" 3W4D ) mess. AW = 22. [121,

57-7] meas8. V.P.

AlF4 Na(c) DO),] discusses stability.

AlFJI3 (a) -777.9[1

(K 3 Alf 6 )

A NWSee AW6 Nit (4) forv. f.

0a3A1W6 r -? a)s

FIGUB M3 A SECTION OF TM, TA=~ OF TW1AZU FLUORMN 0-OWMPOUNDS
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A reflection. On the Atount of data listed frsm ftesbtne
indicates that 8=e scientists, wilLI doncliide that a new study of a partic-
iila? coxmbnn would be of value, -even. tho g there mey be vr ~et-~
data on that compolund,. A great deal of work is required in, order to
settle seta of the persi stent problems Of the mochemistry, Fotr e x-ample,-
despite the great AMount of work that has been done -in attenpts to de-
te-mine the dissociationt energy of fluorine, it -is still uncetain, by
about one keoal- mole 1 .*

Sevdral laboratories are uiow -working Very diligently ona 4, syStetatuc
study of the, thermochemistry of fluorine 'opudin particular.i In a
program begunt about 4 Years ago at the Argonne National Laboratory,
Hubbard and co-workers have developed, methods, for direct determination
of the heats of ftrmation of binary fluorideos by direct reaction of the
elements In a calorimeter bomb 13.They -have determined the heats of
,formation of 14 fluorides, and two compounda not containing fluorinfe since
the initiation of th. program. Their results are s'itarized, in Table II.,
The locations, on the periodic chaft of the elements involved and, of somne
other elements under study -now# or planned for the imediate futtxre,. are
shown in Fig, 5. -The information for Table, II and Fig. 5 was kindly
supplied by E. Greenberg '[-+]I

TaBL I IT H EAT O F FOI KMATION V ALUE M O BT AI D AT

AMMO~I W10%NA LAMOWORY BY PtIMMl~ BOM CALORDOM'

TOIF (s) -394.2*
ZrF4 c 468
HTF4  c) 4 61.4 *t
MoF6- g) -372.4*
BF3  g -270.1*

Vitreous 5i02 (q) 115 &9*
UF?6 Cc 5226*
' 6 C 510 8
00F2 ) ~ l790 (i press)

ZfF l2.1* (pubmd t ted for pub!icaion)

MgF o~ -4.9

N) -35605 (believed to be low)
BN (Hex. c) - _59,7 (This is a rough value4 withprobbly 6coule of kcal. molelI

uncertainty at present.)
NbF5 "4)3305*

RuF 2 .455.**t
5uF (c) -3r

**Final Values
Tentative Values
SFrst study of th. hoat of form-t ion of this compound,
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At the A0, her Research Intstitutej Groiss atd co-workers [5] have
carr'ied out a systematic study of halidess, using either the direct re-
actioni of the e'lements or mtal displadaeeft reactions to obtain -heats,
of fo.m aion.d Among the compounds for which they have determ-ift-d the
heats of fom-ation are nine fluorides, Their rosul1-ts a.?e simna±'ized int
Table 111I, In which they give a cOmparison with other reported valu1ead
The m.aterial int Table MU was kintdly- supplied, by Drs Grass C5)1.

TABLE III. HEAT OF FORMATION, VAItM-S F OR FLUOR1 I OompOUflM

,OBTA-M,,ED AT MIMIR RESEAC INTITMT

circ.6 500 Palmer L,,-a ter
Compoi~d Value Value, VAlCUe Sot'ce

BeF2  44.5 -21.2 Sktwatov

BF- -265.+4 -712 469 Hubbard

AUP 3  -311 -356*3 Hubbrd(2

3Na AtF -759.6 48.9 78o'4 Ooughi-n

PF 5  - 0314-

SF 6  - -289.7-

T0F -37 0 394 *6 -394.2 H ba--rd

-4 W 4 ,* -9

-F 517 -522.1 -522.6 Hubbard

At the National Bureauf -tadr Arsron Td JeLpf 4 )h
developed methods for combustion of gaseous. materials in a flamle ca-Im
eter, using a fl!orine atmosphere. They have also used fluorine as an
oxidizer in bomb calorimetry with mtals and borides, aM have used ox"
plos ion methods for determining heats of fo tion of fluorine ooapu. s
The results whichi they have meocued for 9 omaom are litdi
Table IV,
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TAML 176. MATS OF FVO4AION DETEINfED IN TMIE

MUORM LABORRATORIMS AT THE NATIONAL BUREAU-11' OF STANDARS'

%mpoird AP.98

0 F4 (g) -2.
HF(g) -64.63

,N-F3 (g) 29.7

N2 F- 2.0

92 -(cis) + 16*4

Xg (trans) + 19.4

AtF3 - c) -358-3
AUB2(0) -26.6 (non stoidhiomietric)

The work which, these three laboratories ar- a-ying out ee
principallyI to m co uds stab le at rod toumperatture * An examinaino
the compounds for which heat data are lackng however, indicates, that

alrge fraction of them are fluorides stable ontLy at hig -- tmpeara aure s,
,or fluorides in which the metallic element is not in ts highest state
,of oxidat ions 'These two classes of compound are not amenable -to study
by the devices aidlined above* It is obvious that equilxibrim~ studies

jvlig Vaporization or gas phase eqTiiiibria will, be reuied forAmin
of the compounsfr hc heats of formati n are not now known. While
several laboratories are active in this area, we shall not attempt to
sma ie th 1 ra#w 1eir work- here, Work of thisa kind will be required on an
e-cpanded scale in order to obtain in a relat±mely few years data on comn-

pounds for which none now existso In studies of this kind, the equilib-
rium proportions of substances present are general a very sensitive
function- of the energy of reaction involved, Yet such studies have, In
many cases, led to values for heats of formation which are of relatively
low accuzracy, It is to be presu--ed that the reason is prin-cipall the
difficulty of establishing that par -eers being observed are properly
associated with a given chemical procoes and of establishing an excPer!",
mental environment 1n which a truxe equililbrium exists* These problem$
are compounded In difficulty by the relative inaccessibility of the

teperature and pressure regiona in which the equilibria eitin many
Instanes Th areful studies now being made in several __Ol Te0aboratorie.
should show the way to handle these problems ardequately.-

Another area of calorizetry of fluorine compowids which offers an
approach to substances not obtainable by reactions involving fluorine
directly is H-F solution calorin-etry. This procedure, probably not being
used to An otmmeetat the present, is suitable fo study of mn
substAMces soluble only with relative difficulty, aad We offer an
-approach to the fluorides of mixed metals it also offerse an avenue to
a reproducible standard state for fluorides such as We2 which may tend
to form glasspy or w-orphoum solids and are therefore dtfficult to
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cha-racterize thermodlynar-ically. The aqueous solutions Of many fluorides
contain complex ions, and thb equilibria of these nuist be properly taken
,into account if the resuJ-ta of studies by solution calorimetry are to be

state. of -Thermodvnamig- Data ion, Selected, Compotnds

No attempt will be made to give data copudb-opudfor the
whole list of corapounds of interest to the JANAF Thezmochea.cal Panmel,
or even for very many-r of theme Rather a few selected copud ofa
particular inter~est will be discrussed.,

A few years ago [1,6,471 we beca aware that data on the heat of
fO~~ationi of'~wudbe tore consistent if, th oau r ?th eto

forxnajtion of gaseou's HW wer~e more negative than the Value,$ ._64.2 keal
mole.' listed in M~ Ci-?cu.ar 500.L 'In Fditon or w msurements
on the heat of combusio ofH in IV [6), could roadily be iterp±'eted
to give a value of' -64.63 kcal nnl1  n h ost accurate of the

vtis, b y -o a~negadShta [8) , led to a Value of 64*45 kcal.
mole- I n the latter study ofted-etraton ofH2ad'2th
teperature of the products- was kept at 1M0000, to eliminate appreciable
imperfection of the gas phase of 17i

In addition,4 spectr- o ic vidence from the discaineeg

of HbyW Jbsadnro [9j1 suggeste a value as negative as -1-
kcal mole * The use of the data-of Johns and 3arrowp however, require
the dissociation energy of F2 # which is inaccessible spectroscopcly
and -ha's been the subject of Considerable controversBy.4

Recently Pedr et ale [10)3 ha[_ ve reviewed the foregoing data. They-
haeaso -added a critical discussion of te eqibr-m -in the reactio

ofSiF4 with H 0, determined by Lenfestyp Par.r and Brosheer 1), anda
evaluation of the heat of forMAtIon of HF that can be deduced from it and
their own data(e al i ox SF4 and $iO2- They calculate a value

of~499 koal moleL* -in this way.
Following a new analysis of th above dat adohratreting

to %qeu T' W. H.* va-a [12, in the course of preparing material for
the revised edition of NIB$ Circular 500 (still i preparation),. has

tettiey adopte a aue of --49$ kcal mo e - for AH?2 8 HF(g)
Heaso adopted a value of 479,50 kcal !ile-j for &H~9  ~~q~J

These values -are 0.6 -and 008-4 koeal mole - more negatie, respeotively,
then those in W~ Oircular -500 [2-3) These changes will af fect the
Woepted values for heats of fo mation of an undetermnined n~ber of

flumrIdes, usw-ually by integral ~tpe ftesgetd change i0 H
An uncertainty of 0.4+ kaoe Wud have to be assigned to this
value for the heat of formation of W~ In order to inalu a- all- th
principal contributing sources of data.
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Beryl t=Fuor id's

W Uthin the last Pou r yeara experImets].l data- eufficient to evaluate
the hea.t of Pormtion of TheF2 unahbiguously have, been~ preseftted6 Koleasov,
Popov and SkIdratov [ 13 1 fteasu±red the heats of solutioni of BeG and BeF2
ina aqueous HF, and cacltd~2l2kcal mole 1I for the -heat of formiation
of. B(c)o Tceirr Value is dependent upoa the heats of foxwation of BeO0

andofI~(a). 1Te eat of foDtono eOt may be in ertor by as much
as 3 kamoe*The heat of formationi of 19 they u-e a htue
inAM- NB Crcia j 0, When theitr heat mesnennsare used with new
calcuxlations of aux-ilis±'y d,aa9 Including the heat of for-mation, of IIF

given. in the preceding pa±'agraph, we obtain A112 9 8 '[BeF2(c)), -_242.27
kdal tole-' 9 -

Recently G oss [141 has detemmined, the ene t- -- argy of the reacton~ of
Pb F2 with, Be,, to fo BelF2 and Pba Frox his data he calc.aates "224,015

kc- *-e1 fo the heat of formation of 86F. jThis val~ue iU depenet
upon the enthalpy of formation of Pbft, which -in tuft- is dependentt upon
the heat of f or-ation of 1-7t Without ha ing ne alcuLat ~o o bF2
the value should be more negative by 1.2 to 1.68 koal miole- if the
chaftige in 19' is introduced. The heat of reaction of -ne with PbF2

mesled. by Grosso in this case9. should -lead to -241.7 to 262 kMal
tole fo r -the standard heat of fo rmato fBF()*Bt ftefr~
going values are subject to some uncertainty due to I a ek of adequate
definition of the BeF2(c). Kolesov et al. state that their Solid was
crystIall ine, but their method of preparat ion is not kcnown to give avry
,high degree of c-rystall in-ty.

The prelina-y work by SImons [15) and more receit uniihed work
by Murnoy (See Section 1 B) on the direct combust ion of beryllium in
forine -lead to v alu~ 3orewhat mre negaive but at present not

aufficiently acurate to influnceo the value accepted for the heat of
format ion of crystallie Be-2. :See Section l-B for a further discussion

of BOF20

Aluminutm Fluoride

Gross et al. [16,17,18) carried out reactions of A wi~th PbFq2 (c) and
with Wa + PbF2q -f rom wh-ich he derived values for the heat of formation

of LF3 c)of -a356,3 kcal me 1 bsed on the heat of form-ation of PbF2,
and -3561 koa moe bs te heats Of formationa of N*IF and Na ALF6-
The reaction of 44 with PbF2 was also carried oix byKoesov. MI - ynov
-and Skuatov [191, and they calclated the heat of formation of AF(c
to be -3_7,0 -clml1  ehcse the basis of th cacltion in
volves the heat of formation of HF7 with a factor of three* Koleuov et a-I.
recalcula-ted the heat of formatIOn Of PbF2 but did not modify the heat- of
foton of IW' used in ca1-ulating !to Without completely recalculating
the heat of fo mation of PbF2 or NjF and Na3AFE, we- can modify the above
reported heats of formation of AL?3 by 1.8 to 2.5 ,ca Io 1  i ngte
r3$891 to-05$98 kcal moleI eand -357m9 to -358.65 keel M110e- from 'the
masurwients of Gxross et al. -58.8 to -r359.5 kcal =1o" from the
mareomts of K-lesov9 et al.
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Dfrect me-amarements of the o-b --tion -of altnnintm in fluorine by
Dou.alsk-i 2011, give -358.3 kcal m-0,1 '-k for the heat of fofthatioi, A
stuady of the same process at Argorne Nsationial taboratbpy (see Table 11);
gave a valueo Of 356,,5. However, a, note is attached by the authors
stating an opifti-n that this value is too low (predsta-bly not me ffi _6 ntly
egatie' h t of -- idnc poits to a Value fox' the heat Of

ff-or-ation of AIF3 near± -558 keal fole~l.

For comparison~ with a reactioni thats ra nch, easior to wo-rk with,
the reaction of aluiminum with ovygen to form the Oxide, we -show the
data in Table V. The reaenit works frot the United States (1945, 1951,
19,57) are in 6-mcdllexnt agreOmentv Any larzge iun-tce-tainty remalmling in
this system, is due to the quaestiot, as to the crystal.line State 6,P A0O3
formed (See, Sectionl 14,42). in- a relatively shor-t tliej, a substantial
ammnt of work on A0F3 has brough the infortation on. this eubstance
to a state comparable to that oft AL20 3 a few yeares ago.

TABLE Vo COMBUSTION OF ALUMINUM IN OXYGEN

Investig ator s

kcal/mole

Mah (1957), 400.4+.0.3
Schneider -and atow (1954) 400.7 -6 :440 (402 *2)
Holley arid Huber (19,51) 400.29 *0,.3

-ktn- an Moebashi (1950) 381.02 *0493
Snyder -and SeItz- (1945), 399.09 *0.06
Roth and Mulle (129) 380.!
Moose and Parr (1924)37.

A1=1 =i--Fluoride -HX.draLtes

A grou~p of compou~nds related to AF3(c), thei hydrates, is mch
les wel udertoo. W hve, -i facts, only fragmentary data, on these

Compounds. Table VI lists the compounds And a little about the classes
of thermodynamic dat that have been presented, A principal difficulty

with theae compo~unds is the determination of the tine o~a eas
the water -is bound more or less loosely in a gelatIncus mass when they
are f or med in some cases., and -it is difficult to establish the
stoichiometry. Thu~s alteorna-te formulas with 3.0 -anad 3.5 Moles Of H2
have been proposed for -two h -rats (and also aL 3#1 hydratebti
is not clea whother both. A 3 -and a 3.5 hydrate exiat. Perhaps for

reatd reon th vpor pressure of water over the hydrates (which
as a function of teperature would yield the heat of hydration) is very
difficult to obtain on -a consistent basis, -and sotedt-rei doubt,
obtaining solubility data -is very difficult because of the extreme slow-
ness with whbich equillbri is approached. Such direct heat measuroments

ofth heats of solution of the hydrates as have been reported [21,22)
are subject to uncertainty because the basis of the mole -used is not
given, and there is no way to reduce the data -to currently accepted
fozuul_-a and atomic weights. The heat of formationofevalydts

coul be related to the h-t of formatioofA7(a)fthsIoztin
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had been given. The heat of solution of anthydromUS A? has- no-t been
maeasured., KA-6wledge of the heats of formation of the hycfres of
alummin fluoride is, so very poor that their atiudy would, be of
scientific interest. A certaim- Mount of intterfet is attached to them
because, like the hydrates of the chloride the hydrates of al1--ninM±
fluoride16 cannot be directly dehydrated to the Anhydou compom d.

'TAMLE VI6 AM? HYDRATES AND ACID VffRATES
3

ALP 17 H2 0
3 2

ALF.25 2C(a) AHl solm iA H O and in4 M~p(aq)
AtP3 3*0 (or 3.)Y 2  (a)2
ALPF33.Oj (or 3.5) IL0 $) (b Sluiity

H-C' i9C2 c) Vapor prommsu C

AF?3 63 V?.3H 29
A? 3 eN3HF6H20

In conclusiont , t wol be well to poinat out gone Pitfalls8 of
estnatngheas f fmitio Mong the flurine- compounds. Becamse of

the difficulties of worki ng wth elemental fluor - e a M9H, there has
tended to be a dearth of good experimenta4l thew-ocheaidal data on the
riuorine compounds. The lack of data has temupted man-y to esti-ate heats
Of formation, eithe from first prinils rfo a -oeatiiwt
related compounds. The early- -history of ALF 35(c) is such a case, For
Ii, values -of -31 kcal moel-- [23) and -323 kea. iolel1 [2-4) were

estate byoopetent reviewers* The raeapured value differs from
these estimateas 25 kcal, mole -1or moreo The temptation to view this as
an -Isolated case in which specil circ -anes render an eitinate
diffiut is removed if one compares this error with the errors nade
in other estizates of the heats of- formation of fluorine compounds.9
From our review [IIIw have excerpted heat$ of formatio esImae fo
14 fluorine compounds for which no experimenta I easwement elstd at
the time of the estimate* These Are listed in Table VII, For compari-
50np experimentalI measurements of the heat of f ormat ion made, at a later
date Ire listed for these sae compomadso 11-o average error is 30 kcal
mole7-p anad there is a bias of 17 kcal mole . The systematic error,

hic indicae thtf rine ompound tend to be more stable than
predlcteds may be du~e to the extreme position of fluzorine In the
Periodic table, which requi-ree extrapolation rater than ieplation
among the non-metals.
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TABLE VII, ACCURACY OF SQE PUBLISHED ESTflIAME

OF MEA= OF FOMATION OF FLUORIDES

omtpounMd AHV (koal. =ole1 ) Error of EstihuaUt

Estimate Later Measeetet (kcal. mole)

AOP 3 :(c0) ii~4O l *10477 +57
35 +82

ALF' 3C() -31-357.1 +46 (max.
-323 -356.3 +23 Mtine)

W ) -100 *4O 83*3 #47
BeF 2 -27 *5 or 10 -241.08o +14 (Mlzn.)

2 220 -257 +7(a.
Imo0F6(L 8405 -388.66 =16

W g) 17 89,9 9.'9 + 8

NbF5 c) .34-32+90

P(g) -35-8.+6
-420 -439

SF/(g 456 -1-.7 *2-.5 +16

ThIF4 ( -47 10 +482.4+

TF4 (c) 370 *20 -392. +22
TLF(c) 65 :h5 74-0 *1.5 .- 9

TLF3 (c) -175 *10 -3. 3

ZrF4 :(c) -h5 *3 -456.80 *0.25 +1
Average Errr *30 --4 1 e

Average -Mas +17
Estimates -and Measured Values Are selected from A review by Armstrong
-and KCrieger$ Pape No 2,# Progrs in Itrnat iaRearhn
Thermodynamic And Transport Propei-tess Mas± and Tsal9 Editors, 92

The rather large average error indicates -that estimates of heats of
format ion sh~ould be regarded very skepticaly.
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8,~ IMEOENT STUDIES IN THE TMEBMODNAMIC DATA OF BERYLLIUM SPECIES:

-- i ---AT OF POIMATION OP BERYITJ1 -1M UMP-1

The experimental work des'cribed here wsis performed by Dr 6 K& L.
Churney, A recent study by Kolesov,, Popov and Skuwatov 111 on the
heats of soluition of Bef2(c)r Ada Be'(o) in. V~(sq) pr~ovided sufficient
data to allow Oaldulation of the hea~t of formation of crystalline BeF2
Their work appears to be of good quality.n Hbw~ver tw.o factors 'have
caused us to believe that further workp and a mre direct det ermlhat ion
of the heat of fao-ation of cdzyatalli~ne BeFz are deaforable. -Recent
studies on Altdmir= floride E2~451 hav 6 shdvwn that earlier estimates
of the heat Off formation of AF.3( --sdOns2tio cao etr'y we -e
Ser~iousaly in e±'iori 'To be su±re, no direct heat of solutioni of AJIF3 had,
been possible, and hence one stop had p±'e ±iuly remained to be estimated.
INe~ertheless, the r ehet data oin the h At Of formation Of cry-stall-ine A P9
a±re hard to, reconolle with 0older data. by Bau~d, [6,7 on the heats of solu
tion of the hydrates 6f AtLF- f 3. Hence, some dou~bt may be cast upon solution
calorimet±' o light metal fluorides in general. in addition$ ant imcorft

plt 51~d ySixons [)gave plfeliminary Values f or the direct combina
to n of bm-Ali with fluorine that were more negative than the heat of
formation of IMF2 derived by Xolesov et a].. The study of the direct con-m
bustion of berylA am- InI fluorine was, therefore, undertaken in our labw~a-
toriesj using the technique developed for the combustion of alumin~ in
,fluorine [2)D

The combu~stion technique involves mixing the beiryllium to be burned,
with powder'ed Teflon, and Compressing the mixture into a pellet. In order
to prevent loss of material on pellet=ngs the sample preparation procedure
was modified to include sealing the powdered materials irx a bag of Teflon

fijl O-y very peliminary experiments can be described at this time.

Two combustions of berylli- fn mixtures one of an alIuinm-

Teflon mixture and one of 'Teflon alone,* have been carried out. The result,
of the two combustions involving beryllium are briefly su~arized In
Table I. In order to prepare the mixti wes the poudered metals and Teflon
were sealed -in Teflon bgs, homogenized by Movement of -an air bubble
trapped in the bg, and pelleted -after pmuncring the bag to allow gas
to escape* Weigh chanes due to sealtng bags mixcing contents and
pelloting totaled from 0.02 mg to 0.1 mg* Samples were placed on a massive
moniel or type 304 stainless steel plate resting on the bottom of the bomb&
The bomb contained a thin liner made of type 304+ stainless steel, for
convenience in remivn the solid combustion products for voe-gh~g.
Samples were ignited with -a fuse consisting of 5 =i of 0.003 in. dia.
tungsten vfre. The ftse burno com-pleteoly.
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TABLE 16 C0MfUTION. OF' BER hVfM IN MT0RM

Flu~orine pressur'e 20-21 atyn

State of producett

a.), white) fluffy-, hygroo'~ple
amorp-hous 7 powder

b) sMall amount of BeF2 glass

Exp eri-ment Experimenit
1 2

sample pellet domposition:

Teffon (g), 0.841 2.196
terryllium (g) 0*422 0.s201

Completeness of reaction:%%

Not well Rvn-owht 77>48 > 90,

Energy of Be combustion kcal rolJ koal oe 1

Not wall known: "24- to *255

A slight residue of carbon (0.2 to 0.8 mg) was found after combusio-
tion of Tetlon arnd, of Teflonal'ainum mixtures. Comnbust ion of Teflon-w
beryllium mixt~ures led to a white fluffy powder of BeF2,sm unreacted
'beryllium, and a, small gmom t of product of reaction of the pellet
support. The latter reaction was sbtantially reduced when 042 g of Be
instead of 0.4 g was used* Some BeF2 appeare tohv ogealed from

th eti h xerien wih04 g Be but nori such appear etw-h01ance was
observed in the experiment with 0.2 g BeFas

Thedere ofoonp ene of the combiustions was determined by
weighing the liner and its contents. Uncertainties in buoyanc crrections
cause the precision of the weighing to be not better than 1t g
The products of later experiments 'will 'be analyzed by determnig the
amount of hydrogen evolved on reaction of residual beryllium with acid.
This should oeceth reeios difficulty that was encountered in
assigning the observed weight change to the amount of material burned,
The degree of completeness of the combustion is uncertain. princ ipally-
because two different ways of determining the weight of beryllium fluoride
led to diftferent values. The values were 77 or $8% in experiment 1 an
>90% -in experiment 2. The degree of completeness of combustion is much
higher than has been previously reported. in the only previously reported
works that of Strnmp the combustionS were 25 to 60% complete IM: the-
more favorable cases,
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tXperlmenital measur'ements on the, heat of Poration aire listed, in
Tab~le III. The data are by no, moatia cndlusivp, though a strontg ladlea"
ti±i that the Value lies near -42 kcal xaloel is given by the good,
agreement of a recent value reported by Gross [9111 be.sed-onm the readtiont
,of Be with PbP'2, with the ~esre±sof Koleov, tit al [121. The,
values- in parentheSes Were calculated ue-ing the r'evised values6 for

A1: [(a2[10,1, while thos Me jIOt in parenthese were r-epo'ted b'the
aut'hors theinsel-Ves.

TABLE Ils EPEIMTAJ IMEAS1IREMTS

OF TMW M~AT OP FOMATION OP SOLID BeF2

AH'f Sou±'oe

kcal mole' 1

BeO +1FT(aq) 4 -41.2 (-247) 11

Bev',-(c) + 12,(aq)I

Be + PbF2  -240.5 (-42v1) [91

Be + IF2  -25'6 to -58 a []
Be + F2 -244 to 4255 a. (th-is work)

A# Based on. incomplete work.

Energ 'State o 0 F2,(solid)

BeF2 -is eXtrem~lY dIffict to pr'epare in the fOof cCcryStalso
havin~g a pronounced tendency to for a gls.In the work ot' Xolesov,$

eta [)the sample used is claimed to be corystalline. We have strog
doubts that th e degree Of' crystallinity of material was high. The product
or. combu's-tion of berylljUm -i ±'u-ietsd -nitely not crystall~mie, but
amorphous, and very finely divided. It -is not clear from the early re-

rts byGos,9wat form he f'ound for' the BeF2 produXced in the- reac-
tSion Of PbF2 with Be.* but it should be suspected to be non-cr'ystallinen

The energy state of non-crystall11-e may be related to that of' cr'ys-
tal!Lne BeF2 by a study of the heats at' solution of' the various f'orms
that have been encountereds Such a study of the solution calorlmetry o±f
solid beryllin fluopride is proposed -in our laboratory., The heats of
soution O0 00L1Be4  and LiF will also be determined in a related series

of' exper'1-nemt s to establish the heat of foruati on Of 1i4eF4 (0).
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C6 IRECENT STUDIES ON RFEUACTORY CONIIOUINDS.

1, TIE HEATS OF FO11MATIONT OF TWO AIfMRl-flM BORIDES,

The experimnental work described, in,t is section was carried out by
Dr. E. S. Docmalski in ou~r 2lboratories. a)

The purposes of this work were to provide; a, review of existing
therm-odyneaiic data oft the xtallio borides, ad by fiew eperimental
measu1rements to augent the existing data on heats of forationt of 'this
class of compoundso The data are of imediate application to the cofn-
bustion~ of slurries in -Which Solid 'bories are bmixed with a liqfuid fuel
to obtain desirable dornbistion. propertiee. in addition, the heats of
formatilon are of intrinsic scientific interest, asL they are a class of
compounds difficult to prepare, And so far, the atibject of only a MallI
amount of val-id thermodyn-tic study,

AI -- Inu m Bride-Samples

The aluminum borides AL&B and aAL 1 were prepared for uis by
V. I. Matkovich of the Carborundim, Corpany. Boron was rnmixed with excess
aluinnim and the mixture was heated to 1-200, 0C to obtanAB n to
17000 to obtain d-ALB12 * A large excess of al m. ~ w uein ec
case. 'The excess lju-minum was l!eached fro the AL.Bg by the use of acid,
which presumaly left a rough surface, as will be noted later. 'The
leachi~ng pr cess did not simn2arly Cfect the -At --

The Samle weeasye tth ainlBra of Standards for

boron, alurnhinum, carbon, nitrogen And minor metallic impurities. Oxygen
was determined for us by Genera Atomic, San Diego, California,4 by -neutron
activation analysiso The resul~ts of the analyses are showen in Table I.

T zBE!

ANALYSES OF ALUMINUM= BORNDE SAMPLES

AtB2  a- AZB12 (powder)

component Obs. Theor. (Obs. Theor,

A 53.00 55.51 17401 17.22

B 47.04 1449 81.5 $2.7$

0 1.00 163

N 0.3 -

C 0.08 1041

Me tals o.1 -

Total 101.59 100.00 100014 100-00
(a) This work was carried out for the Air Force Aero ]Propulsion

Laboratoy riht-Pattersrln Air Force Basse, Ohio, under Delivery
Order (33- - 6) 61-Q9.
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The oxygen content is appr'eciable in both sapeand the total onttent
of toreign, elelents it; otpurablo in the two samples. IEt is not possible
to sa~y to ihat extent the for~eign elements are combined ditferenty ~ith
boron and alim go the expedient has been adopted of considereifg C,.
o. and N each individually to be divided .betwet their~ compolinds with
aluminum and bot in proportion~ to the ratio of alutmin M to boron in the
sample, while the foreig-n metals were - tied to be unoombined. The
a lam= in u and boron not coifbined with foreign, elemnts are asia-nZed to be
c omb ine6d in, a noni stoioinetric ratioy w4hioh in the tase of Attj is
ALB 2 21  an---d in the case of d-A4412 is AZB3 9 .O hi ai h
5J.,min -- diboride sample was assigned the copoitionsoni al I
the alii dodecaboridle was asisigned the composition shown i-n Table IIIc,

TABL E TI

COM0 OITION ASSIGNED TO ALUMI,NUM DIBORE SAMPL

Comnponlent Percent by Weight

A8B2*215  97.23

A23- 6.653o
2 Q3 01.98

ALN 0.27

At C-
-43

Foreign metals 01

Total 100400

TA=L III

CMOSITION ASSIGNE TO a-ALUMITM ]DVECAB0RIDE

CompnentPereent by Weight

A0E11,96  97034

- 213 0.21

'203 1,74
At 4C 0.0-9

BCG 0.40

Foreign met als .

Total 100O0
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Those Samples eare considered to be borides of very high, quality accaord-
ing to the pesent state of the ar't Of making them;- and the Analytical
data reelect the diiSficttlty of preparing ver~y highly pure borides.f They
also Indioate that 4 limiting factor in the aoocu._racy of the experiments
may be the certainty with which the analysis is known. The preparation
of the saMples and the aftalyaes required it To* inportat-t fraction of the
total eff~ort expended in caitrying out the studyV6

Combusgtion Meaurements. and, Rgaults

The almainum boride samplies Vere burned in, f~luorine in a bomb.
a alor ime6te6r usaing t ha T 0 lon~ pelle -tin -ftechni qu e d ev el1op ed f o ±r cof bu s-
tioni of allumilt- pow.der, in flAuorine [11Tt Nine expe'iments were carried
out in which the d ALB_2 Sample was b red, and these and the caldoulations
resulting from themn are Mmmarised. in Table IV, Samples were ignited by
a, fuse Of tungsten wire weighing about 4.4 ing, which burned comapletely
in the r'eaction*

TABLE IV
OOMSTION OF ai-ALUMINUM DOflECABORIE)

+ 2 2F (c + n &.96 B -(g
d-A~AL 1(6c)2-

kcal mole

AHO Combustion 3054*4

Correation ±br incomplete, 1600m 0JIM 3.15 :lw7

Corrected 0H 3538.9 +*5,2

ZAH _9 $ for AZl' and F 3585. 5 *1 -
3 B3

"429 [a-ALAtB -46.6 *5.3

aPreliminary resiults.
b The u~ncertainties are estimnates of the standard

deviation of a measurement.

Combustion was estimated to be about 0.1% incomplete, on the basis
of the nbmrnt residue in the combustion areas The heat of fornatino
A~ 12 is palculatdtob -46,6 *5.3 kcal mole"!, In oalculatlg this

the-eat of formation of AF 3 was taken to be "358$3 kcal mol [1
and the heat of formato of -was take Qb 298 kea l mole* 1 rRI
The numbers listed have been corrected for combustion of theimutis

-_i-e expriments were carried out in which the ali inum diboride
ample was burned. The observations are siarized -in Table V. In
these experiments an abnormally large drift rate of the calorimeter in
the fore-period was noted. Observation of a gain in weight of a pelleted

aempe o AL2 wich was exposed to fluorine in the bombs W~t not ignited,
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Indiecated that the Increase over' the norz-a2 drift rate was due to a, slow
reaction 6f the Pellet material with fluorine. No such weight change
or a±nomalous fore-period drift rate was observed, with At.-~ s -ples1.
'The reaction was therefore attributed to Slow reaction of 'fluorine with
AfB2. We suspect, thoug We. have not de0montrated, that the acid

TABLE 'V

COMBUSTION OF ALUMINUMf DIB1ORIMf(a)

A' F- ALF-(c + 2. 21 5 BP-g2.215 2 2
kcal Ie

ARO Combustion919* (b

Es-tiMate of tore-period roaction -7.3 13.6
Correction for :Incomplete reaction (1%) - 9.-- .

-929.5 *6.2

--AH~f or AL'adB 956.1 *0,.7
3 3

AH02 9 $ ALE2  26.6 *6;&2

aPrelimin'ary results.

b'The uncertainties are estimates of the stanar
deviation, of a measurements

treimet o th AL 2,p used -to remove excess aluiminum produced -a roug
or porous sirface due to leaching of aluminu fom the boron. This would
account not onily ;for an Increased reactivity of the AE 2, 'but also for the
deficiency of alia±num foun~ by analysia in this somple.

Th ener-gy diapated in -this way during the period beore ign-tio
was not measiwd by the ARc and tended to make the measured heat of the
reaction too low. The rate of het ev-to as estmedothbai
othchof th f h rf aefo its normal behavior, and a correc"
tion of about 098 of the total heat observed was applied, asming that
the heat evolution occurred at a uniforim rate from the t !me the bomb was
loaded ntil ignitlon occurroe

Th rsts presented here are prelminary and are sbjec to re-
vision on the basis of recalculation of the dataq However, h. eea
behavior of the heats of formato othe almnmborides emtob
clear. The heat of formation per B atom is 13.3 klcvl moloe- in A0B2
and 3.9 k-eal mole7- In A02
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Re-rnoos to, Part-1-. -1-

FE) . St Domnaleki, Capter 8, ppi. 13 -3p NB- Repot 787, 1 JI1l- 1962.

[2] S. S. Wise, j4 L Margrave, Ht MA Feder, and We N4 Hubad

. Phys. Chem. his 2157 (196,1).

C.- RECENT STUDIES ON11 ARM-RACTORY OMPOUNs

2. TIs !MAT OF COMBUSTION OF ALTMI1M CAMlIDE

An epriental study of the heat of Combustion of' AllC in ox-7gen
has bee -ar-ied out~ in or-der to establish more definitel. y the heat of
fommatio. 'The exper-iental work was done 'by Dr. R. C. King of ot
labor-ato±riesi,

The sample studled 'had previously been used at the National Bueau
of Standards to determine the heat Cpacity at high teperatures [1j
and at lowJ teper~atures [2.In the Course of this earlier work, the
sample had been exhaustively anayzeds and this fa.ct together~ with the
existence of thermodynamic data on the sample tade its study seem well
worth while, even though the purity wa n~ot extremely high The sample
had been pr~epa~red by heating a stoidhiometric mixture of aluminm ad
lampblack in an argon atnosphere at 1,800 60. by the Alialnum Company
of America Research Laboratories.

The ample had been spectroscopically and chet-ically Analyzed, and
X~ray crystal patterns for -it had been obtained. The ch emical analysis
showed -in percent: AIA.C3j 94.J; At.. 1.0; C, 1.*0; MMp 1.3; A 203  4.2;
Fe, 0.06. -This was -in r-easonably godacr ihtesectroSoopic
analysis, which, in addition to A, showed significant amounts of' Fe, and
traces of' Ag, Ca, Cr, Cu, Mg, Mn, Ni, Si, 'Tip Vp Zr. Because the com -
pleteness of' reaction was to be determined by analysis of the product
gases for 00 2 , a determation of total C -in the sample was made by the

_-.as method. This yielded a total of 24457 %Q. The total carbon found
in this way is sljghtljy less than the total Carbon from the previous
analysis. Whether this is due -to inhomogeneity of the sampl rt
errors in one of the analyses is not known.

Apreliminary test of the behavior of the AL103 sample on exposw
to air Ishowed that a gain D eih occ red, which- was very gradual At
first, and then became increasingly rapid. On the other hand, a94-Mpl0
kept -in a desiccator showed no weight Change i-n the same interval of time.
This test which extended over an Interval of two months showed thatj if
after opening the sealed vial it was stored in a desIceator, the AL4C3
could be handled in air for the short time necessary to weihbte COM-
bustion sample and prepare the bom for a heat measuremnt wIthout
detriment to the sample.

The experiments were carried out using oxygen bomb calrmtc
procedurzes customary in our laboratoy[1 The unit of onergusdhr
Is the Joul.e and is- converted to calories using th~e factor
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/418/0 j 1 calorie. The atomic weight scale used is the 1961 table
of atomic weights based on carbon isotope 12.

The completeness of reaction~ w5. dotemied, by anlysia of' the bolb
gases for 002 -which, showed that the reaction was very 1-~ cmlt
in every experimetit. (See the column headed, 002 in Table I. 'The

obseed~o~lc~te '02 ratio varied, from 0.*9973 to 1.00,27. values
greate!' than, one are possibly dize to inhotogeneity of the sample. The
heat of dolbution. per gra of -C-0 buz-mned was calculated using the
002 formed as a aneasure of, the. kount of reaation,6 in deter-mining

5H~8 (to d---AZ20. ) aig1 nd AH 98 (1koal inole~l) shown int Table T,
corrections were applied for combustion, of the comibustible impur~ities,
Because io water could4 be used in the bomb to- disisolve oxcides- of
nitrogena, these oxides ware absorbed in MnOp [4~ in the gsas absorrptiOA
train, prior' to absorlption of 0025i The oxides of nitr'ogen were weighed
and a corr-ectiohn wa applied on the basis that they were solely N02:6

~er~uetalA mitt~0bainComplete -Cmbustion

Complete Combustion± wag achieved ontly after several attetpts. The
solutiont to the pr'oblem of obtaining complete combustion w4as found in
the adjustment of the massiventess of the ample holdorri Thist problem.
is of general interest in bomb calorimetry and, so, the proch used, will

briefly described.

First attempts to burn AL403 iAn a Platiu'i c±ruble of 10 g, which
was satisfactor'y for benzoic acid, led to mteltig of the platinum, More
massive supports wer'e then tried -d- ultnty Ie onalycmlt
combustion& Under these conditions, however, the beftzot acid used for
calibrating was found not to burn completely.

The results of these two experiments inditesmlmtg aor

operating i -the selection of sample supports. We presmme that to
achieve complete combustion it is -d sirable to have -the reaction zone
and unaburned Sample attain as high a temperaturwe as feasible witho it
melting or reaction of the suppot T6 lw a temperatUre rsults In
acomplete combustion. The conditions for a-ttan--g an optimuzm

temperature may not be the same for al susacsee hugh they
liberate the same total heat. For example h rdcso cobiti
of an organic compound such as benzoic acid are all gases, atd carry a
large fraction of the heat rapidly away from the reaction zone,, This
can easily be seen from the -fact that to melt a 10 g platinum crucible
requires about 0.9 !cal. The energy 1-volved -in at ty a obsion

is abut 10kcal, aaount grate by fctor of more 10 than that
needed to melt the entire crucible. Yet with organic compounds rarely
does any part of the crucible melt*

in the combustion of a substance leading to A massive solid product,
h1-owever, a larger fraction o±' the total heat is reta ed in contatwt
the acible by that solid produ ct ad led to higher crucible
temporaturw. 'This accou~nts qualitatively f'or the fact that a solid

prodct ay ause meltIng of a ible that would have suvived
Com bu t ion O f a o rg an ic m ib stAn o.-g 
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In this case the problem of -the massiveness of the saxple support
was. solved by using one support for the bentzoio acid for calibration
experilaents,. and a separate suipport for the aliuminim carbide, each, of a,
Suitable Size for its reaction, and both -eaining in the ibomb during
all experimentsa The support for the benzoic acid was a 10 g platinum-,
ceaoible, and for the alw-=AnuZ carbide the support -was a thin platintan
.foil resting on a disc of alumin a,

COrstal- Fom of AIinm Oxide -Combust ion Product

A most interesting and important result of the, study was the findma
ing that a -major fraction~ of the solid combustion~ product was delta-
phate Ap203 15,61. The remainder of the product was alpha A2O3 * The
two phases were quite distinctly segregated, in the bomb. The massive
bMule of combustioni product reouaining in the reacti±on zone was .s A2--
The very finely divided Solidi product conidensed oxn the walls of the
bomb was 6 AkO3-. The 6-AL2 O _ fom-fed 45 to. 75% of -the total reaction
product as determ 6d by weighing. This f 6 of At2 03 has beetn reporte
to be formied readily in the presence of carbon~ and nitrogen ,(6'71, b y
rapid condensation and cooling -from the gas phase [63j. Thes conadition~s
prevail in, the bomb* A different phase was reported by Schneider and
Gattow [81, when they determeined the heat of combustion of aUmt in
oxygen. They described the deposit as X L23 The reason for the
diff erence between the deposit obtained by Scnider and Gattow and that
found 'by us is not clear, but it is known that the contditions of their
experiments contained a similar feature, the presence of carbox'i, which
they introduced in an organic substance used for a combuistion promoters
They had the added feature, different from our experiments, the 'presence
of water, formed by combustion of the organic substance. We avoided the
use of water -in the bomb, because it appeared to react with the altMIAU
oxide formed# In a test in which a comxbustion was carried out w jth one
in ofwaer, in such a ot! a o b vprized by the combustion in
oder to Make it an effective absorber of oxideas of nitrogen, the bomb,
was dr at the concluSIo~ of the expe-_ nt and the X~ray pattern
of the b-almina wa dffuse, indicating that inteaton had occturred
between the 6a_=iia and the water.

The large fraction of the little known 6-phase in the product
raised the questio of how much energy dif -erence there sbtie h
two phases. We have not yet measured the enthalpy diffeorence direetly#
However, the observed energy of combustion Was plotted against the
fraction of 6-AZ2O3 (Figure 1) with the expectation that a linear rela-
tion between the two would allow extrapolation to 100% 06-AL203f The
figure shows a relationships to be sure, but no on thtrnesetrapo-
lat ion very easy., The best line$ through the data, detemined by least-
squares, is:

AUob 0j g 1) -_ 30170.2 + 51105 (fraction 4) (1)

From the slope we calcilate for the transition, a -A2O, to b-At 03
8. ka -ml1 . This value ies not very certain and coa -1 auily

b--error by a factor of two.
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The appearance of~ &AL203 in. comibustion experiments, and its
apparently signifinant energy difference fromi d-AL203 is of consider-
ab Is in-,tere~t 3in the iiuse of alu-mm in. rocket motors because of the
similarity of the chernia-ia1 environment in rocket output to that in
which the 6-phase is readily fonneOds

He4at Measureient a and the Heat of For-Mat ion of A04 3

The results of eight combustion experiments are given in Table I

T ABLE I

HEAT OF CO1MIBTTI0N OF At.0 3

At4 O3, 94.8; At, 1f.0; 0, 1.0; AN 143; A1205, 2.2; Pe, 0.06.

Ept. At'fl ob a 2 -~'~ou 02 A 2 3  ~ ~ 0 (o~~~
No. j obs/caic b/9& g1/g

10 24763 706 1#0018 0.768 0.80667 30216
11 2-4733 706 1.00,27 A641 0.80629 3-0128
12 246 701 49956 -456 .,80018 30155

13 247 703 .9985 A475 .818 30245,
.16 2-4729 70- .9973 .471 .808 30,205
,18 24583 70 992 .517 .8009 3008
19 2-4794 706 1,0000 .517 .8069 30114
20 2,4779 703 1.10001 .472 .80-318 -3021S

Meana 30170
Standard Deviation of the Mean4 21

= 108.1 *0.7 kcal mole 1I (corrected for ibptwti

in the table in colimns from left to right ae ite: xprimn

amiMber,9 observed energy of the bomb process, corrections -including those
for reactions of impurities, fuse energy, and dviatios from the tn-
ard, states, the ratio of the mass of 002 observed to that cal1culated
from the analysis of the sapple, the fraction of AL203 in the b Phase,
the Mass of AI_4C3 calclted from the observed 002, and the enthalpyofcmbsio fAt C3  corrected to provide Complete Conversion of the
product to a--AL203. The molar enthalpy of combustion of At4C3 at 298 OK
-is 1038.1 kca mle-1 with A standard -deviation of the mean- of
0.7 kcal mole 1

In makin-g the corrections for reactions of -impurties$ -it was
asied that ALN bure ofr L0 and N 2 to the extent thatNO

was observed in the products, and that the remainder burned to A4203
and N2. A4.9 C, and Fe were assumed to bu~rnA to the highest oxide In
each case.

.From our data we calculate the heat of for-Atjon of A4403 to be:
-qjq [4C3(s)J = -43.0 kcal wo7e-* The following auxiliaj-dtawr

used i the calculation: AR2 298 [q..At 2O3 ] = 4-404 k661 Mol0e (9)0
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A~ 9 [002 (g)], - -94.05 koal mw1e~' [l0ji.
,This and other values -for the heat of- fo~mration of At4 3 aelse

-in Tbl II, for domparisbn., Among the combustion me~~mnslisted

TABIE IT

EAT OF FORMATION OP A4, C3

At Combustion dalorinetry IfO 29
Ber-thelot [n]1 -258.9
w~hle' and Hoear [12) -257.8
Meichaner and Roth [133 48.6 a
This w.ork 0 4.0

B.Equilibrium atudiee
Kelley [11/ 0eviw o±8rne 1] -1.
Cox and Pidgeon [116) 3,5.9
Campbell [17) 51.2 b
Mesehi and Searcy [18) 51.0
Efi-menko, et al [1)review.

ofPrescott and Hincke (20)- 42.8
Sato [21) - 63.2

aRecalculated using Lqu 29 S (AL203 ) aw O00.4 keal -oe

R ecajcu~jated using free en'y functions t'or AL4 3 fr'om [1)21:0

ther'e the w.ork of Berthe1ot [11) and of WAhler and Hofer [12) can be dis-
regarded because they w~ere probably made with very impure sampleso The
measurement by Meichsner and Roth has been recalcu ted using_400#4
koal mole 1 for th~e hieat of' fomtion of the produact A0203. if ±t Is
ass$ed that they also w4ere getting a Ph~ase of' AL203 tk-at- is not so
stable, tlhen their value migh~t be less negative; wAM more near'ly in
agreement with~ our value.

The values resulting from equilibrium studies at high temperatures
in general may be regarded as less accurate than a direct combustion
measiu'emen-t, but as listed in Table II such value custer dru h
recent results of comnbustion measurements.
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SURE 0P_ TEMOYNAMI-C-DATA F0MR B ERYLLI1U M SPECIES

D. L. Hidenibrand

Rescech Laboratories
PhilcO Corporatio-n,

Newport Beach, California

in this paper an attempt is made to stamarie the available ther~modynamic
data fo beryllium speies which are of interest in advaniced prpellain't appli-
cAtions. This is not a critical review, nor is it exhauattve, -but it does
sumr ize most of the pertinent data of which the author is Aare.

I. Bew~0ndBe0H SP-ec ias

in Table 1 are aummatrized the heats of formation and deived BdaO bonid
energies for various 'Be-O and Be-O-'H vapor species. Data for the BeO polymers
were obtained from a seqotd-law analysis of mass Spectrometric data; botd
energies for these ~p~a eecalculated assumin ring structures. Saturtd
Beo vapor is exe-edirigly complex, and it is not clear that all of the petinent
species, particulart1y the 5Jb~ox2.des- have been identified. Also, no itnf r-
Mationt~ is available oft higher oxides. which mayI be important under oxdizing
conditions.

in treating the hydroxide data, an 0-H bond energy of 110 kcal was used.
The hydroxide values listed are ltmiting valued obtained fraft mass spectro-
metric studies of the reaction of wat er Vapor with beryllia. Th data f or

Be(OH) (g) are in agreement with the results of transport measurementscarrieg out near atospheri prsaure if in the latter the dihydrgxide is
aissumed to be the principal product. More def inittve data are needed on

the hydroxides; mass spectrometric studies of the BeO-H2 reaction are being
made in this regard.

Thermal dat fr crystalline and liquid BeO appear to be fairly well

estab lished_. 3

it can be seen that there is not a great deal of variation am ng the
derived BemQ bo d energies. An average E(Bc-0) value of 110 kcal can be
used to estimate the heats of formation of other apece cotaining Be"O
bonds, so that approprat exeietl odtos for therrnochemical studie

can be chosen.

Except for diatbmic BeO, the molecular constants of the vapor species
are based entirely upon estimates, Because of the great complexity of the
saturated vapor and the low volatility, it is difficult to see how much
headway can be made in this area by optical spectroscopic or other structural
techniques. it has been, suggested )a that the effective ground state of BOO
for high-temperature thermodynamic calculations is 31r rather thanu

* Ths wok wa supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agenc thrugh
the Bureau of Naval Weapons and the Air Force Systems Commnand.
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Before diecussitig the individxal halde speciesi a word abou~t the
molecular cnstants of the gaeous dihalides is in order, since these quatties
affect the interpretation of the data for the other speciels. In Table Il, the
etropies of a numfber -of gaseous Group 11 metal dihalides evalua~ted, ftan a

seftd-laxw treatment of vapor pressure _data and condetsed, phase &ntropies
:ESO(exp)] are compared w~ith, corresponding values calculated, from available
molecular constantma ectoseopic data [So(calc)j . Pol ~erizatio'n of the
vapor was taken in~to account where necessary. lia all cases, the moleaular
costants of the gaseous di~halides are those giVe.a by Brewer et al, 4 adae
those uised iti the jA14AF Tbles. -The vapor pressure data are 1n st ae
extensive and in reasonable accord, as are the eoderised phase entropies- so
that the expeimental enttropies:[SO<exp)7] Should -be reliable to within 2 eiu.
These are the only Group it dihalides for which such extensive data are avail-
able.

it Can be deen that the experim~ental et-ttopies of the Be, Mg and Zn, halides
(the Only cases ini which bending frequencies have been a-ssigared from observed

spectra) ate hi~ghet than. the calculated values by -5 1eu o h aadC
dihalides, Brewer et A104 Used the bending frequency as an adjustable paramfeter
which was chosen to give the best agreemnt between second- and third law heats
of 5ublifitiot. Sitice the ttaslational, rotational and electronic partition,
functions Of all the dihalides are reasonably well know6n., it would appear that
the vibrational partition, fun icirs of t he Be, Mg and Zn dihalides faight be in
error. A comipatisn of the etpy discrepancies w 'th -the ratio of bending
force constant to stretchiing force constat Ek6l / indicates that the
difference may arise from ;the usle of beniding fr-equencies for the Be, mg and
Zn dihalides which are too highi (the stretching constants are all well known) .
If a bending to stretching constafnt ratio of 0M0 is arbitrarily used for all
the dihalides, a valence force treatment yields bending frequencies which
give agreement between calculated and experimental entropies in each case to
well within the estimated errors. in the latter case, the calculated bending

frqencies all lie in the range 50 to 200 cm--, a region in which 'these
substances have not beeni stuid~ as yet. The above evidence is indirect and.
therefore, not conclusive, but it does indicate that the available thermo-
dynamic functions of the gasequs beryllium dihalides are probably in error by
significant amounts. and that third-law calculations for these substances
should be made with caution, Perhaps the matter can be resolved by new
Measurements in the far infrared region.

a. Ber-Species

Laow-temperature heat-capacity and high-tempperature entap dAtahv
recently become available for condne Be 4 The entropy of BeF (q) at

298K i 45 eu. iger than th-e estimated value used -earlier in ttie JANAF
tables. The heat of formation of the crystalline solid appears to be well
established, although there is some evidence of polymrphism.

A second-law analysis2' of extensive vaporpesr aalast

value of 59 + 2 kcal/mole for the heat of sublimation of BeF2 at 29,8-K. This
and da-ta for the crystal lead to AMf 9 8 ;'-182 ± 3 kcal/mole f or the BeF,(g).
Various equilibrium measurmnso the BeF -Al system are in agreement with
the above.2 From transport measurement on tie HF-BeO system, Greenbaum et al.-

0 _ _ _ _ _obtained Oif2  " 191 kcal/mole for BeF (g). The reason for the divergence
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between these values is tot irmediately apparent, although the la'tter value
may be too large ri gtively because of errors in the free-energy functions of
BeF 2 (g),

The values for Be(g) in 'Table It aire !based. ot ther-mohem-ical data.
The 'ReF dissociation energy of 145 kcal seems a little high when compared .to
half the heat of atomizatiori of BP_ 148 kcal. MHann~j15 interpret a the eleca
tronic sptrun to yield a diss'ocialion energy of 118 kcal fr Be-F, while

aartzb r '16 and 0a060 7 estirnted values of 125 and 9'2 kcal, ?etpettively,
from lesd extensive data. rutther work is in progress on the sub-fluoride.

b. le-mcl_ siecj-ie-s

Crystalline BeCL- exists in several modificat ions ,some of which persist
as meta~~table fd~e, -epending dii the thermal hisoy 18Ths nro'e

uncertainties into derived, thermal data. for the solid, since the crystal fom-,
is usuially niot specified. The latter is true of the heat of formation data
f or the crystal givent in Table IIII. The entropy of the 4<' form8 was redehtly
determined'- and the Value- at 29:8 0 K_ is 3. 8 e. u. higher than the estimated
value used in the JANAF tables; high-temperature enthalpy data were also
obtained. 1l 9

There is still sbme ueratylbo the copsto fStrtdBedl-
vapor. Mass spectroetric studies- on saturated and unsatur~ated vapors -
indicate that the saturated vapor at about 5009KC might contain as much, as
30 mole %4 dimer, in lite wth earlier vapor density dmeasurements. 2 0 Further
work is needed to resolve the situation. The heat of sublimation of B&C -(g)
at 19,80 K has been o-btained from a steond~law treatment of Maas apectrometric
data on vapors over material originally identified as ae IBe~l_ - litentiaty-
temperature data o6 BeCl+ which is believed to be formed soielly from
dissociative ionization of Be:l 2 inomer at. 460 to 54O0 1Kjyielded AH2 9 8 (ub

33.0~~~~~~~ +2ka/oefreC(g. Ttal vapor pressure data aeaIso
available,44s 2 1 but the crystal forma is not certain.

The dissociation energy of Be~l(g) has been determined from mass s pect ro-
metric studies of equilibria in the Be-mCl system. 13  The derived value, 97 kcal,
appears reasionable when compared to half the .heat of atomization of BeCl
110 kcal. blargrave and comworkers 2 9i found D()/D(M 2) =0!46 for a numer
of alkaline-earth fluorides. Herzberg1 6, and Gaydon 1 7 estimated D('BeCl vle;
of 99 and 69 kcal. respectively,. from analysis of electronic band spectra.
It is interesting to note that for both BeF and BeCl, Herz-berg's estimates
are closer to the thermochemical values than are those of Gaydon.

The derived Be-Cl bond energies are roughly equivalent to the Be -O bond
energies found for the hydroxides and the oxides. This correlation, particu-
larly as to the equivalence of H-Cl and H?-OH bond energies, appears to hold
for a number of other metals.

1I1. Miscellaneous Species

Gross and co-workers 5have determined the heat of formation of Be 3N (c)
fro caorietrc masuemets of the reaction of the nitride with chlbr-ne

(A~~9  =-140.0 + 1.8 kcal/mole) and from the ecio f brlimwt

ammonia &Hf0  m140.4 4 0.4 kcalfmole).a
Meas spectrometric evidence for the existence of a gaseous oxyfluoride

(be OF) hs been obtained.2 - Other oxylode myaso eiprat
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TABLE I

HEATS OF FOR4A.TION AND BOND ENEIGIES Mw

B6-0 AMID Be,-O-H VAPOR SPECIETS

918  E(B964)
kcal/moole kcalt A Rf.

geo 30±+3 106 1

(Beo) 2  -102 + 10 (3

(O)3  26±10109 1

(ne0)4  -377 + 10 1141

(Be) -495 + 20 1171

(BeO) -631 + 2,0 1201

Be 0 w6 +10 112

BeoR >"25 ± 10 41015 2

Be (OH) 2  > -156 + 10 -C118 2
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TABL I 1

ENTROPY DATA FOR GASIEOUS D11HALIDES'

2 T K s 0 (exp) S (caic). A's (k l'1) /k
e~oe. U; elu.

BefF 11010 7244 67.7 4.7 0.15

geol 500 70. 1 64.i2 5.9 .09

MgF 2  1800o 84.1 801.1 4.0 .16

Mg 1 2  1200 85.i9 81.3 4.56 .12

COF2  1950 90.61 89.8 .8 .01

2aC 1200 8,9. 6 89. i 4 oo1

ZnC12  780, 80i.1 75.6 4.5 .16

Z,2 7 70, 816.1 81.2 4.9 .15

cdc 1 2 106-0 88 R2 8,6.5 1.7 .025

Cd~r-2 900 90. 4 89.8 .6 .025

TABLE iti

HEATS OF FORMATION AN4D BOND ENERGIES OF
BER YLLIUM HALIDES

&Hf29:8 E(!Be-X) Ref.
kcal/mle kcal

BeF (C) -240.5 5
2w241.2 + 0.8 6

,BeF (g) "182 ± 3 148 2,7
"191 154 8

BeF(S) -48 145 9
>-8 155 2,10

BeC1 2 (c) "118.2 + 0.5 11
-118.0 ±0.6 --- 12

BeCl2 g 85 + 3 110 13

Elg)10 +5 97 13
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-REN SUIES OF T.--MOW, - AMIC PROPETIES OF BERYLLIM SPEC IES

Thomas B. Douglas

National Bureau of Standards,. Washingtonj iB. C.

,This is an. in-fortal report 'on recent results, Of Severa~l researcoh
groups at the Tascialoot, Metallurgica~l Research Center, US.trau of
Minesp and the Nationall BauSav of Stantdar-ds In all cases some stages
,of the work are still in prorgress and hence6 Subject to ftuare refinment
atid re'vis-on. 'The result's and conclusions Stated. below are therefore
preliminaery and tentative) and should not be cited except with these
limitation~ clearly ackn ldgaselas it due credit to the
original aouarces of' the results.

RECETT BU AUN-OF44INES WEADM4~AL DATA ON TIM

WTHALPY AND MUAT CAPACIT OF CRYSTAILfLIE AND LIQUID BeF2

The Bureau of Mines, Tusclaloosa Mletallurgy- Research Centerj
Univiersity, Alabama, has juea5ured by adiabatic dalorimetry the heat
capacity of a crystalline sample of BeF2 froma 715 to 300, 6k. and by drOp
calcrimetry its eateenhpyfom 2-7306 to approximately 120 K
These r'esults, as yet unpublished, W~ere made available to, us f or this
meeting through the courtesy of Carl Riampacek [1), the work havi ng been
done by I), F& Smith and A. Re Taylorj Jr. The results are of particular
interest at present bcuse they furnish experimental Thix'&a eitropies
for comparison with those arrived at through the available data for the
vstpo' In Fi - 1 are plotted their low-temperature heat-capacityvle

(ope cirles andin ig. ,'teir hightemperature relative-enthalpy
values. ~ ~ t- Xryeantion indicated that the sample was msl

crystalline but contained a mi-nor amount of the glassy form; and h
elemental chemical analysis supplied with the sample by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory is consistent with the tentative assumiption that te
sample may contain by weight approximately 97.5% Of BeF2 an 2.5% of
BeO. (The therma data have notbe correcte yet _Mp~ie
the -sample.)

Ant -e p at ing a sizeable entropy discrepanc y between these z'esu.Lu
and the available vaporization data- On BeF2 , discussed later, we are
interested i exominig these data for evidences of their reliability.
We took the liberty of computing mean heat capacities from their enthalpy
values of Fig, 2 up to 4+78 QK (well below the melting point) and of

ptting these as the fu'bakcrlsiFg.1whre the two branches.
of the heat-capacity curve so obtained Are seen to meet with excellent

amootness.Thisamoot-jo~g is strong evidelne, I believe, forth
probable correctness of the sample masses and calri ec energ equv-
alents in the adiabatic And drop calorimetry. Such consistency is of
course highly elementary -i good calorimetry, but !to lac--- ldno
necessarily have -been revealed by examinug either the adiabatic or the
drop-oalorixetry results Alone@
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It is of interest that the cwx-re of Pig., s hieh Obviously shous
quite high Precisions nearly toitd-idas with that for alpha~quartz 112)
OVer a ftnge Of. mor'e than 200 dog (when, copared at teperat-twet in 4

oontaftt ratio Of About 1.3) The crystalline -form-, of BeF2 are
Appaenxtly Analogous to those of Ri02 [31.

There are three brelaik in the (rnain) curve o-f Fig. 2.i (St-ggestionis
have .been Ma-de that th w ~Or on~es near 5006 An~d 1000 &X may be re-

latd ~ hei~z~ obeiedf~ BF 2 in, the neighborhood, of thse'
texperatures [33.) The lar'ge hupp near 816. 15K the: Approximate melting
Poin~t according to several redent wor~kers [41,j deserves somie conment*
The negative slope of part of the hump, would mean a, negative speo-fic
heat and go, cannot dorrespoid to omplete equilibritat In the dr±~op
calo imeter* One explanation [Ell rather~ generallacetdtlat
in, part) is; that the 80eFsond melted, ther'eafter failed to Crytallize
vhen cooled in the dr~op daloriimeter, 'The height of the hump 3-n the
enthalpy curve may thus represent a lower limit (approximately 1 k-al/ase)
to the truie heat of fusion Of DeF2 v. ature- work is planned both at the
Bureaui of Mines 11 and the National. Bureau of Standards to Veaatu- the
heatsa of solution of the glasisy and drystallinie fomts of BeF2 so that
the r'esults of drop caloi-try can, be- corrected to give the presently
unknown heat of fusion. The National Bureau of Standards Also has
active plans to measurae the heat capacities of crystalline And li41,d

BeF2 ~ ifand when presenit attempts to obtainpuesapes dsrie
later in this paeaescoessfulow

THEfMODYNAIC CONSISTEC OF I AALSEDTAFOR BeF -
2

'The heat capacities of Figs 1 have been, reported [I]I to give a
Third-14w~ entrp Of BeF2(d) Of 12-8 t Beu. (cal degl- e oe
and froum this val e and the enthalpy data of Fig 2 we calcul ated for
,BeFc S~6= 28.7 e u./mole astming the eltn pint to be 816 16K,
(These two vaue wrapoxately checked by -an independent calcula-

tion 15).) Thermodynamic functions for BEe F3(c esCt ale atth
'National Bureauo Sadad [6 ar osderably different and must be

dicade. heDw Chemical Company Thermal1 Laboratory, hsrecently
rev--d b JANAF tab!e or~Y [71, thereby arrivng at 0 12.0

for be cystal by assming an. entropy of t'u-s~ o5 Si e .u*/mole
Tncidentally, this tentative entropy of fusion is quite close on a gram -
atom basis to experimental values -for the supposedly Analogous substaces
quartz and B5F3 (t].

An entropy cycle for ]BeF 2 is shown in Table I*
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TABLE I, ENTROPY CYCLE FOR fleF2

2,(A-fa iiState.Sor-

0c0 3rd law,
298 c 12.8 Op (Bur. Mines) [1)'
816 6 28.7 HKBr Mines) [211

,(b)

1150 g,. 1 atm 68.2 Md1. const..; equilibria '191
1150 g, satd 77., 1 Vapor pressure (mean) [6]1
1150 3112 (2nmd law)

816 t24.0 H ;(,Bur Mines [1

- Whence ASf =-.

The Thfrd~Law cialdulatiu Of Part (a). is described above* Part (b)
starts with an entropy of the ideal gas based on ieaarxed and aismed
molecular~ donstants, and a Se-onidaw ent- o---of vaporization which
has been increased by 4.*5 etou./Inole over that used earlder [6)1 in order
to correspond closely to that found independently by several obserers.

Table I requifres a negative entropy of fusion W(.4- e.u./aole) for
thermodynmic consistency, and thus shows a dis-repancy hich is prob
ay at least 6 e.u./mole. This discrepancy ha ben discussdb

D. L. Hildenbrand and others at this meetilngj but there seems to be no
consensus as to where the source of the discrepancy lies. In view of
the Bureau of Mines data 113, it seems difficult to believe that the
Third-Law entropy values derived therefrom can be too high by several
entropy units, The entropy of the ideal gas and the Second-Law entropy
of vasporization are perhaps most -in doubto Those -inclined to attribute
the mjor fat of the discrepancy to the use of an unexpectedI hig
bending frequency (845 cml) in -Calculating the ideal-gas entropy value

gin -able 1 shaould give due consideration to the fact that a
recent pape fro RoktPwrIc 10), gives the same ideal-gas
entropy within about 0al e.u./moles The latter value was indepenently
arrived at by an expermental tudy of an eqi11ibrium f orming B0 2 (g)
from BeO(c) and I G( in th eghborhood of 1000 OK,

Clearly, more experetal work is needed to resolve the present
discropeACy9

RECENT NBS MASS SPECTROMETRIO RESULTS

ON BERYLLIUM SYSTEMS

A hlgh-texperatuxe mass spectrometer of the design used by ~Ighraem
and Chupka is being emlyda -he Naioa reau~ of Standards by
John Efimenko. During the period of testing and Improving the apparatus,
,a number of qualitative and a few quantitative studies have been carried
out on BeF2 and on the BeO-BeF2 and We-At203 syet an.Te work ivolv-
Ing BeF2 h~s thus far been hampre bth lak of a pure ample,
particularl oefeofwter, The re , to described below are
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prelia4nary, and suabject to rofinaerntt in a continu.ationt of these studies
u-nder m±ore favorable coniditions.

Figure 3 represents the vapor pressur~e of S&- in a reion~ below
the rnelting point& 'The B02, which had, been prepared by detopoising
(M-4i teF4 , showed, on X-rry exn.x±gtion' 30 to 70% amlorphous dortent,

th rytline content being hex'agonal[. The slope corr-sponds to -a
S'eood-Lav heat of vaporizton (or siublmation)- AH"755 ± 55.35 ~
kcalfaole. However, considering the ill-defined nature of the condnsd
state of the sample, this Value proba'bly has little meaningo

in another ttudy, a, mixtu-re of NO- atd, A 203 in a, tantalum armuibl1-
inside a tu~ngsten~ effusiont cell at 2100, 6K was anned. Table 11 shows
the tentative identificatiof- 'of the ob'se±-vd ins flv-r (ratio of
Mat to chrge ,'The formationt of man of the species in Table IIma
be d'ue to the Strong reducing action of the tantaliu cont~iner on the
x~id~ es H ting a, 1:1 mnole ratio of fle0 and Ato in' a tua-$8t-- -e1l

dfrect),y gav~-e dom-nanfly the mats n'umbers 9 (B ) 1 ( , 7 4)
and 75 -((BeaO)3 ).

TAKE~ II.MS1SETOMT, ST-EDY 'OF -I-E

SYSTM BeO + At-203 at 2100,6K (I OR"

Mass-No. &-ecies-D?) Mass No-., Sncias1Zft)

9 Be, 6

25 Bedt 70 At -0+

27 +f- 79M? BeALL0+
0A46' 95 BAL O-

52 BeAL0e 197 Ta 1 8 0

54 A-+211

!n a third study, whose tentative species Identifications are shown
in Table Is the system, Be0 eF2 was investigatedo Iwng tQ th w~ey
diffe'rent volati Rt :s of BeO and pe2 a "1tep rat e-gradient" cell was
used in wOhaFvaognatd by aporation at 550 (or 650) QK was
passed through a considerable thi~ck-ess of f~inely cru.nbed BeO, te later
being ina ffusion cell at 14+75 (or 1675) OK, Sevqal species a'isi1ng
from the water impurity appeared, but disappeared at the highest
temperaturess
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TABLE III. MASSPECTROTRIC STUDY OF TIM SYSTEM-

8eO + BeF 2 (+H20) (NTBS)

18 HO0 3 8 +-

20 2+44 BeO;+ (Low)

23' Na + 47 tp2+

26 Bem&{ <1700() 64 DeM l'- + <18006
-2

27 *BeOH + Low 72 Be OF -+ >16006

36 HOP,+ <17000 755 (Deo)+

AlJi the haast nmbera listed in Tables 11 aind MI give shutter
respnes indicati-n- that they Originated int the effusion 0e11. In
addi-tioj i., each table -no ma number attributed to a speciesar&isimng
f roa 'both do:Mponents was found, when the a ep te -omp--on en tz- ~ere indi-
Vidiually exampined1 How~every in some o-ases alternative speoleS asig-
mentsj s~uch as inplace of TallOin- Table HI, have not yet been
ruled out.

,Dr. Vw-fimenko thinks, however., that there is good reason to be"
lieve that the as-gnment of mass number 72 to the heretofore unr e p o-te d

peI-s e2F i s correct, This mo -~le is easy to formlate on the
basis of conventioal valences. (Incidentally,* its existbnce had beon
Previously predicted by C, W4. Beckett.) The ratio-of the Ultensity for
Be2OF2 to that for BeF21 as determined from these NBS studies, are

plttd (as the ordinate A) in Fig 4 ovrte prxate teperatire
rage -15500 to 18-0 0K, and -nFg oe age 18500 to 2150 OK
(a, total temperat-ure range of 600 egrees). A is tus asud to be

proprtioal o h Pquilibri~ oosat f or the reaction

BeGc + BeF,(g) # e2OF (g).

The slopes of the straight lines in the two graphs g-ve, for- the heat

of this reaction, Second-Law values of

AH 1700 -39.25 *3.5 and 4H2000  40.651 *-09 kcal.

(Ufrtunatel~y, attempts to correct the two All values to a coxmon
temperatuire -in tis range, by making use ofa qup -ionalOfo

Be~F~(),Increased their difference sligty bu not outside the
iniae precision.)
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APPROACHS AT MNBS TO PREPARING PIMP

BeF2 IN DFINTE- POLMORPHIC POk-'

Since 86F2 hes ben own. to exist in at least thr -df -t
crtilie Pos which are difficult to obtain pure, ann, intensive~
,effort is being Made at the Nation~al 8ureau. of Stanidar~ds to preare,
these for sibsequent use in accra~te mneasurements Of~ their phycl
pprtles ,pat iualy their heat capacities and, to determlfe
their heats~ of' traniiton and fus~ioni, their heats of slu~tin.

Si-x diffrent fiethods, identified in Table Ws, are being- tried Or
are under conderation.# It is not anticipated that methods 4 and 5
will be put In operation d-r-ig ffiscal year 1964.

TABE 2EVa NBS M-THODS BEING DE OIPED 'TO PREPARE FUR

POL)M0RPHIC0 F0-'4S OF BeF 2

1. Slow drystallization of degased SeF2 (t).

2. Stead state trenfsport via NAH4  (10%,s in H) *
3. Temerature~-ontrolled decompositn Of r, ]3B4dC

5. Crystallization from solutiotn of BeF2 in LiF.

6. Annealing of eFgsy) at 4 0000.-
7,(*) arto forM F £aworeda 77) 0ryobllite forM_ favored.

Augustus R, Glasgow, Jras is purMiing the f'irst fives, d

George T. F urukawa has explored the si ---h methods These methods are
discussed in order below.

B5y the first method, the purest comercially available BOF2 wou~ld
be melted And -then thorioughly degassed by pupings with a separation
and analyses to identify the trappdsid l quds an gaeus by -
produts9 so evolved. Thelui BeF2 is then to be cooled slowly under
its own vapor presur to a controlled temperature i the hope of in-
ducing crystallization of a single polymorph* in order to obtain a

dfie polymrpifom(n analogous to alpha qurtz# beta-quartz,
or crystoballite), it may be necessary to resort to seeding 'asing geed
crystals obtained by one of the other methods. Owing to the relatively
large heat capacity of-the crystallization vessel (a-bomb constructed
for method 2) and the expected low hoat Of fusion Of Be?2 , the ability
to follow the progress of crystallization by a decrease in the rate of
pooling -is lin~td Dr. Glaso as assembled and constructed appaa

for h~smethd, ith he lanof trying its operation in the near fut,e
(in a recent preliminary trial of this method, tests indicated tha the

~2prdutwas aboA 25% crystalline (heagonal, beta quartz-like fonn)
and _75% glassy.)
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The seon method being developed invlves ateady State transport
,of the 802F through a suitable solution to. a somewhat cooler site of
orystallizetion.0 and Pay be. caled the "yr~ooh~l ehd
This is baed on a successfuli analogous method- wher~eby anbiphous quartz
is trasported 'by a 10% aqueous solutlot of NaOHp and crystallizes at
another siteo In the case of BeF2 the plan is to substitutte a 10%
*S-1'ution, of (N-L) 2 BeF4 in anhydroius HF,* and the crystallization -of a
Qur ± ,6, or- of 'aF i bellevd to :be favor-ed. It is, anticipated that
the gr'eatest experae±oital dif ficulty will be in introducing the I--F -in
liquid, anhvrUs_ foxm- and to this etnd it- is planned to seal the HF in
a-platlnii capsule which is su'bsequently burst by an internal pressure
of 1& 30 atm,9 at tempe±'atur'es of 1000 to 150 60.

It the third method,. (NH4 )2 80~ -- ould be decomposed ina- i 1a
temperrature z'ange, and the bym.p±'od.Uct NH F woutld volatilizei, This
method apparent1y favors teoatiotn 07 the cristoballite form of

Pe', if successfhl, -it Is presenitly considered, the most promising for
prodcin lage quant--ties of c±rytallineeF.

The fourth method is vacuum distillation.

The fifth method invtles the crystalli~ation of BeF2 fron a binary
liquid solution with. another fluo~ride such aL LiF. (h ep~t
compostion phase diagram of the BeF- TO system is already knwnx
With fair accuracy.), The original Solution ruist of dou Xs be gufiettly
-rich, in BeF2 that this is the equilibrium- solid phase. The starting
composition would of course determine the t emp ert-~' at wh -h, u-po
cooling arsalstoncnbgn and hence what cytlnepoly-morph
would result under equilibrium conditions. it may be posible to
purify the crystals by extracting the rnotheor liquo~ with a, volatile
solvent such as anhydrous HF.

The sixth method consits Qf annealing pure glassy BeF2 at about
40000.Dr.Furkaa fundtha ater 24 hour's o±t such annealing there

was a marked incpee i-n crystall~ity as revealed 'by X-ray examination*
The plan is -to conduc te ann1g L a pAmum vessel with inter-

mtetprociso measurements of heat capact to monitor the progress
of crystallization more accurately., While this method is straightfor-
ward and apparently successful, it is not known with certainty whether
a single polyrnorph of .502 results.
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THE .THERMODYNAMIC -PROPERTIES OF SOME,
BERY-LIUM COMPOUNDS

Michael A. Greenbaum, Milton Farber et al.
Research and Development Laboratories e RPI

INTROWUCTION

Duriing the past three years a. program, sponsored by Edwards Air For-ce
,Base to obtain experimental thermodyna.mic data on various berylliuim
compounds has be-en under way at these Research and Development Labora-
tories. As a result of this program a considerable amount of experimental
thermodynamic data has been made available for aid in computation of
performance of propeltants containing beryllium compounds. These data have
been incorporated in the revised JANAF Tables.

It is the experience of our Research laboratories that in order to obtain
highly preci.se thermodynamic data that will permit the calculation of heats
of formation and standard entropies of gaseous species at high temtperatures
it is n eessay to design a special experiment for nearly every compounds.
It has also been found that standard research tools such as time of flight
mass spectrometers will not yield precise data for equilibriuI c onditions due
to fragmentation of some of the species by the high electron energies
necessary for ionization. Therefore, the requisite thermodynamic data was
obtained for the compounds described in this paper by means of transpiration
studies, torsion and gravimetric effusion, and the molecular flow reaction
study method developed at these Laboratories. Temperature ranges vried
between 500ad000 K at pressures ranging from atmospheric to 10- mm Ha,
The very high temperatures used in some .of these studies were generated
either by electron bombardment heating or by vacuum resistance heating. In
both cases specially designed furnaces were employed.

The thermodynamic data for compounds discussed in the following
sections have been completed and have been published or are in the process
of publication at the present time. Other beryllium compounds under study
and on which the results have not been published include BeOH, Be(O _
and the heat of sublimation of BeF and the beryllium oxide vapor specie%.
Continuing work on this contract i$ concerned with the thermodynamic
properties of the light metal halides. To date the heat of sublimation of
MgF2 has been completed and the data is reported at the end of this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
BeO Using a specially designed electron bombardment furnace-

Soutard drop calorimeter combination, the heat capacit between 2273-
2573-K and heat of fusion of beryllium oxide were determined. It was found
after extensive investigatIon that rhenium was completely unatecked by
solid or liquid beryllium oxide at temperatures as high as 2850K. Special
cells and capsules of this material were used to contain all samples of
berllium oxide. In this manner it was found possible to eliminate all
complicating factors of reaction between beryllium oxide and container
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material which had previously been, encountered.

Based on a lArge number of individual measur ements of the heat
capacity between 2273-2573 K, the sensible enthalpy of BoO(s) in rthis range
can be given by the followr g equation:

HT H2  13,937/T 11,579 cal/moie (1)
.. .2 85s301K . .

The AH-If I - for SeO was found to be 16.8 0 0. kcal/mnole based on six
inadlviduas determinations. (Symposium, on Thermodynamics and Therno
chemistry, Land, Sweden, tulv 18-23, 1963)

Be0 2  The vapor pressure curve of solig beryllium chloride. was
determined over the temperature range 440- 60,0 K using torsion and gravi-
metric effusiofn procedures. Based on an analysis of the data (pl otted in the
form of log P vs. i/T) the following thermodynamic values were obtained:

H29 8K (2nd ,law) 33.1 0 5 kcal/mole

_29 8 K 43i2 1.5 cal/deg/mole
sub

A third law value for the &H 29 8OK Of BeCI - using the thermodynaic.ataA~~u JAhiAd Taw ta~ -o h s . o
and thermal functions of the subA-A Tabils, yielded a value of 32.1 1 0.3
kcal/mole. (i. Phys. Chem. i67, 1802 [1963].

From a comparison of the vapor pressure data obtained for BeCl(s) by
the torsion and gravimetric effusion procedures, coupled with the avalable
thermodynamic data for the dimer of BeC1 (g), it was concluded that, within2the experimental error, only BeCl monomer was formed in the gas phase.
It should be pointed out that the &ctreme hygroscopicty of BeCl 2 , coupled
with the fact that on heating, the water reacts with the BeCl to-yield BeO(s)
and HCl(g), makeS it mandatory that all moisture be ellminatd from the
BeCi samples. Even with the greatest precautions some moisture is
abso, bed by the samples and consequently the precision of the Be~l (s)
vapor pressure data and, to an even larger extent, the precsion of the
BeCl(g) data reported below, is not as good as that obtained when dealing
with the non-hygroscopic BeF 2 (s).

BeCl The reaction

BeC 2 (g) + Be(1) - 2BeCl(g) (2)

was studied over the temperature range 1573-1723OK using the molecular
flow effusion procedure to obtain thermodynamic data for beryllium sub-
chloride 4 BeCi(g). Over the temperature range studied the A H was found to
be 89.1 - 7.6 kca]Vmole while the AS was determined to be 3.4 - 4.6
cal/deg/mole. Employing the LH1 673K obtained from the plot oflog K Vs. l/T and the thermodynamic data Lnd thermal functons i1, c
TANAME Tables for BeCl(g) an Be() the second law value for &Hk - of
BeCl(g was found to e 3. 7 - 3.8 kcalVmole. The -98OK was found to be
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53,0 ± 2.3 caYreg/mole from a plot of A vs. T. T-he third law calcu-
lation for L~H, 9 0  of BeCI(q yields a value of 20 - 0.8 kcal/moale, in
excellent r rment with the second law value. Phys. Chea. -68, inpress.)

BeF - The vapor pressure curve for liquid berlium fluoride was
establtid over the 823-12230°K temperturee range by means of the qravimetric
effusion, torsion effusion and transpiration techniques. Vore than 510
individuaI pressure measurements were made over the 40%o _ 8 giperatute range.
A plot ?f log P vs. i/T yielded a value (2nd law) for 4H 29 of
53.22 -;0. 18 kcaVmole 29 plot of AF vs, T led to a vaNfi of 38.7 ±0.6
cal/deg/mole for the ASap (i, Phys. Cheri. i67 36 ,[1963 )

Calculation of the molecular weight of the vapor species by analysis
of the torsion and gravimetrie effusion data yielded a value of 44.7 ± 2.4,
cormpared to the value of 47.0 for the molecular weight of+pure BeF 2 . The
melting point of crystalline BeF 2 was established as 542 . 30C.

A detailed study of the reaction

BeO(s) + 2HF(g -) Be 2 (g) + H2 0(g) (3)

was carried out between 943 and 12430K by means of the molecular flow-
effusion technioue to obtain thermodynamic vaj4ies for BeF 2(g)- At 1083°K
the &-H for reaction (3) was found to be 20 .5 1.7 kcal/mole and the AS

+ -rr6.0 0.3 cal/deg/m-ole. These values combined with data in the jANAFTables lead to the following values for BeF 2 (g)

A H2 9 8 K (2nd law) -191,3 ± 2.0 kcaVmole

S298K 52.4 + 0.3 caVdeg/mole
2980K8 0

A third law calculation leads to -191.2 t 0.4 kcaVmole for the Af 9 80 K

of BeCl (g). (J. Phys. Ch- e m. 67, 1191 [963] .

BeF The reaction

BeF 2 (g) + Be:(s, D-4 2BeF(g) (4)

was studied over the temperature range 1425-1675 0 K using the molecular
flow effusion technique. The reaction was carried out in a graphite-
beryllium oxide three part cell in which no extraneous reactions were found
to occur. In several runs the graphte reactions of the cell were replacedwith nickel. This Subsit~uon produced no change in the data obtained,

thus f urther confirming the absence of side reactions involving container
materials.

1 50K +
1Mt of K vs. l/T yielded +&H - - of 91.5 - 3.8 kcaVmole. The

S-r ---- was found to be 44.3 ± 2.1 ca~deg/mole. These volues led to
a H - of -48.3 -1.9 kcaVmole and an S 9 8oK of 1 ,
deg/mo!e for BeF(g). A thrd law calculation for d.ucea e
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value 510.6 ± 0.6 kcal/mole in good' a greement with the second law value.
(I. Phyys. C heim. 67, 703 11963] 1

Be N The decomposition pressure of Solid bgrllium nitride acdording
to e~qatl 5) was measured between, 14100 and 1700 K using the torsion
effusion techniquie.

Be 3 N2 (s) -) 3Be(g) + N

Because of the severe limitations in the ,mea ur ent of the very smal l
angular displacem, ents, coupled by the fourth power depeindency On the
pressure, it was only possible to obtain a reliable third , ieat of formation
for solid beryllium nitride. The value obtained for &Hf was 140.e 3- l,.5
kcal/mole. (. Phys. Chem. :68, in press.)

M ' in the course of another investigation where MgF2 (g) was to
be passed ve afother condensed phas,e, it becamne necessary to obtain
some reliable vapor pressure data for MgF (s) at lower temtperatures than -had
been reported, Thus, the vapor pressure & MgF (s) was measured by torsion
and gravimetic effusion between 1273 and 1513- , The vapor pressure
curve in this region is defined by

log Patrm. =-17,096/T + 7i6845 (6)

From analysis of the vapor pressure data the following thernmodyna.mic value~s
were determined for MgF2 .

(2nd law) = 83.21 t 1,.03 kcaVamole

sH-  (3,rd law) - 83.95 1 0.65 kcal/mole-sub . . . .

428'K Sb = 41.78 t 0.75 cal/deg/mole

(J. Phys. Chem. 68, in press.)
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RUCE1I WOR-AT-ARTIU -D.6-LTTh E,

Alfred ftchier
Arthur D. Little, ince.

Cambridge, Masisachu-setts

INTRODTICTION

The topics discussed, are some aspects of the lithium fluoride problem,,
recent work on the lithium fluoride-bervlliu-M fluoride system, and, in dome
detail, electric quadrupole deflection experimentts.

1 .-- LithiumJ-iuoride

.The lithium, problem, was re-euaj±ned in dineetion, With work on the ,Mixed'
lithium, fluoride-beryllium fluoride System. In spite of rather extensive
work in several laboratorioS, a n mer of probleffi still remat, in particular
with regard to the precise composition of the vapor. The results of two
extended heat-of-sublimation runs in out, laboratory are presented in Table I.

TA2BE I Mas-s~ctrmetrc hat-of- sublimation

4Rj-ooo(LiF) 65.9 ±0.6 (92 -4013K) 6. . 8016

&-H3-. 06(LA F g) 68.7 ± 0.6 (02794013 6K) 67.9 ±0.5 (860-lO60*11)

Hio(L i3F) 72.1 t 0.6 (927- 101VK) 75.7 ±1.2 (8970-0606K)

In deriving these data we have followed the conmclusions of Berkowitz, Tasman
aChupka (BTC)1 concerning the fragmentation patr of the various species*
and hve idntified the slopes of the --g I+T vilTpos for Li+- Li;_+

and Li3F + with the heats of sublimation of mo omer, dier and trimer res-
_etvely. Results for one of the ru4n, are plotted in Figure 1. For the

most abundanit species Lz+, th eutso h wo gxpermnsarewti
the standard deviation of the slopes; for the other species, the difference

beteentheresltsof he wo runs is slightly greater. I Table II, the

TABLE II. HJeat-s of sub1imation-of-gaseous- lithium fluoride,. -kcal/Lmole

This Work Rulden-brand et a. 2  JANAP

AH10oo(Li) 64.8 t 2 63.1 ± 1 65.5 ± 2

4410Oo(Li 2) 68.3 t 1 66.8 1 2 73.,0 ± 2

bHRjooo(Li 3 F3 ) 73@9 t 3 80.9 ± 2

*The work of Akishin3 on the fragmentation of lithium fluoride is o pen to
gerioue criticisms which were discusoed at this meeting by JT Berkowitz.



aveages of the two sets of data are aompared with the data of H1ilderibrdid
et a., obtainted from torsitn~ffusion vapor pressure tmeaduremeits and. the

heat of dimerization, of BT'C; and the JANAF Table Values 4 based on Vapor
pressure fia4Iee tfom seVera sourOes nd alctd tdd~?etoi5

Our, data give a dimerizatioa. eftergy of 61.3 kcal/inole, in very good agreement
with the MT value of 61.4 ke-al/molei As ani exaisfple of the problems that
remains it may be noted that while Hildenbrand et ali acepted the 87C
dimerizatidn energy value in An~alyzing their data, they used a ditne?~ototer
ratio of 1.5 rather thati the value of 0.67 obtai-fed by BTCi H~owever, we
believe that the averages of the experimental heat of sublim~ation values
obtained in this work an~d that of Hildeibtand et al., as given in Table MI

'TABLEU eonne eto ulra avle

491iooo(LiF) 64.4 kcalfmole

Alhooo0(tit9p) 67.6 ktal/mole

AH'1ooo(Mi-F 3 ) 73.9 kcal/mole

represent the best estimates available at this time and are to be preferred
to the Current JAN4AP Table values.

2-i- -]Lithium Ploieevlium FPluorideP

In relation to this System, we discuss two pdixits: first, some problems
connected wit-h the mass spectrometric analysis of mixed Systems; and secondly,
electrochemical experiments as a very useful and so far unexplored sore of
thermodynamic data for systems of interest to the Paniel.

a.- Mas-s- Silectromeiter-.Exgerimhents

We hav stde ms pet etrically lithium fluoride-beryllium

fluoride solutions saturated with lithium fluoride and containing about 25%

BeF2. The mass spectrum of this system is compared to that of lithium
fluoride in Table MP. in both cases the ion intensities have been normalized

TABLE IV..- Mass spectra of LiP and Lif-Befp, solution*

LiF(c) +
LiP-Eel 2 (OPIRI LiF(c)

990*K ___- 9879K

Bei+ 332

Li +229 51

LL2F +100 100
Lie+ 65 -
Lie2

LiP+ 37 34
U1?+ 7 9

*Ion intensities normlized to 1 7 .,+ -100; uncorrected for
isotope distribution.
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to Li2 F m100.i The relative intensities of LiF , i and Li!F 2  inth
two spectra. are essentially idenitcadl and confirm the existence of Saturated
Lir vapor over the mixed System. Comparisoii of the mass spectra then Shows
that most of the Li+ ion intensity in the mixed System must be due to the
mixed dimer LigeFf5, which fragments Ito give Li+ and I., 2+i the t tio 3: 1.
Log !4T vs l/T plots for the various ionic- species are in accord with this
conclusion. In the only other thass spectrometric work oft this _sydtem' n high
Li+/Li eF+ intensity had been t-aken AS evidence of A Sharply redueed LUP
activity ki a 50: 50 Li~ee 2 melt. It would now appear that this conclusion
was: incorrect &-rd that the activity Coefficient of LiF in that mixture -may
be Close tity.

b ~ El~tt hemic&IjE~zeiments ei .euzben)

From Mass Spectroetric experimnents it was deduced that the activity
coefficient of Be- in a solution containing about 75% UP~ and 257. BeF2- was
approximiately 0.1. To check this conclusion by an independent method
electrochemical experiments were ctried out in our lboratory by bra James
D. Birkett. For this purpose a Concentration doll containizg ure BeFb in
onea compar tment and a mixture of 75% Lip and 257. to?- in the other was used.
The emf of this cell is given by

RT

where d~ an d a,, are the activity of SeP2 in the pure liquid and i~n Solution
respectively and F is the faraday.

The experiments were carried out in a cell Sketched in Figure 2. The
wocompartments of the cell were separated by a Sheet of 1/4 inic graphite

containing -near its bottom a 1/4 inch diameter plug of poroscro hc
served as a junctiont between the two half cells. The liquid junction poten-
tial of fused salt systems of this typo is expected to be only of the order
of a few my and will be neglected, here. The cell was held in a clay-gralphite
Crucible containing molten lead, the latter serving a thermal reservoir and
heat transfer medium, The entire assembly was placed in an open-top muffle
furnace, the top of which was sealed with appropriately shaped pieces of
alumina and fibrefax. Two sets of data were obtained and are suarized in~

Table V. The potentials repre ar he vrg fanme fvle
taken over a period of at least 25 minutes during which the emf stayed within
8 my of the average value

TABLU V. Lithium Fluoride-Beryllium Fluoride Concentration
Cel Dta(Pure B-e'Fg-vs _257. BeF~w757._LiF Soln.-)

BeF2 Activity Activity
E.H.F. in Solution Coefficient

906K 154 my 0.0,27 0.11
9650K 148 my 0.439 0.16

Activity Coefficient estimated
from twassspectrometric data 0.1
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Within the aecuraty of the two types of experiments the electra.heinical
results confirm* the low activity of berylliuM; fluoride deduced frcai the
mass spectrometric data. It should be stressed. that eletr oheitill - dxperi-
me'rts on fused salt systoms of the type of i-thiumn~eryllium. fluolfl'ole system
provide a very viluable supplement for obtaining ther-modytat-ii datil for light
metal syitems. I nprticular it should be noted ;that a large part(Okof the
complexity of fused silt electrochemistry is due to the efforts Vh1ih are
made to interpret the observed data in terms of the structurte of be troti
species f~cmed. Ixi the present instaice, however, we ire only ite ested in
the direct results of the emf measurements. The activity ratios db%,A1iijd in
this way give imeditelly the ratiot of the partial pressures of bmnuaeer
over the solution and over the plrt e cpound. if activities are fWajSeuted
over a range of concentrations, mass spectrometric results may theR,1 be used
to calculaite the partial pressures of dimers and mixed species corei~esponding
to a given activity

.3. 91-e-tric .itnl el~t~ xeiet

We hive used, an electrie 4uid'rupble field in, cor.Ijiitioi with'th:'hs
Nuclide high-temperature masa spectrometer to determine whether hih, £a teff-
perature species effusinfg from a, molecular beam oven at polar or no~ and:
'thus to obtain structural intfo6rmatioft coneraing these species. tit, first
describe the experimental arranigment ni-v in use and then review tbutt results
obtained so far.

A diatictioft should immediately be made between the experimentses to be
described here aitd the so-called quadrupole mass spectrometer. Inddh e latter
(Figu~re 3a) a quadrpol field serves to maasanalyze ions prodcd-Ui L a
conventional mass spectrometer ion source, the mass filter being p1ac dd
between the ion source and detector. In, our experiments (Figure 3b)) a, quad-
ruole field is used to deflect neutra molecules which only then atater the

insource of the mass spectrometr The experimental arrangementcuaurre tlv
in use is shown in Figure 4. The molecular beam is produced in anovvr,
Consjsting of a pintched-off metal tube provided with an effus ion o iIf -1ii4e anxd
heated by pastinig a large electric current through it. The oven isiccotaiied
in a separately pumped chame w i s seate foth uadrpls hamber
and termider of- the mass spectrometer by meant; of ball valve. TT1hei

samples can be changed and degassed while the remainder of the maseisp etro~
meter is kept under vacuum. The quadrupol len is plce in wht l~
ordinarily the K~nudsen cell chamber of the mass opetotr. he1en

consists of 4 polished steel rods, one pair of which is grounded wile the
other pair is connected to a variable high voltage suppl capable4 efsupprly-
inguto6kv In practice, potenitials up to 35 kv have been reechtfled
before electric breakdown occurred. A small slotted rod near the jiflbpoint

of the quadrupole lens serves as a beam stop.,

The operation of the system is shown schematically in Figure -5a?~ ad 5b.,
With the stop in the position shown in Figure 54, and with the quadtyu-pole
field turned off, molecules effusing fro the oven can pass directij, into
the mass spectrometer, producing what will be referred to as the "it=.,right
through beau" signal. Ay rotating the stop 900 about its axis (iprur Sb).
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a'bout 991 of the straight -through, beam- is elinaiiated. (0Ge-ametrically the
stop completely shadlows the entrance alit, but about 1% of the signal still
remains as a result of the scattering of the molecular beam, by molecular
gas.) if the quad upolt field is now turned on, polar molecules in approm
priae rotational quantum states wihich leave the oven at small angles to
the beam axis will be deflected. in such a way as to reach the iot- source
(Figure 5b) and will produce what will be referred to as the "focusted beam"
signal

An example of the type of mass spectrometer trace obtain~ed is shwn i fn
F igure 6, which. shows the refdc-ussed, beam, Signal for LiB-rt As a function, of
voltage4 This run was made with ati earlier version of the apparatus, in
tohich oven and quadrupole len~s were both containied in the Knudsen cell1
chambetc, the direction i f the trace is frftm right to left) the refoc-ussing
voltage being alternately turned on, and off, tIn this case the increase in
signal obtained by refocusaing at high voltages was large enough ao that it
could be seen superimposed on. the direct beam (right-hand part of the trace,
3 v full sceale)i With the beami stop in (leftaharnd part of the trace, IG0 My
full scale) the re-focussed signal at 30 kv is seen to be equivalent ta about
2% ef the direct beam. it mus t be stresed that the amount of refocussing
is a function of the Apparatus geometry, aad wtth e rangemetds

cribed earlier in the section the sensitivity has beeni increased by
approximately a faet~r of 6.

Of the experiments described below, those aft the lithium halides and oft
lithium oxide were carried out With the first version of the apparatus.6

The remainder were carried out with more sensitive equipment dscribed here.

b.-AResults

(1-) Lithium FIluorideand Li-thium -Chloari-de. Typical data for
these systems are summarized below-:- -- -

TALEVI Elect ric deflec tion exooriment L. -i ihium halides

-Ion Current-.- Arbitr-aryjUni t& -

S traight-Th rough Retocussed Sign I
Ionm Mass -Signal (25- kv)- %_ Refocussed

Li + 7 25 0.12 0.5

-+ 2 30.3 (32 kv) 2.3 (32 kv)
L2F+ 33 19 0 0

Li+ 7 4.7 0.024 0.5
LiCl ~ 42 8.5 0.18 2.1

+
Ui20 49 10.5 0 0

The refocussed signa! observed in the case of the Li and LiX ions is due
to the polar monomers LiP and Lidl. The Li-X bond in the dimers Li 2 X2 are
expected to be of the sLame order as the dipole moments of the monomers.
Thus a non-planar dimer configuration should have a significant dipole
moment. The absence of+polarity indicated by a lack of refocuosed signal
for the dimer ions Li2X -1 therefore indicates a planar dimer structure.
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(21_lithium Oxide.6 An account of this work has been published

recetly.8  Data are wiumimarized in Table VII. A no-litear :structure for

TABL VII Reltiveion-irtentie

Li+ LiO LiO

S htr-atht._hrou heam 700 650 43

Ref£+cs_++e+beam stoep wir+e _in):+

Increase in signal due
to applied potential

1S 0 0 2
25 3.54

iO,4 $4, 3.5i -+ .

30 :0 0 4.2

35 55

Li-g(, ) would be polar And hence would be expected to refodus4 Thus~ the
data of Table VII indicate a linear struIcture for, this moecule. On the
other hand, refocussir at the LO peak shows u nequvbOay the presence
of LiO(g) in the vapor above lithium oxidei The thermody nami significance
of the structure of Li0 is indicated by the fact thet there is a differ-
ence of 5 cal/mole/deg in the entropies calculated for a linear and bent
structure of this molecule.

7

in a 'Knudsen effusion experiment, Li2HMO 4 (g) was found to be the
principal vapor species at temperatures above 1150°C when lithium oxide was
heated in a molybdenum crucible. This result suggests that the electron
diffraction pattern for lithium oxide reported by Akishin and Rambidik
(whoeused a molybdenum crucible) was in fact that of lithium molybdate; the
l.82A spaci,.ng r-eported by them and assigned to the L-O distance may be
compared to the 1.83A Mo-O distance in silver molybdate, Ag2HoO4.

9  Compari-
son of bond distances makes likely that the Li-O distance in Li2O is close
to the LiF bond distance, i.e. near 1.55X.

(3) Group II-Halides., Alf and By-g Data for a number of Group
Il-A and II-B halides are suna rized in Table VIII. For molecules which
show no refocussing the amount of refocussing which oud have been detected

is shown under the column headed "Sensitivity." Refocussing of the alkaline
earth halides was first reported by Wharton, Berg, and Klemperer." The
molecules BaF2 and CaF2 span the range from the hQighest to the lowest
polarities found in their experiments. Refocussing was observed for BaF
and CaF+, thus showing the sensitivity of the mass spectrometric experiments
to be comparable to the molecular beam!0 experiments, and confirming the
bent structure of these molecules. (Neither of the two molecules produces
a parent ion, 4F2 , in amounts detectable in our experiments.) For the
beryllium halides no refocussing was observed, implyin that these molecules
are linear. The same holds tru.e of the Group 1l-B halides. Here the
defocussing observed in the case of HgCIL+ is a characteristic of linear
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molecules. -The latter reault is partietularly gratifying stice it hat beenl.
suggetted that tefocdudsing might be obse~r~ed, for livieat molecul~es with very
low beriding frequencies Aftd pculiar potentiat -functionis. At leOadt- It the
case of H-gC tn, uhich has a benditig feuerny of 70 =7 aid is knowni to be
linear -through spectroscopic evidence, this is io't the case. The result
lends further support to the conclusion that the refocussivig in the alkaline
earth halideS does in~deed. imdicate A, aon-~linear Struc~ture.

TABLE, VIII, Electrid deflectioni experimaenrts:
-Group _II__liod~tj Alf-and

molocul, I-on Observed l.e f dused Sensl tiyvi ty

BeaBeF 2 + 0o 027. at 5,0 kv

86L BeCl Be + 0 0.66% at 36 kv
B-eCjf

caF2  CaF+ 0.45 at 22 kv

BaP2  BaF 6.7 at 29 kv
Ba+6.0 at 27 1w

Z nF 2  +rl 0.27. at 25 kv
ZriF~ 0.15%. at 28 kv

2n~l2  n + 0.25% at 27 kv

lHgCl2  HgCi2+ -4.8 at 34 1w
(defocussed)

AiF Al*F 0.6 at 27 kv

Ba3 B203  +aO 0.137. at 25 kv

For AlP (prepared by the reaction of AlP3 and Al) a dipole moment of
1.4 debye has been reported by Lidee1 1 The molecule was run as a check on
the sensitivity of the method and was in fact observed to refocus. No
ref-ocussing wag observed frona BM showing it ove a very smal dipole
Moment.-
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(4i -Tr t ojea SHaid . No refocdussirig Vag observed for
any transition metal halides, iviplyitig that thes.e coirpoutids are linear.
In t'he cage of duprid fluoride, nro refoc-usaiig was observed for, C -
Showing CuF&(g.) to be linear. Ho~wever, the CuFp+ ion showied refocussing,
showig that the vapor Above CuP2g(e) e-ortaina the diatomid molecule Culp.s

TABLE MX Elttic deflection experiments:

Mole-cul-e Ion Observed %-PRefocussed Seogi-ti-vity

+A~ IM 0. ~12% at 30 kv
Q 0 01.3A at 3,0 kv

M. Clk MnRl+ 0i 027. at 23 kv
mnCf 01 077. at 20 kv

Co2 CoF+ 0 2% at 27 kv
CoF- 0 0.% at 30 kv

Nil2  +iF 0 0.5%. at 30 kv
N54- 0.5%. at 28 kv

CU F 2  CuP2  06.8%. At 30 kv

CuPIF Cup+ 3 at 30 Iv
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A NOTE ON THE FRAGMENTTION PA~TTER N OF LiF*

J. Berkowitz

Argon-ei'National Laboratory, Argonne, Il ixo1

Double oven experiments aimed at dedu~cing thern;ass spectral
fragimentationi pattern of the various5 (LiF)n rnoleclar species have been
carried oult by Akishin, Gorokhov, and Sidorov'I afte. by B5erkowitz,asan
and Ch-upk-a. The r-esults r~eported are not In, golod agree-met, it Is the

pupose of th-is note to clarify the nature of the disagreernen.t and to pre-
sent a-rgurnenIts i suppor-t ofthe 15TC results.

-It should be stated at the outset that f rag mentat ion patterns5 as
mheasured with one -mass spectrom~eter neted not be reproduced by another
mass spectrometer. If there-is afty difference in kinetic energy between
parent i~ and fragmetnt ion(s), their focussing characteristics will be
differeni It is also possible that fragmentation, may not be isotropic, and
hence will result itn collection efficiencies which differ fromn One instru-
m ent to anothe r. If the re existsa ary Oth er masas disc-riifation in one
m~ass spectrom~eter with, respect to another, thisa too will affect aCm
parison of fragm etntation patterns. I t is likely, however, that the current
discrepancy transtends the above c onsiderations.

Using the AO.S terminolog Y, we define

02-2 - - -o n

tensity duie to dimer I2 is the Li2 F+ ion intensity due to trim er, and

33is the Li F + ion intensity dve to trime r. AGS report

402 --.6-2.1 nd3. ±08. Our contention, based on
previous experiments with LiF34 is that the ratio of parent trimer peak
(Li F to the total intens ity at the LiF+pstninheairtd
vapor is only ca. 0. 1. Double oven expe rim ents of the type discussed here
involve measuring a difference of ion intensities. In order to deduce a
f ragmentation pattern for the tr'imer, it is necessary for the fragmented
trirner to significantly affect other peaks, Since the Li3 F + ion intensity

is~~~ ~ ony-1oo heL +i h aturated vapor, its impact on the L
is too difficult to extract, taking into account the experimental uncertainty.
Our contention regarding the ratio of trimer to dim-,er is further verified
by experiments which do not involve f rametio patterns, and which
yield a trimer:dlimer ratio of 0. 17

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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AGS have not described their double Oven experim~ent, nior have they
provided raw data to indicate the m~agnitude of their experimnettal tncer
taiityi Hii'de we question the Validity of their measuernent of a223*T.
in turn has its im, pact on 4. which is the onily coeff itient we both report.

We may equivalently define *-i n the foll1ow ig wa y

a02=02
2 'a SIS

where I~ is the total Li2 ion intenisity due to cOntiributioris from~ dimetr
and trirmer, anid the other syrn-bols have their previous meaning. Our
contention is that 4281 I mak es too sm-all a cotitribution tO 12 tO be
measurable within the experimental uncertainty, large,.y because the
partial Pressue 'Of tritter is too small to be significant for this experi-
ment. Heirie, our conclxisit is that 1 t22 I, 3 133 , and

4o =Oi14 ±0.02. The AGSwork cneludes that the trimer:dimer ratio
is 0. 44, ini conitradiction to all other experimental observations on .this
system. It is this disagreement with regard to the relative importance of
trirner to dinier which is responsible for the ensuinig discrepantey int42

We are also puzzled by the ormissiovi of results for the coefficients
riad 42 in-the AGS work, which ar~e reported in the laTC paper.
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M~~S S~c~a~Q RIC -SAIMPNG O I~

T.A. Mie, 1. Brever and F.T. Greene
Midwest Researoh Institute

The peotthetice of the Kantrawitz anid Gr'ey theory of aetodytLafc molecm
ular beams to the problem, of saing "high pessure Systems with a mass spec-
trometer is discussedi A simlple difterertatially pumped molecular beaM System
is describedi, which gives molecular beams of iltensItie~ of boutI l

moleule/oo~eofrom One atmospher~e sou~rces . The behavior of this Sam-
ping System With pure gAset, lixtiires a±nd reactilve systems is presen~ted.
In beams~ from gaseaus mIxtures the MASSspectrtmeter gives A rsp~ofse WhiOh

dee~d o heurst pow~er of the eoponen-t molecula 'Weiht:* I + k~xrmx
Une a~ aping condi.tions a series of polymers or clusters of even the

rare gases are formied durin the initial e cpins-ioin process.

I RM OP ON

',The goal. of this program is the Study of chemi cal equili-brium invol~ving
metals ini the -burnt gas regionI of flames Where unuisual enxvirowm ntal conidi-

tJ~nS a~ e radly achieved. I.n particulars we are interested in studyn

reactions at temeatures of 20004,0000K or higher in high partial Prsures
ofwaeran Oygen A edix time-of -1gh mass spectrometer is being

used to sample condenisible and unstablUe gaseois species dctyfmte

flame at on~e atmosphere.-

It 'Wag recQgnlZed in the beginning that the nss spectrometric slamp ing

of flame wud be one of the- most diffio t -onteswueu-problems entcu--red in this
study. Coriesequeznt., we have devoted~ much of th e'ffort so far to deter-
minin the conditions unider whic good sampling -an occur; i.e.*, the con-
version. of the flame gases at one atmosphere to an' intense mol cular beam
with th e --east poss'ible distubane o± the chm al species origina .y
pre se nt.

The use of the mass Spectrometer in. studyinghhteprueanr-

active species has greatly increased in recent yers ,~ mch of' the work

the gas is introduced into the spectrometer ion source as a molecular beam
formed by molecular effuso thogh a Sampling orifice. Ina such cases
the gompostion of the beam reaching the ion Source cani be saf'ely related
to the composition of the system being studied. However, if the pressure
is increased until the mean free path of gas in the system approaches or
becme less than the orifice diameter, tepoeso emtomtQ e

ccaies unicertain. In this regio it hasbe variously reported that a
maximum in beam intensity will occur with increas±n 0 prsr,/ that a
"1cloud" forms above the orifice lixaiting the 'beam,~ an d that the intensity
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,will continue to -rise -with pressure buit with, a diffevrnt slope, predictable
from a sifnple model based ont Adiabatic expansion.i

'The natu~re of the Plow through Aft orifite into a, vactum when the flow6
is continuouis, that is, when. the upstream mean free path, is8 muich les~ than
the orifice diameter, is currently beinffg studILed -by aerodytamidists: and
workers desirous of obtaining Very intense ftolecularLZ/ beams.

( xaaitatively, as a high prsuv gas expavnds adiabatically through an
orifice or nozzle into a vacuun4, Mch of the translational and internal
energy of the molecules will be- converted into direoted flow ot the gas as
a suersonic jet. The gas is thus cooled rapidly as it expan&t (a much
-larger effect than Joule-Thomson cooling), with the possibility of shifting
composition at long a's molecu-1ar collisions occutr. In addtion, the Super-
soni c natuire of the -flow dowstream fro the f irst Orif±Oi e giV riset

the ,possibility of shock wave formationt in the gas before its density dr Up
to the molecular flow -regime.

Therx'~f em. o ~Oft Over 10 ye rs ago, Kantro itz an d Grey

Sugge.Sted that a more intense molecOula~r beam could be obtained by pljacing
the first slit of a donventionial molecular beam system in the flow from, a
min-iattire supers~ofic nozle, i -n this way the gas coming through the slit

io~d already be hihl Oi ed and a mucoh istrona be-- could be- eected.
C1onsider a, sampling system consisting of several orifices separating -if~

feetal-updchamers as shown in, Fig. 1,i As the pressure behind the
first orifice is inc-reased, the flow Pr c the first orifice will undergo a
transition from molecular to continuum.1 and at the hihr pressures the
second orfc ~atmatialy find itself in a highly --rected suxper-

sonic flaw. This is the situation of interest either in m~ass Spectrometric
sampling from high ]pressure systems or in extending Y ~dsen beamimeasure
ments to higher pressures.

antrawitz and Grey developed qantitative expressions to describe the
molecular beam obtained -from a nozzle source. Later, Parker et al.5Vre-
fined the treatmen and obta ineeprsin for beam intensities and e

locities. 'The asswmption, mad ith hory were that (1) the flwbeen
the first -two slit$ obeys ordinary gontin1u fla theory, (2) t e exaso

of the gas through the first orifice is isentropic, (3) h- ai fse
cific heats, y , is constart during expansion, (4) the flow i nto th second
-slit is supersonic and unmdistu~rbed 'by the presence of the second slit, and

(5 .dwstream of the se-cond sli nomleuar collisios cur

Of the various expressions, derivedQJ/ to describe the supersonic molec-
ular beam for a pure gaaewl rt onoly the equatton for -the in-

tensty n trmsof the source conditions
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Here ~ ~ 1 Iithttabe te±nsity In Molecules/secorld at the third sl14t,
&5is the area of the third 81!t, &2 is the area Of the second 8 11t, PO,

ah' To are the pressure axid temperatufre of the gas ustream of the f irst
orifi P6e, ) m is the moleti-l weight Of the gas, y is the speif-±, -heat
ratio, M is the Mich numiber Of the gas At the entrance to the seeolnd ori-
aide anid is 1 the distance between- the selcorld and third onifticei

F'or comaon, the beam intensity from a conventional molecular ef-
fusion source is eiVen by

where al, 19 the area Of the first Slit, and dl is the dista.nce between

the first and tihird slits. in both Ulimi tit s- the theory predicts a
direct dependence of I on source Pressure at cnstant temperat ure. Now-
ever, in the superonic case, I depends On M and y in a complex man
ner and on a2 , h eodsit area, whereas in the mol eular ef u~sion

case I depends on al , the first Slit area. These different debend-
encies on Slit areas lead to interestin- consequences which are discussed
below.

The Mach number of the gas at the second slit, -in the ideal cas e and
for a given y , depends on the distance in orifice diametersbewnth
first and second slits, and -is indepenidient of P-C , F,~ m or orifice
diaemet er. S uc Mach n~brs have been calc-ulated for-a diatomic gas
(y 14) byVnadTonil2 and -,ve been verified evpienay

with miniatureP nozzles by Fenn and Reis=7/ f or Mach num~bers up to abou4t 8,
corresponding to a ratioQ of distance to orifice diameter of ab out 9.At
larger distances the observedMach umbers fall below the calculated
values an tend to reach a limiting value.

E~xperimental In the design of a sampling system ;for high pres.sure
soces, various departures from ideal behvo mut be considered. Two

Classes of effects can be noted: )Thsourig ptea ote
second slit or sinmer in the continuum flow andl transition regime, nd
(2) those downstream of the skimr in the molecular flow regime.
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A 'high pressurze gas expafu-dng into an -imperfect vacuum wil-a be bounued
by a Shok bottle. The calculations of &Wen and T'hornhil-l apply onily to the
gas inside th-is shock bottle, that is, to gat; which is as yet unfeted by
the ambieeit gas. 'The skinmier slit should therefore be situated inside this
shotk bottle for the gas entering the sidline-r, to approxamate the csalculatea
cotaitions. Above the shock bottle ieud itensity sAnd possibly other

efeTs*igtb ex3c.d pS'ioularly with mtixt-ures. Sce the skeinmer
faces the spersonic flow fr~xm the first orifice, it should be designed to
rainimite the for-ationi of a deta~ched shoak aeross the skinmer opening.
Acord'Irng to present theory, the ski~er should -be conical with S. Certain~
mximm apex angle f- .gvn Ma~ch numberl/'adsol Sv ar±. opening as
large as possible and edges as thith as possibJe. Theoretically, th o.i
fice to skimmer distance determ-In~es the Mach nuffier at the skimm~er and,
hence, the beam, initensity, but in prattice it influenees beamn intensity in
a more tonplex a-A

-Donsteam of the skimmer, mletulaj? flow occurs Sand pressuvres Sand
dieftions must be such that acSttering is Iiiized.. In additionl, with

Mas's spectromieter a~s a. detedtor suf'fioi-eat differential p ~Ing must be
provided to minhiamiie the entry of- random or scattere d gs., into the ion
source -relative to the beam gas. Final-, one needs sufficient pMping
speed in the ion, source so that the 8ignal from the beam gas after it is
scattered in the ion souirce will be small compared to the signal from, the
beam in its first pass through. This is import a in c naigsins

from Stable and unstable or condensible speies.

We have constructed a. molecular beam sampling system to Meet the re-
quirements of smplng oe atmosphere flames A Bgendi -me -of flight mvass
spectrometer is used as a detector. *The system is shown sce matical.Uy in
Fig. 1. Because of the problem involved in, attaching the sam1pling system,
below the mass spectrometer ion source and in using anxposed flame as a

srcit seems impractical to use the la 'xe difuson pps whic-h h~ave
been employed by other workers f or dif ferent ial pump ing Fortuntely, we
were able to get good beam formaton with small pumps and severa stges
Qf differential pumping.

The umpsi~isd ae listed in Table I.- A small mechancal shuttewa
operated in stage 3 where molecular flaw prevai led. This Permitted the
separation of beqan bckgri , sgnal1s. The thin-edged sidLmier orifice

wascostrctd b wapping 009n.ncel f oil in the form of a6Q4 ape
anigle cone wiit the dsired hole diamieter rqwnirng open at the endL. This
fragile but easily constructed cone was supported by a 0.25 smm. thick spun
copper cone. The third and fourth slits were ;formed from thin sheet and
were of A size such tha the beam completely :filled th mass spectrometer
ion source slits, The first orifice was either a flat disk soldered to aL
movable tube, for room temperatiu'e work, or a. spunx, 0.005 in. thick, Pt-Rh
conec for flowe sampling. Table I also lists typical slit dimens!ons,
spacings and pressures for a one atmosphere source.
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Reut -ihPure Gases The sampling systemn Just destribed has given
an~ ifttetse, well collimated .olecillar beami at One Atm~osphere with or-Ifices
as large as 0'.25 Mi. in diamieter With -room te-Mperature g-&ses, aind as large
as 0.40 mia diameter for flamesi The m ochanical shouttejr?, which interrupts
the beem. without interCer ing Appreciably with Ibaeokgrournd ga Plow, allows
one to distiri ish, between,- the beam and the randm gas effusing into the
ion S'Ource from, the third stage. in a typical case 2 O 3,0 per Cent of the
total isignalI is froml random. gas and is not shutter.~dependent. The remai[-i
ing 70-8-0 per cent -is the sjhutter-depeL-nde-nt si-gnal due to gas entering the
ion, sourc*e as a beami With a. fast -responsve .Samborn, Model Noi. 1510 recorder
and rapid closing of- the shutter) it was established that About 70 per cent
of the shu~tterdepeftdent signal is due to the beam on its first pass through
the mass sectrometer and 30 per Cent due to the scattered beam. With con-
densIble Or unstable spies, this 30 per cent contribution WILL!, be absent.

The beam intensity is citically dependn onte lgnmnt of the

PaIrst Orifice with the -rest of the Slits, indtatin ordered motion of gas
,from the first orifioe to the detector. The seatterin- ofthbemite
second and third stages is that expected fOr molecular flow And does not
seriously limit beam, intensities Under the no = al Operating conditions
,listed in Table 1. The small. pumps-- qed i n these Stages do,, however, re-
quire the use of rather sma1l diameter stinmmers to Avoid e~oesive scatter-
ing.

Th eavior of' beam intensity for aure gas as a fun~ction Of orifice
to simer distance is shwn in Fig. 2. Changing other distance simply
changes the beam scattering in A p,-redictable way, but the orific _me'
distance dependence is complicated and not fuJlI understood. Our results
ar- cossetwt hs eported by Fenn and Scot., except that our
limited pumping prevents us fram operating tvr ml oficekimir
ditstances, where it has been observed that the be-.test ganrs.
Others have speculated about the shape of' these cuvs22Y I ur studies,
we operate near the peat intensity shawn in Rig. 2. There is somne reason
to believe -that a detached shock may be presented ina front of the s4dmer
at this point, bu~t it may have little effect on the gases due-- toih o
densities present so man riceda tr d nseam fran the orifice.
No direct observation of' shock waves in such a syste ha bee reported.

The behavior of the beam intensity with pressure at a fixed orifice-
sIkimer distance is shown in Fig. 35 for C02 and in Fig. 4 for argon. With
other parameters held constant, the intensity dependence on first orifice
size is greater at low pressures as shown in Fig. 4. The hig prssu-

beavoris cip4cated by scattering a choice of orificesimmwr distance
And Almost any shape curve can be obtained including, over limited ranges,
the firstpower dependence on pressure Predicted by theory.
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The actual magnitude of typical ) ne ii eprieted as
~olo~s/ff 2/eondat slit No. 3 (where a tr~ue moie'culax beam exi1sts),

was determ-ined 1z'2=n cai~t~~ f th 1as 1 estvi wt
Kh dsen ex-erimentS Using gas'e8 at knowni pressures and vith, 1~n systelfi
geometryi Sucoh a caibation~ gaVe a be intensity from argon At one atm

mo~h~eO 1~ ,,le eS/= 2/s onda the tir M ifice, 56 M. Way

Promi the first orifice. Thiese intensities are comarable to those reported
by Fen±/ And ScttE" Vwth their Much lar'ger syttezri With such, intensi11
tie6, beam. signals in the mas spectromieter of about 100 have been obtainedj
with miflinr deatectable signials of .1.()4 possible in favorable cases. A
shutter-dependent 8minal -Prom argon 36 in air Was5 readi ly measufred, repre-
senting one part int 30,000.

The effect of' chaging various geometrical paramneters of the sapier
can be reasonably w.ell predlcted. In the second and third stage sisple
scattering considerations apply and differential puming of stattered or
ra~ndom. gag it necessaryi The shape of the first orifice appears nOt to be
critical.i Much. larger Orifices can be used with increased first stage
p um Ping. The variation of 8k-smer shape an~d bluintness has riot been sys-
tematically st~diedi However, in excpetieSwt a eal bunt skiier

consisting of a 4.8 mm. diameter disk with a 0.25 '~.hole, no significant
difference in beam intensity was observed t esUre foeamshr
or lower except that the maximm intensity was shifted to lage orifice

to skmmerdistaces.At 5 atmosPheres maximum intensities were eue
about a factor of S. Th mags separation effect, discussed below) was ent
hAnced about a factor of 4 for a H2-A' mixture at one atmosphere. The ex-
tent o Of yir~ain alodsussed below, was decreased sli,*ghtlIy at one

atmosphere and , akedly at 5 atmospheres. This behavior May be consistent
with the interpretation tht atow densities of gas at the sIime~'o

are too diffuse to be of importance. Because, of the fragility of the
008 urn thick skimer, one was constructed in the smne fashion from

0.05 mm. thick stainless steel sheet. T-his, sksier gave virtually identical
results to thos reot hreadI eng used in future wort,

Rett5 with Mixtures When mixtures Qf gases or reactive system ar'e
smied,_ there are aevera complications which may occur. In a reactive
system the composition my cbanuge either during the -initial expanusion or
on passing throg shc waves, and the net effect will depend on both the
nature of the expansion and the kinetics of the reactions involved.

even In the s~~mple care of sampJling unreactive Mixtues fdffrn
molecular weight gases, there is? a question as to the composition in the

inal beam relative to the initil ~noItion of the mixture. Expression
(1) applies Qa~y to a pure compoen and, unlike expresso 2, antb
used directly -to treat compoet ofa iture. it has been kniown ;for
several years thaCt Inl a Esupersoncmoeuarba th hevier conents
will be enriched rel~ative to the lghter along the agcio of the beaM. 10
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This Phenomenon has been studied under a var'iety of conditibr1 nd several
epl'anations ha~ve been of'fered f~or the resuts Obtained.!i~ The the-
Oreti oal and exp erietal situati on Vag suftt{i itly unclear that we felt
it necessary to determine f-,Or ouxr beast System the lagnitude and behavior
of this sio-oalled "mass separation" effect.

The experi"MentaJ. mea~surement of "masis separation" as a function of
Various parameters Ws accMplihed simply by preparing known --ixtures of
gases, calibrating the mass spectroMeter for each gas, &Ad then determidning
the intensities of the Various mixtur'e compoftents in the speroon-ic molec
ularS beafa. Initially, a, series of 5-"50 Mixtures of gases with varying
ratios of mole cular' weights were stud-ied. These resu~lts showed that in all
cases there was An em1-ichMent Of the 'heavier dOm one-t Vhhicesdwt
the r~atio of Molecular weightsi The effect Vag -large. Inthe %--_Ar mix-
ture the intensity of argon was some 25 times that of H2 after dorre -tions
for mas spectr-ometer sensitivity.

To try to deter-m-ne the queAntitative relationship between this enriohm
ment effect a~nd moletular weight, a series of experiments was eroed ina
which t our or five solute gases at about 1 ,per cent each Were -- Xed into
one of severali aolvent gaes The solvent would presuniaby determ ne the
basic coise of the expansion, and the e~ricbent of the aolutes at. a func-
tion. of their Molecular weights could then be studied. This situation also
closely approximates that which will occur in the st dy of eqq1libria in
flames conte.±ning small amounts of additives. A Variety of solvents and
soluztes was ahosen to give some indication as to, the dep-endence on, the sol-
vent as well as on the chemi ca~l structure and molecular weight tf te
Solute. The mixtures studied ar Aitd~ al i

in mich of the past work, the total flow of gases throug h kme

was collected, km-lyz.ed, slid the1 results compared with the analysis of the
initial mixture. In a b- s lng apicat-ions on siterst-ed in the
actua1 respon~se at the detecto case byite various ccmpnt in the
beam, I.n the case in which a m-ass spectrometer is used as a detector this
response depends on the densit 1 of Jul pasin throug t he !on source,
i.e., on the velocity off the species of interest as well as the~ rlx
The response of th maiss spectrometer to various densities of the if ferent
gases was deter-mined by performing Knudsen runs with each gas at a series
Of pressures low enough so that scatter-free molecular flow occurred from
the first orifice The same geometry wa. mitained in these compaIsons.
In general, plots of ion intensity versus pressur~e were linear from
1, OO0p dawn to l00~p or less and -the slopes were computed for each species.
Duplicate runs established the reliability of the slopes to be ±10 per cent
for the rare gases.

Follawing these calibrations a numiber of mixtures of gases were made
up in a stajies steel tank of About 8 liters volume to a pressure of
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about one atmospherei Te gases Were allowed to Mx for sveral hours and
beami experiments were Carried out in which relative intenities were0 me as~
u-red for eaelh component. Repeat r~uns over the pressiare r~ange of 700-4,00
Toarr gave agreement to ±10 per cent.

The data on mas separation were treated in the folldig ffaniner. A
calculate(! intensity f or each species was obtaintea by multiplying the par-
t"iam Pressure iof the 6pezieis in, the tahk by the slope obtained from the low
pr~essuire calibratioft t-s Next, the observed intesitiles were divided
into the Calculated intensities to give & (ca1/bc 1rtofreahseis
If there were no maa'; separation,) these ratios shouald all be the same and,
if we choose one species, say the 8,0Olvent, and ntof ilize it to unity, then
every (dal/obs rQsoul-d be un~ity Actually, the ratio (talc/dbs)
decreased with molecul at weight in almi~ evr aidcatilig an enrich-
ment of the heavier species in the beam. The ratios,

- (Coic/obs) S, lute
S(calc/obs) solvent

were then plotte veu th atoo mole cular weight, The
,p,~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ fevesstert f, -ePolute

re~lt ar sOwn on log~log pl-ots8 in Figs. 15, 67,ad8. The line mndi-

eptes the slope the plot would have for a first permlec-ular weight de
pendence of the mass seaation effect.

Several features can be discerned in these plots. First, and most im-
portant, the data fall along a J4.e -whose slope is most nearly that for a

fst Power dependence on the molecular -weight, Second,witbin the rathier
bad scatter of points, the d-eadenO-c of a on M seems -to be reasonably
±nndedn of' the ch -~al nature of the species, athogh the rare gases

fall slightly below the solvent and other solutes and there are indications
of a dependence on solvent as well. To A firs aproimtion then, one ca
write px = I/m. , at constant temperature. Tis is to be contrasted
with ordinary molecular flo sampln fro aInne el o hc

pX =k~ at constant temperature.

The depeadence of "mass seps 'ation" on other param ers was i vestA
gated briefly. In the epretsaot efctWas the sgame at on-

fice-mskim r distances of 3 m. -to 13 mm, ad over the pressure, range
700-400 Torr. At 5 Torr the mg-ss separaio effet is- gras ii hed

as hon n Fg.5.Results for an equirolar 11-mAr mixture are show in

Figs. 9 and 10 as a fnction of source pressure and orifice-skinuer dis-
tance. In other work - with theagni~oe h s separAtion seems to
remain ;fairly constant down to 10-20 Torr. The rare gases He, We and Ar
were added as solutes in a CH,air mixture and the relative intensities
me~asured in the beAM from the unignited gases (300*K) and from the burnt
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gases (20006-K). The salie relatiVe doncefttrations of the rare gases were
obtained at the two temperatures, again showing a first porwer molecular
Veight dependence reasonably independent of temeratte.

much study remain'Is to. fully udrstand the behavior 0' , as separation,
and its deperidee On the Many varia .bles in the aerodynad a molecular beam
system,. Per instance, Ve have implicitly astmed above that in the siuper-
8Sohic beAnM al-I speacieS h-ave the same Velocity when they enter the Mass spec-
trometer ion source. To the exteant that the heavier molecules are actually
Moving more sla~ly, their ioniization, probability will be higher and an ap-
parent mass separationt Vill resU-1ts

Results wihRatv$~esWith reactive systems, there are two
additional 'effects of importance in high pressure samplimIg- (11) polytm
erization or partial condensation, and (2) shifts in c'hendcal co*-68ition
dur-ingi e-pans ion, The former effect ocours even -in simple gases such as

or Ar but is discussed here since it is relatedt haiiyo the

sampler to give a representative analysis of the source gas.

There hjave been several reports Of the formaIon of polymers in, g em.
erating molecular beams from high pressure gas i3j1,4j-15/ We have confir-ed
the fformti-o of such species a-d tuietheir behavior in some detail.
The initial results, -including observation of Ar polymers to (Ar)2 -,oand
higher, have been reported. The evidence is very strong that these Species
are formd fromi supercooled gas in the process Of condensing, and are
qunched out by the continued e~cas ontofeemleue . These ef-

fects, while Very interestin- g f rom the standpoint of the nature and kinetics
of the maolecules f ormed, can be troublesotae in sampling since some of the
systems of thermochemical interest at high pressure involve polymer$ e~.
sulfur vapor, volatile metals, salts, H20 and i)

Of even more concern in our flsaie s9 pling wo~ re shifts in chemiO.J
equlibia.Incosle~mxtures it may be diffIcult even to predi-t the

di-rection that shifts ar-e likely to take dukring expansion. What happens in
passing through shock waves i. evnhar topeit.A osequence,
we are experimentally testing the ability Qo -s--e f v sampling syste to qiqech
Imown equilibria at high temperature. Although our' results thus far with
unstable and condensible species have been qualitative only, they are sufe-
ficiently encouraging -to Warrant mention

Upon adding v~xious smterials to flams 'we have been able to see conedensble nd eactve pecies in aproximately the proportions expectd

Thus, With BC1 3 added to a stqichiometric 12-02, flane (with a theoretical
flam temiperature of 3078K1Z1I) the species Cl, HM and HB wrobserved.
The Cl+/HCl+ ratio, after correction for fragmentation of HCl1, was very
close to the cmiputed -ratio Cl/HI. Likewise HlB, th n~ oo-con-
taining spce ne hs o tions, was observed with about thze right
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intensity. In Another eXperimehft V as added to, a, stoichiornetric C04G2
fl-ame (Vith a theoretical Plame tempr- at,~ f~7O7) zi l

obeVed With no observable eibi tion, d xin g sampiig, to 01. quem

titative tests Are ini progress to deternifte Actual flame temeratures and
the effects of burrner, fla~e and sampling systeml parameter's on, the ability
to sample highly reactive species.

The Authors Are indebted to Mr. Thomas 0. Dobbins Pozr pr'ovIdIng us
Vith theoretlical flam=e aa.t Ulaiots and to, Drs. Scott, 5 ristromi and
Westeftberg for discutsions during Visits to, their' laboratories. We &Lao

wiah~~~~~~- ttbi . rdiGross Lor hi8 Uaterest in~ the problem, Mr. Cog

Vowels for carrying out many' of the expperimfents and We. George Va&ughn ffor
help in the design and construction~ off the beaml system.
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J ABf LE I

TX"'.AL IMNSI ONS AND OPMAT ING PRWSS:E -IN S$AMPLENG
ONE ATMC~HE SOTJRas

'Distan~ce frm Ionl
Source Electron Beam

Oi'io No. I. MS Mn. d-ia. 400
orifrice No. 2 0.25 Mi dia. 394
-Slit No. 5 0.50 M-. x 0 -mi 344
Slit No. 4 0.7,5 m-.. x 12 m.~1
Ion source slit 0.75 nm-m -X 15 Ml. 2

source 7 x --0 Torr
-tg . .x10 Torr cvC 6" Oil diffusion pump, PMC-J.440,

bacoked by a. wCV DKRO mecbani1,cal pump
Stage 2 3 x l0 5 Torr VC 2" oiu1 a44trualon puffp, p~MC-LJ.5
Stage 3 3 x 1OV6 Torr EavardIs V" H_- d-fuso - J. n

!on source 2. X 10. Torr CVC 4" %g diffusi on pump, MRIG-180

TABLE II

=TURB USED N MWAS _SWPAAT ION EXPRIMNTS

Sol~utes
Solvent Soot 1% -m )

Mixture A, Fig. 5 He11, No, Ar, Kr

Mixture B, Fig. 6 2  HNAK

Mixture C, Fig. 7 He, Ne, Ar, Kr

Mixture D, Fig. 8 N212, He, CH4 , 016
93H18 C4 91 0 , 02, Ar,
cc02 , OF3c1, CC1.4
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ELE CT R OiN BEA'M

-MASS SPECTROMIETER
SLITS

M ASS5 SPECTROMETER

I PUM 0 (COLLI MATING SLIT)

2'PU MP _--* HUTER

6" PUMP -- 0 (COLLIMATING SLIT)

. ....... ... --- - - a2  (SK IM M E R )

__ 01(SAMPLING ORIFICE)

Fig. 1 Apwusu for the mass spectrcuetric Saam1ing
of jUi Pressure Sources
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Fig. 2 -Variation of Argon Beam Intensity with Orifice to Skinner Distance
for 'Several Sow-ce Pressurefs with a 0.05 mm. Diameter Orifice

0 RUN I

b , R UN 2

00 led 5m0000 5000 Jb-0

Fig. 3 -Variation of 00 Beam Intensity With Sou~rce Pressure at rifice to
Skinner Distance Of 6 Mu. add with 0.05 m. Diameter orifice

1000

0~~ /4 Oa.0mmpWAORIFICE
cc 0 .1250mMCADRIFICE

.04 al 10 IQ 00 1600

P0 ITORR)

Fig. 4 Variatioa of Argon Beam Intest itSowePessure sit Two Dif-
ferent Orifice Diaumeters. Orifice to SkMmduner Distance Equals 3 Mm.
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COMPONENT MOLECULAR WEIGHTY

Fig. 5 - as Separation Parameter verwug Aati6 of 'mol--ec--ular f t or
Rare (A-S Slute.i int k, Solvent at Ofe Atoiosphere. The Straight Line

Represets$ a First Power of the Molecular Weight Dependence.

100 RUN I

SOLVENT H

al

SLNT MOLECULAR WEIGHT
CCOENT VOLPULA WEIGHT

Fig. 6 -Mass Separation Psarouwter versus Ratio of Molecular Weights for
Rare Gas Solutes in N12 Solvent at ac~x Atmosphere.- The Straight Line

Represents a First Pqver of the Molecular Weigbt, Dependence.
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Fig. 7 Mass Separation Parameter versiu Ratio Ofmolecular Weights for
Rare Oas Solutes in CO% Solventt at One Atmosphere. -The Straight Line

Represents a First Power Of the Molecular Weight Dpebdentce.
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ig. 8 -Mass $eparation ]Parameter versus Ratio of Molecular Weights for

Various Solute. in _N2 Solvent at Coo Atmosphere. The Straight IUne
Represents a First Paver of the MolecWJa-r Weight Dependence.
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Fg, 9 Varitati5 of c-fonetit Dean Intenasities wih f~ t kme

Di)Jtage for an Euimolar Mixture of H. -n r at ,n Atmos
phere Source Pressure. oifice Diameter 0.0ASm

100

-ig 00-Vwat fC

for an Eq4molr Mixture of H2 and Ar at 6 ma. Orifice"
Skippe Distance. Orifice Diumter 0.065-
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THERMOCHE MSTRY OF BORON AND SOME OF ITS COMP0 UNDS

THEMHATS OF FORMATION OF TRIMETHYLAMINEBORANE AND
ORTHOBOR:IC ACID*

W. D. Good and J. :P. rMcCuillough

Thermodynamics Laboatory, !Bartiesvi le Petrolieum Research Center,
Bureau of Minies, U. S. Department of the interior, Btleiville, Okl

and,

M. Mnsson

Thermochemistry :Laboetory, Universilty of Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT

A rotating-bomb ca loimetric technique was developed! to solive thre problem of de-

terminifng the bheats of combustion of organic baron compounds. The heats of com-
bustion of cr ysta1in e baron and' trimethyli neborane , (CH) 3 NH 3 , were determin ed
The aombustion product ws a solution of fluoboaic acid fin excess aqueous HF. The
standard heat of formation AHf0... ., of trimethyiamineborone (c ii) is -34.04
*0.55kcal mole 1  The het oruton of orthoboric acid in an HF solution chosen

to yield the same fluoboric acidl solution was determined, The heat of formation of
orthoborice acid was cal culated; A Hf0298  (H3 B03 ,c) = i261.47 0 20 kcal moe-.
Combination of these results with Mta from the literature permitted caleul ation of the
heats of formation of B20 3 and B2H6 referred directly to crystal line boron.

TEXT

The lack of a method for accurate determination of the heats of combustion and
formation of organic boron compounds has been an important gap in the methods of modern
thermochemistry Organic boron compounds burned alone or admixed with other ordinary

combustion promoters, burn incompletely to a poorly defined oxide that occrludes carbon
and other decomposition products of indeterminate composition. In recent research of this
laboratory, a method developed previously for the determination of accurate values of theheats f combustion of c rytalline silicon and organic silicQn compounds was extended to

alilow accurate determination of the heats of combustion of elemental boron and organi
boron compounds. This method involves combustion of crystalline boron and organic boron
comounds mixed with a fluorine-containing combustion romotor, vinylidene fluoride
polymer, and with aqueous HF in the bomb s that the boron appe in the products Qs
fliuboric acid in homog eneus ution, approximately HBF4 -1485HF. 58.5 H2 0. The

During the period 1 February 1959 - 31 January 1962, this work was jointly sponsored
by the Chemistry Office of Advanced Research Projects Agency and by the Air Foe

oice of Scientific Research under Contract No. CSO-59-9, ARPA Order No. 24-59,
Tas 3. Since 1 February 1962, this work hi been siosored solely by te Advanced
Rosearch Projects Agency.
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method! was used to determi1ne the heats of combustion of pure samplies of crystalline boron
and trimetahylamn eborane

Measurements were tmade of the heat of soliution of orthoboric acild' in dn HF
soliuffon chosen to produce the some aqueous fluoboric acid! solufion. These measure-
ments couplied with the heat of reaction of crystalline boron to glive thils sollution,
allowed caiiculation of the heat of formnation of orthoboric acid. 'By combination of these
results with, other availabie theormochemicai data, it was possible to derive values of the
heats of formation of B2 0 3 and B2 H6 .

EXPERIMEN TAL

The basic procedures used in this research for combustion caorimetric measure-
ments have been ecribed r(1) Only modificat~ons made in this research and peoce-

dures peculiar to it will be described here.

Combustion Calorimetry

rrat f Sample Mixtures

Bdos of polyester film (1) were used to prepare sample mixtures of crystal line boron
or trimethylaminoborane and vinylldene fluoride polymer, (CH2CF2)n ,

Crystall ine boron ;powder, 325 mesh partilcle size and finer, and vinyl idene fluoride
ipo'lymer, 100 mesh particle size and finer were weighed into a previ ou ly weighed poly-
ester bag. A "'bubblie" of air was intentionally sealed inside the bag. Manipulation of
the :bag in such a manner that the air "bubble" was pushed from end to end produced an
intimate mixture of the two powders. The polyester bag with its cont ents was pressed flat
in a vise; subsequently, the bag was pricked with the point of a needle to allow escape of i
thea air. The bag was rolled, with the openitng made by the needle inside and compacted
with a pellet press. Te pellet could be prepared without Iou of mass detectable by a
microbarlance.

Pelleted mixtures of trimethylamineborane and vinylidene fluorde polymer in
pol1yester bags were prepared in the same way except that the slightly hygrocopic tri-
methylamineborane was handled inside a dry box. Trimethylamitneborane is a waxy solid,
and the mixtures obtained were not as intimate as in the case of boron and polymer. Be-

cause trimethylamineborane is slightly volatile, the pellet was sealed inside a polyester
envelope.

The polyester bag technique is an invaluable aid in combustion calorimetry of
fluorine-containing materials. Recognition of the problems of the hygroscopicity Of the
polyester and of its tendency to become statically charged must be emphasized. Recent
experiments have shwn that several compounds, includng water, pe e the l!yeter

film very slowly, and appropriate Precautions in its use must be taken.
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The Chemstry_ of the Bomb Process

The peillets descibed ir the previous section were Iburned, under 30 atm of oxygenin the presence of excess aqueous HF. In several non-caloretric experiments, the ibob

was discharged and, opened, as qui ckly as possible after ignition of the somplie. Soiid oxv-daticon products never were rf ound!. The 'boron oxide and/or fliuoride disso'lve rai1dly inr

the HF solution to form aqueous HBF4 . The chemical reaction was selected wilth cogni-
zance that oxygencontaining 11V acids such as iHBF3OH exist and might possibly affect the
results., The authors wish to acknowledge the helpful advice of -Dr., C A. Wamser who
has shown that in, :the presence of large excesses of HF, the only important boroni contain-
ing ion, in solution is 'BF4 (2). Some smal equilibrium coctration of BF3OH ion
does exist, and in order to minimize its effect, however small, the combustion experimets
and the comparison experiments (1) were designed to produce the same finl solution.,
The mass of pureboron or of trimethylamineborane was used as a measure of the amount of
rea ct iOni

Nitric acid was determined quantitatively by the method previously described (i).

The gas produced in selected experiments was checked quaiitatively for CO, and ii one
was detected. Mass spectrometer analysis of the HF-free gas from selected experiments
failed to show the presence of any gaseous combustion products other than CO2 and
H20. There was no evidence for chemical attack on the platfinum crucible.

Compaison Experiments

Comparison experiments were used to minmize errors from inexaet reduction to
standard states caused by lack of data necessary to correct for such effects as the solu-
bility and heat of solution of CO2 in a rather concentrated solution of HF and HBF 4 .
The sample consisted of benzoic acid and hydrocarbon oil (or for the trimethylamine-borane experiments, only hydrocarbon oi,l). The amounts of these materials were so
selected that the energy evolved and the CO2 produced in the comparison experiment
were as nearly as possible the same as in the companion combustion experiment. Thebomb initiai!ly contained an aqueous solution of HF and HBF 4 , which, Upon dilution with
the water produced by the combustion of the sample, gave aso!ution of newrly the same
amount and concentration as the combustion experiment.

Calorimeter and Bomb
The rotating-bomb calorimeter (3), laboratory designation BMR I1, and the

p!atinum-lined bomb (3), laboratory designation Pt-5, have been described.

Solution Calorimetry

Four heat-of-solution experiments were performed in which crystalline orthoboricacid was dissolved in an HF soution chosen to produce the same final slution as ob
tained in the combustion experiments. The boric acid was contained in a methyl-
methacrylate vessel with a flat, smooth-surfaced lid. This vessel, with its contents, was
floated in the HF solution inside the bomb. The bomb was placed inside the calorimeter
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without the usudli inversion. The caiarHimeter was heated to an inthitial ftemperature about
0.50 below the temperature of the isothermail jacket (250). Timeotemperature measure-
ments were made for an, in itial period, and rotation of the 'bomb was begun. Wh en the
bomb turned, the con tents were mixed. The ac1ompanying heat reffeW1 rapid and was
observed by time-temperature measurements that were continued until a, steady rate of
temperature hange was obtained again. About 0. I5 mo es of H3 B0 3 was dissolved in
the HF solution with an energy evolution of approximately 2,000 ca lories. The !heat of
solution was cal culated from: the known heat equivalent of the system, 9 (Caior.) 4032 3
cat degl, and heat capacities of the contents.

Materills

The crystoallin e boron, was su plied by the Eagle4icher Company. Th is mater'ial
had been prepared' 'by hydrogen reduction of purified boron tribromide with, deposition on
boron filaments and: was subsequently float-zoned,. T he crystalline form of the materli
was beta-rhombdhedral:. The boon had been crushedl with a so-clled 'diamond' mortar,
It was necessary to sieve the powder to obtaln material of 325 mesh particle size and,
smat er in order to obtain cmplete combustion. The sieving ws done with stainl ess steell
sieves used as gently as possible, The sieved material was leached with Concentrated:
hydrochiloric and hydrofluorlc acids, water-washed and vacuum dried. Caebon content
was less than 50 parts permijllion. Emission spectrographic ana-lysis of the powder showed

0.02 percent iron and 0,01 percent sili con as the only detectable impurities.

A vinylidene fluoride polymer (a different sample from the one used in earlIer work
with silicon compounds) was supplied by the Pennsailit Chemicals Corporation. The value
of AEc/M -for this material was -3527.79 + 0.64 cal g"- for combustion according to
the r-c tn

(CH2 CF2)n($Qlid, Polymer) + 2 0 2(g) + 20H2 0(!liq)

- 2C0 2 (g) + 2[HF. lOH 201(liq). (I)

As, nearly as could be ascertained from the HF recovery, the composition of the polymer
was exactly (CH2 CF2)n, Mass spectrometer examination of the HF-free gas resuti-g from
combustion of the p-ym r did not reveal the presence of CF4 or other fluorine-containing
molecules. opl s fC-

Fisher "certified reagent" grade boric acid was recrystallized three times from dis-
tilled water and air dried! at room temperature. The material was stored in sealed con-
tainers. Titration with standard alkali in the presence of mannitol indicated 100.0 per-
cent H3 B03 .

The benzoie acid was National Bureau of Standards sample 39h. The hydrocrbon
oil 3) and polyester film (1) have been described.
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Units of Measurement and' Auxlitary Quantities

The resullts reported are based on a molecular weIght of 72.947 for trimethylaQmine-
borane and' an atomic weight of 10.8111 -for boron (4), and-the relations 00C =273. 150tK
and, 1 cal' - 4. 184 joules (exactly). Th ermochemical data from the literature were d-
j'usted to the a11961 atomhic weight901 scal whn necessary. All eletrkalt anid, massmeasure-
ments were referred to standard devices c-alibrated at, th e Nationa6hl Bueau, of Standards.

Calorimetr ic Results

Boron Combustion; Resuilts

Ten paIns of satisfadtory combustion, and, comparison experiments were obtained.
ElIeven experiments were attempted in Which 211percent of the total, energy corme from
boron, and" nlin e were successfull with no evi'denc e of Incomplete combustion. Three exm
pe rimen ts were aftempted" In which, 30, percent Of the energy cameVI from boroin, and onlty
onea experim ent was successful. The energy of the reaction

9(a) + 067502(g) + 16.674WF - 57.219H- 0(lq)

=HBF4 '14.,674-HF 58.719,H20(Iiq) (I

was found to be

4Ec0/M ,15998.7*6.7 callg (mean, d, stan dard, deviation)

A~c =-12.6*.2 kalmo& 1 (mean and uncertainty interval)

A~~c 0 0 2 -13.1 ,Q2kca moe- (mean and uncertainty interval

Trimethylamine borane-Combution Results

Eight pairs of Satisfactory combustion and comparison experiments were obtained in
nineattmpt. Aout 50 percent of the energy came from trimethyla minedrn h

energy of the reaction

C3H 12 NB(c, !I!)* + 6.7502(g) + 18.674-HF -5l.219H 2Q(!iq)

-3C;0 2 (9) + O.SN 2(g) + HBF4* 14.674HF 58.719H20(liq)(I)

was found to be

AEC/M -111383.3U 1.5 cal g~ (mean and standard deviation)

"' U--nPulished w~rk ofthulabrar hshontt trmethylamineborane exists in

thre cystllie frms Cystal (111) is the form stable at 259 and lower temper a-
tures.
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Mec -830.3 ± 0.46,kcall mole 1l (mean and unicertatity in tervall)

Anco 0 -832.3 ± 0.46 keaail moII& 1'l (mean, anid: un certainty inhte~val),

From: combinatilon of the heats of equatiohs Il an d III wih data (5), far the heats of for
mo'tionh Of 'C --) andi H20:(liq) and h eat of dilution: data for Hthe heatif formation

of trmiet hyllam inebora n (cI II) was fo unhd to be -34.04 *0. 55 Itcal mole (m ea n ad
uncertainrty in~ftvalI).

Heat Of Solutionh of HKIWI in, Aqueous HF

Foreperimnt weeprformedl in which orthoboric acid: was dissolved in aqueous
HF acording to the reactijon

HIS~O (0) + 18.67,4 a 55.719H20(liq)

HBF 4 ' 14.674HF 6 -587HO ) (!V)

AH0  = 4.60±~0.01 keal mole (mneah and standard: deviation),298.15
iFrom combifiation Of the result of equations II and W with data. (5) for the heat of for-
motion of H2O(I'iq) and heat Of dilution data for HE the heat OF formation ,of crystalliA e
H360 3 is found to bhe -261. 47 ±- 0. 20 kcal. mole 1 (mean an d uncertainty initerval).

Derived Results

Two modern measurements of the heat of hydrolysis of diborane exist.

BAH(S), +i H20(liq) + [2000'H20(liq)J

2[H 3BQ3 *1000H 20(soln)J + 6H() (V)

&H9 29 -114.46 i0.46 kcal mole 1 (Prosen,eatal. (6)]
-28. 15

AH9 -112.22 * 0.10 kcal mole' [Qiunn and Green (7)]
298.15

These values were combinied with the heat of formation Qf orthoboriv acid from this re-
searh, he eatof sluton f bric acid (6), and the heat of formation of H20(01'q) (5)

to derive two values of the heat of formation of diborgne (g),

AHf 0  
- 8.77 * 0.68 kcal mole" I (using value of Prosen, at al.)

a-298. 15 -
A~f 0 9.5 * 0.42 kcaI mole"' (using value of Gunn and Green)

These may be copred with the values 7.53 ± 0.56 (8) kcal molle- and 7.53 (9) kcal
mlboth derived from dlecomposiio reactions in which diborane was dec od

Iito amorphous boron and, H2(g)- it should be n oted that although these two values
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(references 8 and 9) are in exact agreemlent, the agreement was forced by use of two quite
different values of the heat of formation of ramorphous bO rO 10.4 ± 0. 1 (8) and 1.255 (9)
kcal atom"1 .

Another apprach to the heat of formation of diborane is through the heat of the

reaction

(sH3 )3IN(g) + 1/2B 2H6 (g) = (CH3)3 NBH3 (c)

AHO 3,27* 0,15 kcal mole 1 iMcCoy and Bauer (10)l
273

By use of appropriate heat capacity dotai the heat of thls reaction at 250 was calculated
to 'be -31.40 kcoI. By use of AiHf 0

29 *.1 of t lraethylinieborane from this research and,
an unpublished value of the 'Ntiona- lUreau of Stondards for the heat of formation of
gaseous trimethylamilne, the heat of form-ation of diborane is c-aicullated to be 5.90 ± 0.64
kcal noe 1.

The value of the heat of formation of Urysta'llifne H 8O3 was combined wirh values
of the heat of soliufion of H-9BO the heat of solution rof amorphous 1BO and the A heat of
transition of aorphous B 3 to3 crystalline B :03 from reference 6 and tTe heat of- fIo
mation of liquid water (5) to calculate the heats of formation of B20 3 (amorphous) and
B20 3 (c)2

AHfP 1. (B20 3, amorph) = -299.74 * 0.40 kcal mole "*1298.1I'S

A,2 1.5 B203' c) = 304. T10 ± 0.41 kcl mole1

The uncertainties expressed are the uncertainty iinterval.

A comparison of Ahe results of thils research with previous values is presented in
Table 1. It should -be emphasized that the derived values from this research are not re-
lated to amorphous boron and the uncertainties in its heat of formation.
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TABL I. TANDRD HAT OF FORMATION AT 298. 156K

This resear Ch Other recenit valueas Circular S00 (a)

H3,O 3(C) -2,61.47 G0.20 -262.16±0.32 (b)l 4260.

B0{)-304 0 TO Go.4 1 m305 634 ± 0 7-5 (c) -302.0

B203(arnorph) -299.i74 ±0.401 -300.9 -±--0.75 (c) -297.6

B2H6(9) 8.i77 t0O. 68 7i53 ±0.o56(d) 7.5

9.,53 ±0.42 7.-53 (e)

-5.90 ± 064

(C H 33;NB91H 3-.(c,I) -34.104 k,0,.-5-5

(6) !Nat. Bur. Standards Rp.79,Jn 1 961.
(c), Work cited in referen ce 6.i
(d) Work cited in, reforence 8.
W,) Work cited in reference 9.
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E2~EI~NAL VAJATION, OF =IM 1AT OF FOEMTION OF
BORON- OONTAINING COVOUINDS

J. D.e RoCkenfeller
United Aircraft Research tabotatories, Last Hart for d, C et-ut

INTROUC~TION,

in- order to Calculate a'ccurate Values of the perfon-maode pareters
for rocket propellant form-mlation5, accUrAte values for the heats of
formation of the propellan~t Constituents are requiredi Pot many copouds
used in older proellant formullations- these data are available frorn
measurements reported in the literature; for other dompoun-as, correlations
based on -bond energies or molecular structure can be made. Ho weV e r
these latter calculations are genterally less reliable than Values Obtained
by accurate thernodhemical measuremnts.

turing the past several years, i Icreased emhasis by the Advaflced
~eerh rjcs gnyAd Other Govern~ment agencies 0. f the developent

Of new classes of solid prOpell nt materials hat resu.lted it the y-thtiesis
Of Many new compOUAdS . One gTouAP Of compiOUnd"s which has received dOft

siderable attenltion comprse th gmne-orot hydrides. FOr Mafy Of these

compounds, the measured values have not been firmly etbihdeaue Of
sample impurities or lack of precision in themmocheiCal mneasurements
which were primarily ~Iten ed f or screening pupss

In view -of the evident need for accurate values of the heats Of
fQr~mation of the amine-boron hyd-ides in partieular, and B H-C- N compounds
(i.*e., those contai ng boon hydxOgen, Carbon, and nitrogen in general,

the Researh Laboratories of Un1ited Aircraft Corporation have undertaken.
to eauresuh vlus selected B-.H-C-N com.pouns asato Cnrc

Nw -05d wth the Bureau of Naval Weapons. This report contains a
description of the experimenta apartu ±n t-e Calorimetry lAboratory

inwhch the measurements are being are oua Uscusinoepr-

mental techniques for determinaing reliable values of heats of formation
of ~HC- -copounds, mnd a prelmiay value for th eto omton of

hydrazine monoborae (WM).

3 IN2TAL APPARA'1U8

The appar qus which is being usdi Uhs program comprime both

Calorimetric And analytical equipment Th aparatus i-n use o the
deterMination of the heat evolved in a reaction Contist o nmygen
combustion bomb madet Of a suita4bly strong and corrosion resistant
mAterial1 (stainless steel lined with platinum), a calorimeter, a=4 a
themomtric system.

The aloimeerwhihti quit siilr 'to one described by MAubbad
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Katz,0 and Wadding-ton (Ref. I) and modified for continual rotation as
described by Good, 8-cott 9 and Waddington (Ref. 2) is a t-y-p-e in whi ch the
bodb is rotated within its water Jacket in the calorimete-r to mfi-x the
products of reaction with a 9,olution placed in the bON~i This type of
calorimeter is essential for therothemical measurements Of heats of
reaction for those reactions in whicrh a nion-homogentoub mi-xtufr- Of reattion
p roducts is formed Within. the bo.

,The oxygen conlustion bomnb is a commercially available adaptation of
an, Argonne National laboratories design And hSas aft internal Volume of

-338 (PArr Intstrument Co., Catalogue lNo. 1004i). ThisA bomb has a, teflon
head gas-ket and valve packing, and A Kel-F valve seat. AllI internal parts
of the bon-b are 10% iridlum.-platinum and the bomb cy1inder is lined with
platinum. The valve needles are standard Parr No.6 539- needles which are
Made to a-cconmodate 1/8 in. Swage-16k conneetions. Adaptors have been made
to fi Parr Nto 2A slap coupli.ngs to these heed'-es 8o that the valve of
the boinb can be easily opened or closed while the bomb is connected to an.
anal ticai system. For experimentS in which hyda-fluoric acid soluftions
are6 used in the bombj the ceramic electrode insulator is rep-laced with a
teflon. disc. The bomb solution covers -the sides of this disc and-! a
platinfum Wa-sher praotects the top so that when the bomb is fired in an
inverted position, the danger of ignitiont Of the teflon is slight. A
platinum crucible containing the samle is mounted int an offset gimbal 'SOL
that the bomb can be set at a 145 deg angle for fillng. Amounts Of
solution as large as 25 Ml1 have beet acco ridated. Ignition of samp-les
is achieved by meaus of an fro fuse wire. The emer Awiue in the water
Jacket of the calorimeter is maintained within a few thousandths of a
degree of 28.L6311 Ohms (30.008 C) by me ans of a Sargent thermistor
controller which has been modified to give greater s-ensitity h

calorimeter can contains approximately 2930 1l of water and is Meain red
within 0.00O5 g of a. constent weight for each experiment by weighing
aainst a brass tare on a 5 Kg capacity Seko 140 series balane h

calorimeter can also contains a stirrer, the rotating mechatism, platinum
resistance thermometer and heater. The stirrer is operated at 450 rpm

usin a eltdrie fom sychronous motor. The rotation mechanism
orates or a synchronous motor through agear dri ve. Revolutions of the

drive shat one ymaso a cam and switch arrangementadar
displayed on an electrical counter which may be set to stop rotation after
a given n mer of revolutions. The rotationa speed is 10 rpm.

The thermometric system includes a platinum resistance thermometer Qf
the flat calorimetric type (Leeds and Northrup type 0160B), a G-2 Muaeller
'bridge (Leeds and Northrup type 8069,B), and a high sensitivity galvanometer
(Leeds and Northrup typ RB 2d) . Teglvanometer is monedoa

Julus uspnson and the light beam is proJectedvrial vrapt
of two met rs The sensitivity of- this apparatus has been shown to be
1.36*i--- obWc aft 5 ma thernmeter current and 3.33 ,l0"- ahm/cm at
2 Wa. The difference between resistance measurements taken at 5 ma and at
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2 ma is 0.0o08o6 ohm, at a, temperatute of 28.5854 oh. The constants for
the ther-mometer, serial No. 159591!, are R 28 .585 3 ohms 0 C 0 .003,92q6,
8 i49 with2 ma current. The calibration of the thermometer was
Checked using a triple point cell, and the W-eller Bridge calibration was
checkea using a certificated standa, esistor.

in order to measue acurately the heat evolved in the rleaction,
measurements are taken of the calorimeter temperature as a fu±nctioft Of
time. In this way,) the excperimelat eah be corrected for timemdependent
heat leaks. During the fast reaction period, a ,aertner B370A tape
chronograph ia aded3 to su~ppi-ement a sy-Tchronous electric clock Which is
used dur ing the slow temperature-rise periods- Of the experiffent. Measure-

nments ith these instrments can be made With ace-uacies greater than
/1000 aid 1/10 Minute, respectively.

Teaaytieal apparatus consists Of anf oxygen illing Sstem~,a

Analytical system for the determinmat ioft of carbon rnonoxide and carbon
dioxide, ahd switable balances and wet chemical apparat-U. An Analytical
balance (Ainsworth :ype TC). s used to measure the masses of the sample
and the reaction, products. With class M weights, this balance .gives an
acc-uracy of V40~ milligram at maxiw load. The class M weights in use
,are of rhodium-plAted brass antd have been calibrt ed eAginst a One grE a
mass wh ich- was certified at th Naina Bureau of Standards. All weights
are corrected to vacuum conditionS, and apparatu has been installed in
the laboratory to keep a daily record of humidit y tepera e, and

barometric pDressure.

he oh mical train for purifying e oxygen and .ln, the bomb is
quite similar to the one Wed by Prosen and Rossini (Ref. 3). It consit s
of a copper-oxide-filled f ace maitained near 450 n a purfn

tujbe f Ill ed with ascarite, magnesium perchilorate, and phosphorus pentoxide.
This system removes all coMbustilble impu.ities fr!m he oxyge. ress=re
is measured by means of a :Bou rdn t e presoure gage.

An analy-t cal train is avwilable for COC02 analysis to determine
the completeness of .ombustion of carbon present in the system. Ts

train consists of a furnace pcked wth copper oxide and an absorption
tube packed with ascarite, magnesium Perchlorate, and phosphorus petoxide
for the purification of oxygen used in flushing the bomb; a absorption
tube packed with sodium -luoride, mgesium perchlorate and phOphonis

pentoxde for removal of hydrogen fluoride an water from the gases vented
from the bomb; and an absorption tube packed with ascarite, manesium
perchlorate, and phosphorus pentoxide for the removal of carbon dioxide.
A second frnace packed with copper oxide and a second set of absorption
tubes identical to the first set are used for quantitative conversion
of carbon monoxide to carbon dixde and subsequent absorption of thisCarbon dioxide. The absorption tubes are flled with helium before

weighing. Additional standard chemical apparatus owe Used for deter-
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minfation of free boron, carbon, And nitric Acid Vhich may be preset-t if
combustion is intcomplete.

EXP MT-AL TECHIQUES

jlorimet±rid Teghpiiques. The procedures developed for making calbri-
Metric mteasurernents Ar~e C-6sterialliy the same as those Used in m~ost experi-
metts ini bomb al0orimetr'y Experiments ini the rotating bomb calorimeter are
divided into four time~ periods o f the f ollovinh-- durration,:

Fore peri~bd 90 rainutet
Reactiofn period 20 mi nut esr
Mid period li-4 minutes
After period 20 minutes

The relations~hip Of these time periods to a te'Preoentativre t6erature-rise
Curve is shown itn Fig. 1.

,The starting temperatuwe fozralep~mi~5i 8300 ohms

(27222C)And the Jacket temperature is mintaifted constant w~ithin
S0.0003 bhm, (-0. 0C) at a temperature ftear 9M6 80 ohms (29_. 971 C) for

the course of the experiment. Ignit-i0fl is achieved by the use of a
stsandIard er~ hueiie5c nl ib Rotationi starts at the twenty-

seveftth Minute and continues Until the fiftym our-th minute. During this
t~eth om i ottigat a rate of approximately 10 rpaii This apper

to be an axole time period f or mixing the con, tent s Of the bomb and for
dterminin- the energ contri ution due to rotation. Starting the

rotation at the twentymseventh minute permits several accur te temperature
measurements to be made before rotation starts so that the tempert ea
the beginning of the rota-tional period, RH w ill be kno'wn.

Dgring the experiment, measuremnts of resistance are made at two-
minute intervals dqring the fore, mid, and after periods., A 5 ma bridge
current is used to give maximum sensitivity. Since the themmtri
certificated using a current of 2 ma, all readi ngs are subsequently corrected

to te 2ma scale. During the first three minutes of the recinprod,
the bridge current -is reduced to 2 ma and readings of time at set values of

resstnce are recorded using a taecrngah Puring the remaindro
the reaction period, readings are taken atpr ribed time intervals r ,ging
from one-half to two minutes dependingoth steepness of -the temperature-
rimse curve during successive intervals.

Cheical Techzaquep. Cheical techniques studied were primarily
concerned-with the development of opti-mm methods of handling the ighly
reactive aine-boron hydrides arid development of reaction schemes which

minimize-the problems associated with the chemical analysis of tepout
of reaction, The methods in use At the UAC Research Laboratories are a
modification and development, of those developed at the Bureau of Mine
Laboratory, Bartlesville, Otlahowa (Ret. 4). Tbis method makes use of
vinylidene fl~uoride.. (cff2cP2)n . as an auxiliary substance. The
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combustion reaction thent becomes:

HF(sbln) + BafbceNd(c) + 02 (g) + (CHCF)rc) HF(on)+0(g+ N()

Using this method, the volume of solution required in the bomob is 10 Ml1
of W0% 17- soutioni ro±-mation of free boron was fou-nd to be the cief
pr-oblem A complete quantitative analysis was made of the reactiofn
prodlucts to deter-mIne the identity of the poducts of, reactioni The bomb
solution was filtered to remove boron, Which was retained in a filter
crucible and Oxidized to boric ox-ice and! titrated. Pliaoroboric acid is
determirned by the method Of VWanser (Reffs 5 and '6). carbon diox-idle and
carHbon nionoide- were determined by the ,ethods first *,used by Prostn and
Aossinii (Ref. 3) as indicated previously. NXitrate was found by D)evardat's
method. in addition, gas s592ples. were aft yzed it the massetrgah
The chief difp±eulty in appli-vng this mehdista or ~mlt
combustion a maxiam of only X% Of- the- readtion eergy my~refo h

boron.i For samples containing hig percentages of boron, saml, ie
become so small. as to limit the accurac-y of the derived data. In addition,
sample m- preparation is stomewhat More difficult when Using an auxiliary
substance. However, at present these problems do not appear to be
prohibitive.

The techniques which were developed fo ha4l -g the reactive test
sampl-es consist I rgeJl of Methods for manipulating sm 1s in a d~y bo
and methods for encapsujatigg sa-mpls The dry bo nWhich hesamxxidles

are prepared is filled with argon which is continuously purified. by
pasag oerbarium metal maintained at 450 C and by passage ove

magnesium perchlorae andphshrspnoie(t.).Itiswyay
oxy gen, nitrogen, or water whic leaj into the syste ae-moved. Sample
are weighed approximately in the dry box and then sealed in my.lr bags.
These bags pesedfo yasheets of 1 mil thicke, a8 e approximately

3xcentimeters in size and weigh of the order of 0.16 g.Thsmle

materials are removed from the dry box in the mylar bags, weighed precisely
on the balance, returned to the box and presseod -into Pellets. The finished
pellet thus consists of an accurately weighed mixture of vinylidene
flu~oride and the particular B-H-CmN compon beig studeecpuae
in a mylar shell. The number of moles of each material prsnAi on

uigthe atomic weight values recommended in 1962 (Ref. 8)e Te fi shed
pellets are sealed in saran bags and stored in the drybx When -the
pellets are to 'be used, -they aire removed from storage, the saran bag is
discarded, and the pellet is reweigheprotoIetoniothbm.

Data Redu ction. The general principles involved in reduction of data
from a bomb calorimeter to obtain a valu for the energy equivalent

(I.e., the energy required to raise the teiqperatUie qo unit) for -the
standard Iiitil calorimetric system are des cribed in Ref. 9. Tt
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reduactiont of data for a calotimetric experiment requires a detailed energy
balance which include s idrto of energy ic teffe due not Only- to
combustion bout also. to stirrinig, rotation, anid thermal conduction in. the
Calrxee sycStem.i The equation, derivred d ing the report period for the
tenierature rite :(in oh-) dcue to these effmots is

AR a -(tVt) + -atMtR + -(fm ti)+kP-~ t I

vhere H is the temerature in ohb-s, t it the time in Minutes, a-- and
aare the slopes of the temaperature-mrise curve dufring the raid period ahd

after period, respectively, Add k ,'the cooling constant, is defined -by
.the expression:

-In Eq. (2), ai represeats the slope Of the temperature-rise euw~e during
the fore period. The subscripts on the timme and tem-ertr tes in

qs (I) and (2) refer to the points bearing the same designations in

The temperatures at the mid points of -the reaction per--od, R ,

R, and at the time at which, rotation starts, H~i , r on y1
rtingPrAbo lag to t__ he data for the four points imediately adjacent to

the respective times, i.e,, t 2, ytemthdo es
squares and then solving for the-values o h uctsa h resetv

times. The Values of -the respective mid point times are found as foliows:

.1 Rn t -Rj (tR-t±)

and

I R t - RH(tR
=R n=HtR 

41.1~

Using the values given above, the corrected temperature rise is given by

ARC~ R i AR
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'The corrected te perature rise is used to caldulate Ei th energ
equivalent of the in~itial O5lorImeter? system or may be used to calculate
,the heat of Combustioni of a bor'ontainfi-fg compoun by mthod similar

to those Outlined ift Chapter 9- of Ref.i 10.

For e, erimeta Of BH.~CN compounids, particularly when, uaing A
hydrofi uori e acid in the combustion bomb, it is desirable to use a method
of substiti-on In making the heat of combustioft measuements. The use of
this method is reo nded pribarily beeause of uncertainties in the heat
of solution of dabon dlioxide, -but it also has the advantage that the
derived heat of formation, is referred directly to, the elements. The
Method of substituxtion eonsista, in this case, Of making tWo prle

seresofoom*t-nezreiaentg on boron and the sample compound USin~g
the same experimental conditions and arnging the quantities of sample
and auxiliary materials to givre nearly the same catbont dioxide, hydrogeft
fluoride, and fluordoric adid concentrations in the final solution. The
approximate equationi for the combustion of hydvazinie monoborane is given
as follows:

N~gH,4 H(c + 6.i5 02 ,(g), + 1.5 C20 2 c . 1 H0

+ 13.6A i~w 6oj 2 ( n 11 (5)
+ ),-w - 1,2.6 iv- * 66.1 ,.0(soln)+N 2 AI

A small amount of rdt-tric acid is also formed. (This conception Of -the bomfb
process is supported by mass spectrogr'aphic inspection of the gases in -the
bomb after a combution experiment and by the analytIcal 'work done in

devlopngexperietal techniqes Similar results were obtained by Good
as described in Ref. 3.) A comparison experiment ill take the following
course:

R(c) + 4.T5 02 (g) + 1.5 02H2F2(c) + 0.1 C10HQ

+ 13. 1W 60.7 H2909ol0 :: 4~ co/_A (6)

+ =41 12.6 HF 62.6 112 0so)4H-

The C10H804  is the one mil polyester film (mylar) used to
cncapsulate the sample. It mbe nticed that the maJor problem in
reducing -the datali derived -from measuring the hat evolved in the two
sets of reactions descerbi n Eqs. (5 an-6)i hat a heat of
dilutilon of the hydrogen fluoride-fluoroboric acid solution in the bomb
mint 'be evaluate:



365 H20:(A') + H-w-4  12.,6 Ar - 62.,6 Hi20,(Soln)

wF4, 12.6 iw e. 66.61 H20,(soln) A

if the heat of fomation of 3'.5 Moles of wamter is designated as
,R the heat of formation of 9kBH3  may be calcul-iated as:

Af= H2 + 'nH + 4 Al -

CALi-RIETR DA.TA

ra~batidn Epe-iine The standard calotimetric systemi has -been
calibrated using beft6±c acid6. The definted calorimetric Systeff includes
the c~bstion, bomb filled With Oxyrgen and a f-use Aire but does not include

waesamT-e) or mai~r~ nterial that may be placed in the bomrb. The
enery e4Vastothsystem. was determined for the temperature
interval between 2-8 and 30 C' by combustion of I~Sstandard sample benzoic
ac3 391 For all calibration experimets the amount of reaction was
defined by the aOiint of reactant. No traces of incomplete cotrnustioft were
observed. A correction was mad for the formation of nitric acid by
titratin h ob iudwt 0. 1 N NaOH using phenolhhaen as the
indic a tor and using the value of 59 k/oe for the heat of formation Of
nitric acid. The data was corrected for deviations from standard conditions
using the corrections described in th-e preceding section. The value og -- ____ __ ~ __ f
-the calorie is taken to be e actly 4i.1l80jue. Ti eto airt

experiments (five in all) WAS conducted without rotation.

A second series of benzoic acid combusto epriments was conductd

this time with the bomb rotating. With suitable correction for rotation
and for a small change -in the eniergy equivalent caused by a necessar'y
modification of the calorimeter con, the energy equivalents derijved for
the two systems agree well. The derived value i.s 3611.88 + 0.7-3 cal/deg,

In addition to the determination of the energy equivalenit for the
standard calorimetric system described above, the energy introduced by
ignition andl combustion of the fuse wire was also determned Th
Objective of this work was to provide U, approxiate value for the
electrical energy lnput to -the system for use in correcting reU of
subsequent experiments. The electrical energy ±nput to the system is
obtained by subtracting the assumed energy of combustion of the fuse wire
from the total energy release in the experiment. A value of 7.5 kilo-
joules/gm, (Ref. 10)) was used as the heAt of combustion for iron in this
calculation. The value of electric]. energy input resulting from theme
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experimients is 3.52 calOoies.

HydrXin 'M nbodne6 Preliminary Vork hag been donie to determine
the heat of formation Of hyditazine mondorante. A ver'y prelimfinary value
for the heat of tormtion of this copound is . 2 kcal/moiLe bast(! on,
the resul- of two calorimetr-c run~s. This value has not as yet had the
Wasbbulf correctiont applied, nor 'has a cor-ectioft for the heat of dinution
beeni applieci to conqensate for the airgerence between the et conditions
in MWv eXpetimfeftts as OonTIa -with those of the comparison experiments
-ith boron. -This value may be oomparedl vith that of Goubefu and Rdicker

(Ref. i U), -6.0 + 214 kcal/mole, as, derived from a series of h eat of
combustion measuremenits in a static bomb.
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IHEM DM ICSh SO MIE-TAL COMPOUNDS

D. L Hildenbrand, 'W. F. Hall, Ni D. Potter and, L. Pi Theard

Research Laboratories
Phi lco corporation

Newport Beach, Calif ornia

Tefollowing is a brief suinMy~ of soft thermodynamic studies on mixeda
-metal Systems carried out at Aerdnutronic.

L. The Li Sysem

The vapor pressure of liquid LiBo- was measured over the temperature
range 11210 to 1280 K by the torsiotniedsioti method.' A third-lay analysis
gave 4H- -(sub) 86. 3 +-3 keall/.mle for LOW SgJ. When combined with, data
for the con-dented phase, the data lead to AM 179+3 clml o
LiBO2 (g) anid giv.e for the reaction,29

Mi2O(g) + B203 (g) =2 L190 (g)

the va lue AllH - 7 5 kcal. Better structural And apcrsoicdt r
29;8 ,etocpcdt r

needed for LU90g)

It. The LiF-A!LF3 Sys tem

The t~rsion"effusioi method was used to stuidy the sublimation behavi-r
of the LiFa-Al"F3 system,* at compositions ranging from 25 to 67 mole 7. AiF
Univariant behavior was observed At all compositions and, iti addition.
congruent sublimation was observed at the 50 mole 7% composition. Vapor
,pressure was found to be in eperndent of composit ion over the rantge 33 to 67
mo le 7 AlF and higher that that of the 25 mole 7. AlP3 composition by a
factor of % The results are 1iterpreted in terms ofrone condensed compound,
Li AIF() and one gaseous compound, From the ratio of LiAlE3- --6(c), LIegaeusC - - F-v 4 g)
pressures, At the 25 and 50 mole 7. compositions, one calculates AF9 8  kcal
for the reaction ---- _98

3LiF(c) + A117(c0 _=iUAlF (c)

and estimates &AHf29 = -806 + 5 kcal/mole for Li 3AlF6(c), From a second-law
298oiton -n ban

analysis of vapor pressure data for the 50 mole 7. compo~~n n ban
for the process

1/3 LiaAIF (c) + 2/3 A1F (c) LiAlF(g

&H 5.5+ 3 kcal and, from estimated enthalpies, Al 9  -69.8 +3 kcal.
A vaIue of -437 + 7 kcal/mole is derived for the he-at of foBrmation of LiAlF (g
which leads to the result A = -70 kcal for the reaction

IF(g) + AlF3,(g) LiAIF (g)?

There are essentially no structural or spectroscopic data available for

LiAWF(g)e For Li A1F (c), entropy and heat-content data are needed.

*Thu wo-rk -w-as supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency hrough

the Bureau of Naval Weapons.
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In,. The Li 2 OAl-0O3 System

The vaporization behavior of LiA102() was studied in h~ -range 1610 to
1846'k by mass spetrmetric and torsion-eoffusion technie. The vaoriza-
tion process wa Shown, to be

LIA 10 2 (c) = 0.i8 L i g) + 10'.2 0 2 (g). + 0'.1 ti iom,5 Al 2 &3(c)

-fo6r w h ich a thiird-law treatment of the torsion, data yields &JH1 - 94i7 + 2
kcal, and a secoxad-1aw Anialysis of the mass spectrometric data y E ds

&H- 99.2 + 3 kcal. A rit-very-accqrate Value of -2180 + 40 kcal/mole
was-aerived for the heat of formation of Li 2- 5 Al12O 3(c) at 298 K.i No Li-Al-O
Vapor apecies were detected. 2 2

IM The B 0 wAl 0O System

Vaporitati1on& studies on Various om-p-s'-tions on the A-0-AI-O- system
were m~ad'e by the torsion-effusion metho d.' The system coni~ s wo Crystl
liie cotounds, with B 0Y Al-0 rAtilos of 1-:2 and 2s9, Hiowever, both compo'unds
were found 'to undergo e os.to t 2 B0, atd the ntext-higher phase before
measurable effusio _rSsureo were ?eached, so that no therm~al data for these
substances cati be obtained int this way.i It is estimated that the heats of
formtion f the compoundo f o h cc nn oxides at 298 will be only a
few kcals. Gaseous Aluminum borates are not of imoportaicei

V. The LiP-BF System

Some preliminary loss spectrometric studies of valpors in the LiF BF3
system have been made. -Gaseous BF was passed into an effusion cell con'taining
condensed tiF, and the vapors were Ionized and mass anialyzed. The total con-
centration of lithium- containing species (as evidenced by th e Li sign'al) was
found to increase mharkedly when BF3 was admitted to the system. No ions con-
tairiing both lithium and boron were detected. However, the presence of a
number of intense impurity peaks prevented detailed studies. There is other
evidence that mixed-metal hali~de vapors undergo extensiv fragmentation on
electronx impact, so that the lage nhaneaet of the Li_ signal when BF
is admitted to the cell may well indicate the formation of a stable Li-BU
Vapor species.
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-RESEARCH ON THE THERMODYNAN CS

Paul E. Blackburn
Arthur D. Little, Ince.
Cambridge, H~a- seitts

INTRODUCTION

In this study va-por presswres Over mixced Oxide systeim are measured
isothermally as a funtion of compositioni. These measuremetits providle
thermo6dynarmic values for the Vapor species Atid the condensed phasesi From
the pressure-composition cu~rves and literature data it will be possible to
compute Activities of the various species in the condensed phases and
portions of phase diagrams for these sybtems.

APPARATIUS

The equipmexit for tii's researeh is shown diagratnatically in. Figure 1i
it cnits of a stainless steel high vacum systemr which may be baked; to
400604 The VacuUjf vlVWith the lample at temperature is ini the lOVI and
AlO1 tor~ r angei The forniace is a ofie~inch diameter, tefiich long retance
heated platInum- 4O7. thodium tube sur -rounded by platinum radiationi sbLeldig.
The furtiace teperature is recorded and controlled' to ±' l/2C A l/4-j,-Lh
diatneter, 1/4-irnch, high platinum Kundsen cell is suspended in, the furnace
from aft aiutoatic recording vacuum microbalance. 'The quartz beam baace is
supported at the fiu1crum ont steel pivots resting in sapphire cp. Co~er-
weights consist of two parts: a magnet rod surrounde by a Aoe.dhc

kepsth anxe at its -null position, and a steel rod hangIigt --.aide a
var iabl1e per- -arice transducer which is used as a null detctor. Changes in
the current flowing in the solenoid are directly proportional to the weight
change of theg sample. The electronics are essentially the same as thoe used
by Cochran. 'This current is recorded and provides a p~lot of sample weight
Versus time.

Using Langmuir's 2 equation differentials of the weight-tim ecurve, dwldt

are mplyedto ompute the pressure. Total changeI egt nta
compoition and vapor constitution are used to calculate the corresponding

coposition of the condensed phases

-RESULTS- AND -DI-SCUSSION

,B 3 Studes

In order to calibrate the equipment, the vapor pressure of BMP was
measured. Since B2 03 was the principal vapor species expected in the syste
to be studied these experiments should yield B0 3 vaSpopesuswhcar

mor cosisen wih te malre-ments over the mixe oid syste than are

the literature values.
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The vapor pressure of Bp measured here is compared with. previous
measurements in Figure 2. Usiaig the ffee energy fu~nctio',i of Evamtgs' for
the liquid arnd Safier et al.4 for the gas, third-law heats were calculated
for this and previous data. These values are given in Table Ii

TABLE .I

Third-Law Heats of Vaporization, far Boric Oxide

Author kcal/mole of Baps,

This research 100.8
Speiser, Naiditch and Johiston 99.0
S hee 6  102.9
Nesmeyanov and Firsova7  101.0
White, walsh, Goldstein and Dever 100i7
Hildertibrand, Hall and Pd-tte -  101.2

Averagze 100.9 ± 0Ol9

fth the course of the Bg3 mesreens the saple to orifice area
ratio was varied by an order of magnitude. This variation yielded, a
corresponding apparent vapor Iressure difference of a factor of three. A
simplified Motzfeldt equation .

P 1+ a__ (1)

m

was used to calculate the evaporation coefficient, where Peq and P- are the
equilibrium and measured pressures, a the orifice area, A the sample area

and a the evaporation coefficient, The computed, value for a was 0.16.

Hildenbrand9 was unable to detect a difference in the measured vapor
of BgO0_ by changing his orifice areas by a factor of two. However, he
indicated that the sample area to orifice area was considerably larger than
is the case in the present work. The orifice area change he used and an
,evaporation coefficient of 0.16 would have resulted in only a 21; change in
the measured pressure. This is better than the precision of his results.

Be-B-o System

Two isotherm!l experiments have been carried out on the Be-B-O system,starting with an initial composition of 3B20-BeO Figure 3 shows the

results obtained at 1459'K, with the logarithm of the B0 activity plotted
versus the condensed phase composition. A broad two-phase region charac-
terized by a constant pressure with changing composition was found.extendingto about 50 mole % BeO. This was followed by a decrease in activ ty to

about 80 mole % 1*0 when the measurement was terminated.
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A secotid treasu'retitnt at l3_5OL6k (see Figure 4) -produced a wider two-phaste
region, extending to 70 mdole % BeO. Here a sharp decrease in activity to
75 mhole %. BeO was 'founid. At this paint the activity continues to decrease,
but at a sl-ower rate.

Figuir 5 preserits a hypothetical phas d ~r~fo h B0' system)

modeled after the MgmtB-O system of Davis and Knight." The temperature
dividing the two imis'ble liquids from the liquid'-solid region was selected
to correspond to that in the Mg-4-O system., Ofily the 38604-B60' domound has
been reported in the literature. 1 2, 1 5 Par the purposes of this stuidy, it
hads been given a range of homogeneity and an- arbitrar-y maeltin-g point.

if one now analyzes the two isothermal curves using t'his diagram, one
fi-nds that at 14596F there is a two-phase region extendintg to 50 moile % BeO.
Beyond this- :(1,) plus liquid region there is a, single liquid region.,
Here the activity of Vgg: decreases with cormposition. The hypothetical phase
diagrama predicts that this should be followed by a two-phase regioni, BeO, plus
liquid. We plan to make further measurements to establish the Precise
location of the boundary between the Single and two-phase regions, and to
ascertain whether there are two-phase regionis hidden ini the scatter of the
data.

At 135061K there is a wider twomphase area consistinig of B~go(A) +
3,Be0-1B20(s) extending to 70 mole % BeO. The 3 to 1 compound, appears to
have a, hoimOgenteity range wihich should be followed by a two _phase region
3Be0-BO(s) + BeO(s): Instead, a break in the curve is found- at 75 mole 7%
BeQ*, followed by an apparently continuing- decrease in activity of Bg03 . Th e
latter portion of the curve may result from diffusion controlled evaporation,
particularly since this lower temperature uneasurement was made with a large
orifice. This aspect of the curve will be checked using a smaller orifice.
The mnelting point of MBeO-B2B- will AILso be determikned to complete the phase
diagram.

NessM_ -pcrmtl mesrmnsyBiihe on the beryllium rich
mixed- oxide system inicate that besides 13p vapor about 1%. of the vapor
consists of BeB2O6, When the activities and compositions 61 the condensed
phases have been established, thermal properties will be calculated for
this system.
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-it MIE F CETAIN TIMMODYNI DAT A OIN

O LIGHT-E --T-M=D- EAL A~MJD-O~A 0PU~

Thomas .D oga

National Bureau of. Stadards, WashingtonD 0,

'This, is an inf'ozma1 repor~t devoted mainly to the proesnt status off-
mesrmnsat t lgm fhna.-he Nat iona tneau oF' Sta dd and. elsewhere on (a) the

condensed-phase heat c apacit ies (and heats, of' f'usion and transit ion) of'
light-element mwixed-m3etal compotnds and -(b) -solid-vapor eqtilibrlia Of'
AL 3 -Cotainizag systems and the thet-mdyanwic properties of' tilod, halides
of' alu-inn

MTETU OF IAT-APACITY MEASRBM S

Tables I-mF-V present a, 'brief' qualitative wn-mary of' the status of
Completion of' odne-hs heat-capacity data on, moot o&P the ~IoVwww

uorids 1hoids oiesp nitrides, carbides,o borideas, and, borates
of bry 1ii .m--, al ±n~,lti.n n f obia~n of' two of' thes
three ftnetals. The tabulat-on is divide roug-h3ly into thr'ee temnperatifre
range -o4e2- Kap~in oaibatic calorimetry, whicoh, a

NBS is arre out by GT i awa and his cowrkers, and sulyfo
46 to about 400, Gif Th. BS Measumements at higher temperature s are by

drop dalorinetry P rnd-t - so Ca ave in. general 'been 11inited to the teapera
ture range from- 2730 to about 1200 o0 . -For eac~h temperature range the
status Of cotpletion of loMe emt I a given both at NB n tothe
in 3ttts t hou-gh in, the, l1atter d egory the information reodmy
not be compJL6te.l A star-(* indicates thwxitne of' completed data

which are c onsdered, to be of satisf'actoz'y aoullracy and4 totperatur-range
coverage for most puMpss A das -)iictshanouhm ee

tents are planned, or that the compound is chem-cal iin tble- or possesses
very7 h Igh vao rssure in thae given, tem peratreane (Question

mars () ollw to 'oruJas representin samples procured b ISut
for which th e exstence of' a, compoiund ewe h ttdcmoet a
not yet been, proved or didproved.)

TABUE I* STATUS:t IEAT-CAPA-OITY DATA ON Be COWOUNDS

0 2980K 29$9--1200 0K > 12000K

compzand (N Eswhr) (BS Esehr lswee

~laaned * lnnd *
.2(at~rPh-) larePla-e47

BeO *7*Data exs.y.

Be 2C lamned? Planneod
eB lowed? Plamned?

B e. 2 O3 ? and Planrned?
o0*B 03 1 1 =44?Page 
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TABLE H. STATUS: HEAT-CAPACITY -DATA ON At 0COWNDS

0 "2586K 2986 0-l 0 KI > 120061K

cnD~nd NBS (Elewhre)~ s) (Elfsaheore) (Elsewh r)

AL - 0 3 Data to M.P.

TABLE III Si TATUS: NEAT-CAPACITI DAjTA ON Li COVOUNDS

~ound loo.) (Elewhr) E(s -) (Ere -Esewhere),

LIF i 1 Some data.

Li~O 4

LiOH *4-

Li-N Planned? 'Planned?

LiE -

LIB02 Planned? Planned?

TABLE 17. STATUS IMAT-CAFACIT DATA ON COMPOUD
CONTAINNG TWO OF TOE METALS' Be, At, NDL

00-2S0K29$Qs-120 0K 212000K

() (Elsewhere) li(NBS) (Elm ~ M~x

LY4F6 Planned

BeA42 0*

BOA46010  Planned Flam~ed

MA4
i2OeBeo'(?) Pla-mod? Plannd?

LIA402  *4

Itoe l74i



As osan be seen frora Tables I-tV, the data are fairly copletoe (or
-eas-ftnts have beent tentatively planned, with tote reserv ations
Caused by rlativ priority) oft nearly all the comipotnds liAsteda, up to
approximutly-10000 to 1200 0K. irn contrasts data, above about 112-0 OX
are in general lacking.. altouzgh~ the 'National, ShreU of Stadards (and
probably 6ther inatitutions, too) have the aplpa4ratus and plans for filling
some of these: data gaps as time and priorities permitt In genteral, theA
bestsamplos avail-able of the nitridiesi carbides, and borides of these
metals leave =nth to be desired, int ternms of absencde of impurities and
conformity to atoichiometry -and even e~cact knowleAdge as to what
phases are present since X-ray t-echalidues of phase identif icat ion, and
estimation are unfortunately of~ IOU sefnsitivity. In tany such asets

-ore phase -diagrax studies, as w~ell as the develpn oroe acculste
teehntiquels of analysis, would Clearly contribute to obtainin-g better de-
fined amles of' to correcting and interpreting such preeoise mneasurements
a's those of heat Capacity.

In. a domplex system composed of several of these chetical eleraents.0
It is of Cour'se naive to suppose that every condensed phase is a, pure
two-elentent coO_~poUnd. This is particularly, true at Suh high. tep±aue
that the t -element (bnary woiponents would met t and then In Most
cases would raii in wide or all proportions, Howeverp in the absence of

mor spoii daa h nthalpy or he-t Capacity of the dooPlex y~e
Misat often be as ~d to etes of those of the two-element components,
a, siplification w~hich,± it gIaLI.y not f ar fromTA correct so long as the
correct physical state is assmed so th-At an error equivalent to a heat
of fusion or transition is not made,

The maeasurement of the heat capacities of known three-_element
compounds such as those in 'Table IV[ affords a ref inemnent over the above
sinple treatmen-m pt, and at the same time gives definite informat ion -n
specific cases as to how much error is mad byino g the Interaction
of the two binary components. As an example, the heat capacities of Beo,
A4203 . and BeA.L204 have all been measured accurately at NBS up to 1200 

0K;
at each temperate (at les abvt9 K the het caaity of BeAL20/4was found to be addtv within les than one pecet a iia mesie
ments have been made on Li2BeF4 ,9 but -in this case the heat capacity may
prove to be not neary to ditve (iwe, whe copaed wh the sum for
ZiF + BeF2) , owing to c pe o , omion which- exists in neither
binary f'luoridea Another complication in the case of Li2BSF4 iss of
course$ the fact that between approx-Imately 720 and 1120 QK L12WeF4 iU
lquid but pure LiF is crystalline.

NBS TRA1 $IRATION STUDIES ON ALF3

A high-temperature transpiration apparatus wa 3 built, wi a nicke
core of about 1 cm wall thickness (to help mimize the temperatur
gradients), The apparent vapor pressures of ALF3 were mea ured from
12330 to 1288 0K, and the results are plotted in-Fig. 1. The line shown
is the best "'Third-Law"l line, and is obviousl also aprXiMatel the
best "18econd-Law" line, so -that from these dta the heats of vaporiiation
an Calculated 'by both methods are in excellent agreement* The satur~ated
vapor is kcnown from other work (see below) to contain an -average of about
10 mole % of the d mer AL2F6 at these tanperaturse but the 55-deg
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temperatur~e interval is, too Small -for thisl fact to be reflected, in Fig., 1.

Porter and -Zel1er I[!] examined the vapor of ltinm fluorid ass-
spoctrotnetrically bet1een 9650 and 1065 6K.. and they combined their ratios
,of monomier to dimer with the precise vapor pressures reported by Witt and
Barrow 2)in the Same temperatiure range to- obtain the squilibriu con-"
A t at for the reaction

Atp?'6 (g) 2AZF3 (g)()

showna as points in Fig4 2. 'The "lleast SquareO line through their po int s
has too uncerta.in a slope to give a reliable Sedond4taw heat of the re-
aclionp so they ignored, it and instead estimated, for the above reaction
A811o00 32 *3 evue, whence using their data they obtained AH1ooo - 48 *j+
kcals In an attempt to set reatonable upper and lower limits to the
abundance of dimer -in, the saturnated vapbor indicated by their results, we

hav drwn wo ddtina.lne inFg. 2 as the highest and lowest which
pass through any of their points and at the same time Satisfy their
asstmption about ASj- -_

We colda2cted the mean Values of AHo for the reaction

ALF3(c), 2z At-F() 3~
as given ;by the rSUlts ofsvrldfernt in--Vestigaors, ad thes
are plotted against mean observed tenperature in Fig. 3. Thevlea

ra pepr tIle (exccept 100 -) wa calcuate on three alternative
asslumptions: no d-m an th iits of diner corresponding to the two

liiigle nFig. 2. The result for 1000 0Kis from th effuzs on
,work of WVitt and Barr-ow [. (TemafmEeet a_ [ 3) coincides
exactly, 'but the precision was about ten times as poor.) The pointsa
11050, O represent tke mean of earlier torsion-effusio, results -of
H1denbrand. and The'ard F4 4). The points at 1250 OK rspresent the NBS

tasiatI on rsue ts ref erred to above' The poinit s at125 ad100K
represent respectively the. lower and upper temperature ranges of the
direact press e measurement s Of R-f andeochr[)

Th11e reSults on' AtF3 SO fag' given hore were described by xrause
et -6.Figure 3 shou-Id Unclude also aL representat !on of' 55 later

mesurements of' Aeronutronic at a ea emperatreoabu 00K[7
(which -in Fig. 3 wou-4 gve a mean point at A H (m) =70.0 kcaVmoleon
-the asitinonodmerli~n and the 9 direct- pressure measuremens
of Olbrich from 13710 to 1567 0K [$) (which would give "no diner" values

o H(m 1-kcjmole higher than -_ aB hthose of Ruiff s~L oce 5
-i Fig. )

The inclusion and equal. weighting of all the afoQrsemntio-ned Sets of
vopor-pressure data -in a graph of the type of' Fig. 3 would sh wuh a
Scattering of points that no conclusion could be drawn as to the t__H and

Sof reaction ()fo th prpesu e dta alone* However, results
hghly consistent with those deve y Pote an Zele [)wr acu-

lated [9) from the two most precise sets of vapoz'-pressure data, those
of Witt and Barrow, [2) and thos ofNS sn loama -s;eto
metric E1l) value for AG (the free-energy change) for roactin (1) at a
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singleO temperatu-re, 1000 OxK, these ca -culationes gavel

At -(9) 2LF (). AH6- = 48 kal and AS 5 =32 e (3)

(PForter and Zeller 111) obtained the forierr Value only after ass~un the
latte'r valuet) These constants were, then found to be in quite close Agree-
ment with the m-ea vapor-pressure resul~ts (at higher teaperatures) of Ruff

nde ohe - it51, bitt not with those of Olbrich '[81.

Afll the valu t V- -3 -e-e alm-aated using earlier NIBS frees-
en~ergy fun~ctions Por A.LF5 c) and AtF3 (g) 'i~.The reviged JANAP tables,
for these apdcies art 'based on ifor'e reett ecperimental data, and hen-ee
are prefe!'able * Making the &correspondIng changes raises each value of

A~g or ea~to 2) (n --goo 3) 'by 0.5 kd-al. The alculation escie
in the preceding paragraph g-1a vea in addition to the results of (3), also
the fol 1lowing value (based on tie JANF tables):t

F- AF- AR~ '71.5 kal, (4)

B~ihl~' li reenly obtained the foll-wing heats of rea ti.ot

ALF3?(c) =W A'(g); A 1  6703 *3 kcal. (5),

2AF ) AtY 6(g) ; ll 85.8 *3 kc0a'l. 6

Ageotrdin-mt o the JAIWAF tbs,()cresponds to A- = 70 4 c4, Also)

(5) ad ~6)giveAll1 $0 '± 8 kc'al t'or reagctin(),wihs in very
,good agreement with the value 48 kcal cited above.

it is evident from (5) a (6) that -the proport -on f the diner In
saturated al, ~innfluoride vapor inereases with temperature, and at
rather hig temperatures (saabe 100 OK) thedie saipotn
specieso A -table of thermodynamic functions of A42F(g) at high tempera-
tures# to be considee -pr -oviaional pending further experimental work, an

be cnstuctd whse se ould lead to reproducing the mnass speotrometric-
daa(1) and severaI of the most precise sets o±f vapor-pressw~e data ort

ali t fluoride, Such a table for A42F6(g would-be -completely detezr-
mined by- as'iny- the eonstants given in (3), -the equ-ipartitional C of

A*~6(g (3.,7 cala mole deg 'r) and the thxermodynic fntouo
AVF 3 (g) [71.

5B TRANSPIRATION STUIDJS ON ALP3 SYTM

The NBS trnspiAon apparatus hsp recently been ~d fed to pe ±t

the study of high-temperaturie reactions involving alwminua fluoride. The
systems investigated or so far planne fo -sudae

(a) AXF 3 'AL203

(b) AL7 3-4iP

(q) AF3-ACL3
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in view of the recent work of Fafber and Petersen [121, on AZOF(g), above
2200 OX) w.ork on the system AtF3-A*.20 betloW 1700 &K ddntpo±et
yield Positive resultz, In fact) a sigle measurebent on a Yn.ixttu'e of
AFJ And A203 at 1250, OK was, made, and showed nio detectable interactidn
betweent the two comnponents. Although the existence of equilibrium -was
not proved, the negative result is entirely consistenit with the work
eited above [12)1,, wihich)1 however,. would, not preclude the possibility of
thsIbationt of associated fo-M5 of AOF(g) in appraciale 1-ounts at
lower temperatures. N988 transpiration rwork in a search f or possible
species formed froma AtP3 and. UM -is plamned for futtse investigatione

In the NBS work oft the ALP F3 -At - gas OYsteAlCL s vpoae
at a, COnIStnt 1OV temperature (e*g., 373 6R) ad pasd ae
at a constant high tempeprature (e.g. -.2- 6X), in the two suich, experP
merits so f ar perfoimed (usig the above temperaturesq):, the presence Of
the AMdL 3(g) increased, the amoun-t of AtF 3 evaporat ing by a f actor of
almift 2s owing, it if believed, to the -form-ation of considerable amou~nts
.of the species ALF2Ct(g) and/r AI1FL 2(g). From Muzch quaftitative ex-
perimedts at different temperatures and pressuares it will be possible,
at least in pritnciple, to evaluate the heat anda free energy of fomation
of each of these two tixced-halide species. in a maore empirical sense)
suc-h data will indicate, the aMounts and total heats of the partial
condensation occurring with given AF 3 Atctj gas mixtures at given
temperatures.*
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THET-RMDYAMIC PROPERTiES O_- ,SOME
OXYHADESOFTHEJJIGHT.ELEMENTS

Michael A. Greenba mn, Milton Farber et al.
Research and D'evelopment aboratorie.s RPI

INTfRODUOUiTO N

Under a three year program, with the Advanced Research Projects
Agency, expertmental investigations were carried out to determine the
thermodynamic properties of the oxyfluorides and oxychiorldes of boron and
alum inum. As a result of this program a considerable amount of experitmental
data have been made available for aid in th e computation of propellant
performance. These data have -been incorporated in the revised JA-MAF Tables.

Since the standard low pressure technique including mass spectromety
were not directly applicable for the determination of the heat of formation of
the monomer BOF a new experimental procedure, molecular flow effusionwas
developed. This procedure allows transpiration type reactions to be carried
out at very low pressures anid very high temperatures. The determination of
equilibrium coristnits was effected at tenperatures in excess Of 2400°K using
specially designed furnaces and reaction cells. The study of a chemical
'reactlon involving molten aluminum oxide in a nonreacting container was alsoaccomplished. The use of thenium, as a toaly unreactive container material

for solid and liid metal oxides at very high temperatures was extended to
include its use in the presence of gaseous halides at temperatures above
1800 Kwith no trace of reaction. A new mathematical method for obtaining
thermodynamic values on two species from two simultaneous reactions was
developed.

At the completion of this contract the thermodynamic data for the
compounds under investigation were completed and have been published or are
in process of publication.

RESULTS

=' 3  The reaction

B20 3 (sj + BF3 (g) - (BOF) 3 (g) (1)
was studied between 330 and 1000OK using the transpratin technique.

Effects of flow rate on the equilibrium constant were studied carefully
A MnaJ A f the experimenta data yielded ph$s of 7. 5 kc*Vmole for the
AH' e ' r and 15.1 caldeg/mole for A C N* Combiation of these
valdes with the pertinent termodynamic v ues resulted in the following
values for the trimer of boron oxyfluorde gas.

f (2nd law) 5 -67.8 ± 0.5 kcaVmole

298 8817 ± 2.0 caldeg/mole

A third law analysis of the experimental data, coupled with the thermal "ata
and theoretical ent 9;f from the JANAF Tables, led to a value of -566.1 - 2.0
kcal/mole for AHL of (D-O3 (g)-(J. Ohem. Phy. 6, 661 (196]).
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MEt The requisite thermodynarnic data for the gaseous monoxrnet of
boron oxyfloride -was obtatied. from a study of reaction (2) emnploy~iig the
newly devised, mo lecular flow effusion technique.

B9 0, -(D; + BF -(g) 4 3 SOFI(g) 2

This reation, was studied over he t0-rtr a~e15-2~~ and at
pressures in the vicinity of 10-3 to iq-4 mm,~ h~. At lq10 K j the average
temperature of reaction, the A H -wa s found to be 13,5 1 19 kcai/mole and the
A Swas 71± 1 6 -ca /deg/rno IV. r A second, law anal'IIysis_ g the experimental
dat yielded a, value o 1 -4 4 O ~l~l frteAH~ K o O~
'This cornpared very well with the third, law value of -141 ±1 3 kcaVmtole. The
S89 oKwas found to be 53 ± 4 cal/deg/ftiole. (Trans.i Faraday Soc.i _58,
,0,9,0 119 621)

The reaction of liquid boric oxide with gaseous boron -

trichioride e~ation (3) , was -studied by transpiration.between -536 and 825 K
to obtain thermodynamic data for the gaseous trimner of boron oxychloride.

B-00) + -(4 ~ C ), (3)

The heat of this reaction. at 6756K was fouft~ to be 5.A0 03 kcal/rtiole. The
c otespondi ng entropy of reaction wa s 3.i1 Z- . 5 cal/deg/mnole. Comnbiriationi
ofthe e data With the thermodynfarnmic values of 9--and 301, and conversion

to29 Kby means of the thermal functon in teJAFTab! s, leads to the
following values for (BOCI)(g)

AHSK(2nd law) -396.7 + 2.0 kca mole

S2L98 K = 25±20cldeg/mole

(J. Chem. Phys. 3, 158 [963].).

BOCl The reaction

1/3 B2030 + 1/3 BCi13(g) BOC-1(g) (4)
was studied betwee 124ad 1389 K by means of the molecular
effu sion technique u sing a platinup effusion apparatu.s . The~l A- HIK for
reaction (4) was found to be 55.7 - 7. 0 kcal/Mole. At the same femperature
a value of 26.0± 5_.0 ca-Vdeg/mole was determined for AS . A second law
treamn 9 experimental data yielded, the valu-_-eImntIe of -41 -8 + -7. 0 kcaVm ole
for the AH'K of BO6l(g The coesponding third law value was found to

be -5.5 2. 0OkcaVmole.- The S29 8 K obtained from the experimental data
was~ ~~ -578-50c~e/oe. (C~rans. Faraday Soc. LO, in press.)

AO- The reaction

A1203 (s) + AlF 3 (g) -I- 3AlOF(g)()
was studied at 22000K bymasohe moeualw effusion technique,
employing a specially designed vacuum resistance furnace. The effusion
cell was -constructed of Al 0 so no continier problems were encountered.
At 22000 K the FF wa o~dt e8.-19k mole, based on a large
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number of indivi ual measuremnents. Ujsing the JANAF Tables the third law
Value of A H~9  for AlOF (9) was determinled to be 13'9,.2 ± 2.4 kc&al/mole.
(Tras laaay Soc. 5%., 83,6 (1963]44

A1O01 An electron bomba'rdmetit furnace- anad a. specially designed
rhenilum cell Were emnp'loyed to study -the reaction. of rmoltent aluminum oxide
with gaseous aluminum chloride at 24006, to Yield a- value for the heat of
formation of gaseous maonmeric aluminum, ocyc'hloride

1/3 A12 0 3(u + 1 /3 AlCI3 g AIOlg 6

The F, 2 400K W, ,S fo0U nd t o b a 2 9.9 ± 3.G0 k cal/ mol e wh ic h leadsa to a v alue
for r 9_8 "SK (3,rd law) of -82.i0 ±3i0 kCal/mie for A1Cl(g). (Tran*.i
Faraday Soc. -601 Int press.)
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A REVIEW OF DATA ONHEAVY METAL REFACTORY COMPOUNDS

H. L. Schick

Research and Advanced Development Division, Avco Corporation
Wilm-ington,, Massachusetts

INThODUICTION

t wish to. thak the Chairan,, Tom Dobbins, for the opportunity to
speak to this group today. The JANAF. work has set an excellent example

after which, much of our work at AVOO has been patteried. I would also
like to acknowledge the assistance of marly individuals, many of whom are
here today. Before dis.cussing the subject of this talk, it -might be well to
briefly describe the nature Of the "'rTermoda~is of Refractories Pro-
jeCt"'L sponsored at Avco-RAD by ASD. * The first year's wOrk covering
the period May 1960-April 1961, was sumn marized in a 1962 ASD reporti
A continuation of this project was initiated in June 1962 and will be ending
shortly with a final report due January 3,, 1964. The work accomplished
thus far is summarized in five recent quarterly reports. 2-6

SCOPE OF WORK

The thermnodynamics work sponsored at AVCO has consisted of
,exprimentl ad analytical work. The latter phase has been ephasized,
however, with the tiJmate objective being the production of quality thermo-

dynamic tables for a selected list of refratory compounds for the range
00 to 60000 K.

All table preparation interest has been centered on. the borides, car-

bides, nitrides, and oxides of several metallic elements. At the begining
of the first year's work nineteen metallic elements were included, Beryllium,

calcium, chromium, hafnium, mansumnaese, molybdenum, -
biun, osmium, rhenium, scandiu-m, silicon, strontium, tantalum, techne-
tium, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, and zirconium. Subsequently, iridium,
platinum and rhodium were added giving a total of 22 metals and 4 non
metals. During the second year's work, additional metallic elements were
added to this list giving 31 metals and 4 non-metals. The new additions
were lanthanum, yttrium, and certain rare earths including cerium, dys-
prosium, gadoliniurm-, neodymium, samarium, and thorium and uranium.

Figure 1 shows the elements currently being studied. Our effort has
a small a mount of overlap with the JANAF effort. In figure Z are listed the

elements being studied by the two groups, Ten of the elements being studied

are common to both groups.

AU of the present work was sponsored by the Aeronautical Systems Divi-
sion (Now RTD). Mr. P. Dimiduk is project engineer.
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LITERATURLE SEARCH

Beca-use of the wide scope of elemenits and compounds being studied,,
it has bee, necessary to conduct a fairly cotprehetnsive literatture search.

Various abstracting journals are reviewed for t hermodynamic andrelated data on the compounds - nd eleents of int erest. The bibliography

of the previous contract as shown in. Vol. 11 of the 1962 ASD report and a
sirm-ilar bibliography for the present study are intended to cover the litera-
ture from 1949 to the present for all compounds of the 31 elements of inter-
e St.

It isfelt that earlier CO. pldations such as the M - Circular 50 ad

other reviews etc., provide guides to older literatue. It is recognized
that the current bibliography has shortcomings and alithough attempts have
been made to make it comtplete, there are obviously missing links. Howm
ever, it is felt that use of the present bibliography will provide leads to
most current work in the field.

Ln conducting the literature search, the procedure 'has been followed
of using ASM punched cards to write out such informatio7 as authors, title
of article, and refereice. A sample card is shown in figure 3. A code
number on this card is used for reference purpos.s4 The information on the
ASM cards is then key-punched orito IBM cards along with the reference
numbers. These IBM cards are then stored alphabeticaly in a card file and
on magnetic tapes so that copies of the existing bibliography can be ru of
when desired. An example of the form of the bibliography is shoi i figure

4. A copy of the existing bibliogtrahy is available for inspection. It con-
tains approximately 3000 reference s.

In conjuntion with the bibliography, a property file has been issued.
This property file is illustrated in fig re 5. The second column gives the
formula for the compound or element being studied, The third column gives
the name of the author or authors followed by the year of the publication and
a code number. This latter information makes it possible to locate a given
reference in the bibliography which is arranged alphabetically. The left
co1umn of the property file contains a code to designate the type of informa-
tion. Definitions of the various codes are shown in figure 6.

By using the property file in conjunction with the bibliography, access
can be obtained to information on any of the borides, carbides, nitrides or
oxides of the 31 elements of current interest to the project. At the present
time, one makes the conversion from property file to bibliography file man-

ually. However, some thought has been given to using a data retrieval sys-
tem on magnetic tape to print out bibliographies pertinent to a particular

compound or group of compounds if desired. An exmple of how a possible
bibliography might look is shown in figure 7.
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TABLE PREPARATION

Thermrodytaric tables are prepared under the direction of a senior
scientist. Usually one scientist is responsible for a particular group or
groups of related compounds on the periodic chart Throughout the project
the level of effort has been about two senior men devoted to table prepara-
tibt.

During the first year's work oxi this contract about 61 tables were prem
pared. During the present contr-act about I20 -more tables have been com-
pieted. tn genieral, these tables covered the temperature range from 00 to
6000 0 K, with a format similar to that of the jANAF tables. There are cer
tain differences between the RAD tables and JANAF tables-

a., RAD tables are prepared so that double entries are provided at
any temperature for which a discontinuity exists in the thermal fu ,ctions,

b. In the cases of condensed phases, -=AD prepares a single table of
solid and melted phases corresponding to regions of thermal stability,
whereas JANAF prepares 'wo tables, both of which are extrapo1ated into
regions of instability.

c. For RAD tables uncertainty estimates are often prepared to give
the table users an estimate of accuracy to be attached to the data.

d. Comprehensive writeups are provided in RAD reports to illustrate
data available and how choices were made.

A summary of the work which has been performed thus far is shown
in figure 8. It is seen that considerable work remains to be done.

Several months ag0, it was decided to conentrate the table effort on

the compounds of beryllium, hafnium, niobium, molybdenum, silicon, tan-
talum, thorium, titanium, t ungsten and zirconium. Hence, an effort has
been made to complete tables on the borides, carbides, nitridels, and oxides
of these ten elements before proceeding on the task of -ompleting the rest of

the table (figure 8).

POSSIBLE METHODS TO OBTAIN THERMODYNAMIC DATA

I will limit my comments primarily to the Groups IV and V transition
metal compounds. In particular, the elements titanium, zirconium, hafni-
um, niobium, and tantalum will be considered. A small amount of data for

vanadium is also included. These metals in the pure state are generallyless refractory than the neighboring Group V! elements such as molybdenum

and tungsten, but upon compound fo-mation the most refractory properties
occur in the Groups IV and V.
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To obtain thermnodynaxmic data there are two possible alterrvatives.
One might usle a purely theoretic-al approach to evaluate the cohesive Or
boiridin g energy and other desa ired properties of a compound. Wit h this
theoretical approach based on first~principles one conceiv ably wo uld need
only a lir--,ited Amr ournt of experim~entally rneasured values for the basic
physical constants. The rest of the work wousld be done on, paper by the
theoretician or by the electronic comrhputer. As ami alternative to this ap-
proach, one can Use the wide variety of experi menita1 observations reported
in the literature as aL basis for obtaining the proper therm-ndynamic-l valutes.
1-irst, it rtay be of interest to consider the theoretical approach.

At the present timre there is nO existing ouaintitative theory to de-
scribe the bonding in the elements an d compounds of ititerest. Th~is state~

men ma ~ied Ort.equalification, since in -~incil unu ehnc

should be able to provide us the ground work to, develop a quantitative un-
derstandingr of the bonding. With this hope to lead us on, we can write
down the Schro~dinger equation

Here the Hamnilton±ian operator m~ust be defined. 'If We Consider the case of
a condensed phase, in thi11 case a pure mnetal*, we can follow the treatient
-used by- Raine 7 rirst, it is assue tht the tem-perature is zero so

that nuclear vibrations (incl~uding zero-point vibratilons) canx be neglected.
The m etal is cons idered to con~sist of N atom~s each with. Z electrons. 'Hence,
there are a total of Z IN4 electrons, each having a charge -e. Also there are
N nuclei, each having a charge Ze. Using as the zero of energy the system
with widely separated electrons and nuclei1 at rest, one then obtains the
Haniiltonian operator. This can be seen, in figure 9.

In the expression for the Flariltonian operator, ri is the position
vector of the o lcrn R stepsition vector of nucleus, a, and m
is the electron mass.

Havin the form of the Hamiltonian oea~,Qewudnx rce

tQ olv th Scrodnge euation. In principle one m- ight fissumern

i. C1, the lowest eigenvalue occurs when the stable lattice arrangement is
achieved.

Before becoming too hopeful about this fundamental approach, the
difficulties should be pointed out. The condensed phase may contain the
order of 1023 atom/cm3O, and thus N I=01O 3 . It becom es clear t hat we are
dealing with a very large number of terms in the exact Haniiltonian, This
complexity prevents the attainment of a precise siolution.

A similar treatment 'is required for compounds.
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At a Summ-er Session course sponsored by the Laboratory for ins ula-
ti~~~~~~~nl esahMITJ .Str 8 has delineated th-e areas iri which,

theory can give precise reosults arid where it enc-bunters difficulties. Slater
atatess ",1The problem~ which is hardest for the theorists i.s unifortulnately the
one of m~ost direct interest for the experirtn-enter; how are the atoms arraniged

ia givei, type of matter? We know in. priticipte exactly how to stolve this
problem. We Work out the energy of the system, as a function- of the posi-
tions of -the atonas (or free en.ergy, if We are not working at the absolutte
zero of temperature). Of two struct'ures, that of the lowest eniergy will
exist. And as the pressuire of temperature arte hariged., modlifying the -free
energy of the various forrms of the -substances, the. free ener'gies of two
phases -may cross8, leading to a polyrnorphic transition. Ali of this depends
on a t-alcula-tioni of free eniergy, aciarate enough to decide which of two free
eniergies is lower. The differences we are coneerried with ar e measured on
a chem-ical scale-kiiogram- calories per molei But the total energies are
the energies required to strip all the electronis off the atoms, Which in

modeatel heV AtOfs M ay come to hay thousans of-dberg units--
and a Rydberg unit is 13 6 e. v. , and an electron volt is about 23 Kcal/mol1e.
We are often dealing with eniergy differences of the order of .magnitude of a
millionth of the total energy.

To further illustrate the -difficulties in theoretically predicting strac-
tures and the associated energies, one m aynote that Prof essor F, . A.
Cotto!O of -M. I. T. has quoted Prfso A.A vonmHppel who refers to the

prediction of molecular structures as A branch of the "gamnbling profession.
Cotton also notes that valence theory may need to be improved fifty-fold to
afford reliable predictions. He also cites work by Sugano and Shulmnn1

which indicates "that the elec~trostatic crystal field theory is apparently not
even a half -truth. "

In a recent book Brewer1 I states: "Althaugh in principle all the pro-
perties of metals should be deducible from the solution of the Schr'Odinger
equation, in practice there is no hope in the forseeable future that one will
be able to deduce properties of a wide variety of, metallic system s from~
first principles alone,

Nowotny commets' "As we are far from the final goalinpectg

the natur e of a binary, ternary, or milticc= po ent system and hence in
pr'edicting crystal structure, free energy, and other essential properties of
the occurring phases on the basis of mathematical methods, we still have to
apply the fruitful. languagre of chemistry or simplified quantum~ chemistry as
well as a great many of well- e stablished but empirical regularities."

Brooks , has recently reviewed our knowledgre of the bindingi
metals. After' noting tha muc-h pr go hasa been maeiunrsndg

the electronic properties he makes the followin comments:

"However, relatively more attention has been devoted to the Fermi
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surface than to the overall energy-level structure and the cohesive proper-
ties. There are several reasonis for this. -In the first place, the cohesive
propertles depend rnore fun'damirentay on electr onic in teraetions, and hence
oni the rnariyparticle aspects of electronic Strueture, which. are ruch less
well understood and more difficult to calculate than the oriezelectro. aspects.
In the second place, there are only a few specific properties to be computed
theoretically and compared with experiment, arid the discrepancies between
theory and exper i etnt are not of such a nature as to suggest ways of im-
provfg the theory.

14
Ackermann, aid Thorn rcently reviewed bonding mechanisms in

simrple gases axid in solids. In th, eir discgsion of the bondig in diatomic
gases they statet "Although the variotus attermpts to derive bond energies
have not yielded sufficiently accurate results to be of therrochemical value,
the experimeital determinations On the other hand have not been sufficiently
extensive to eniable the theorist to simplify the wave mechanical formulation
by sugge sticrg all of the pertinent factors which are involved. And there have
been few persons interested in a d familiar with both aspects so as to effect
a synthesis of the results of both. Re-entlyj however, both the theoretical
callations and the eper1mental determinations have produced Sufficient
intformation, that at least interpolation and extrapolations should be of use to
thermochemnistry and techroloigy."

An example of the application of theory to diatomic molecules is pro-
vided by the work of Clementi- 5 who calculated the dissociation energy of
LiF. Clementi believes that with experience it may be possible to co mpu te
bond energies with less than 1% error. It may also be noted that the pro-
blems become more difficult for the higher atomic weight species which are
the ones of interest here, but at least for the diatomic gases it appears that
progress is being achieved.

Although the theoretical methods starting from first principles are
not directly applicable at the present time for our problems of determining
pwch thermodynamic properties as the heats of sublimation, heats of forma-

tion, etc., it may be briefly mentioned that there are several semiempirical
theories which explain some of the phenomena observed, For example,
Dempsey1 6 suggests that pon formation of the refractory hard metals, the
p electrons from non-metals such as B, C, N are taken into the transition
metal d-band. That is, the non-metals act as electron donors. The maxim
mum refractoriness occurs when the d-band population is increased to 5. 5
to 6. 5 electrons per meta-atom. The d-ba,d is considered to have a sub-
structure. Filling of one of these bands up to a maximum of about s'x elec-
trons tends to increase stability, the filling of the other sub-band tends to
reduce the stability.

Other theories and reviews of bonding in the refractory hard metals
have been given by Schwarzkopf and Kieffer- 7 , Robixr 8 , Kiessling!9,
Johnson and Daane -0 , Pauligz!, FlodmarkZZ, Mott - , and Maradudin.-24
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This review of the available theoiries of chemical boxn-ding has not been
intended to be comp±ehensivej but merely intends to show t:he state of the
art. If further illustrates that in order to obtain the thermochemical data
of interest, we must rely heavily On experi'mental work. Perhaps as time
progresses, we shall achieve the capability of inserting a few values of
physical constants ont IBM cards and set an electronic corputer to work to
eva-luate the thermodynamic data. But at the presen.t time, it is necessary
to. depend on experimental observations, and our proje.t has attempted to
carefully evaluate such work,

Although the computer is not yet able to a chi eve all that we ask it, yet
it has been of tremltendous assistance in our C.j'rret project. Various Pro-
gra.m.s have beexi developed to compute different types of tables or to reduce
raw expe.imental data to useable form. Some of these programs may be
iden-tified as (a) monato.ic gas program, (b) diatot-_-ic gas progra.m, (c)
polyatomic gas program, (d) condesed phase program using a euation fo
heat capacity, (e), oderised phase progam using tabular heat capacity data

anpu, f)smoothing program, (g) least square fit pr~ogram, (h) Shomtate
treatment of enthalpy data program, (i) equilibrium programs using mag-
netle tape to store data and which can evaluate equilibrium in Systems con-
taining up to 0O species, and (j) others for specialized uses.

Most of the com-,puter programs mentio ed which are used to calculate
tables can evaluate a complete thermodynamiable in less than a minute.

Someone might then ask why haven't literally millions of tables been gen-
erated? The answer is that the process of collecting, r eading, analyzing

and evaluating documents is time-consuing. Because of the wide variety
of ex-perimental data., the original docu ments must be r ead an d analyzed
carefully.

the present project, considerable emphasis has been placed on
maintaining consistency, It is felt that only in this way can the proper

interrelationshipS be preserved. Thus, the old chemical scale of atomic
weights in use prior to 1961 has been maintained throughout this conipila-
tion. This procedure was followed because the chemical atomic weight
scale was being used when this work was initiated in 1960. Many other
cases of the effort to preserve consistency could be cited but time limitam-
tions dictate otherwise.

THERMIOCHEMICAL RESULTS

Turning now to some of the thermochemical data generated on this
project, i would like to point out that properties of the elements were inves-
tigated first so as to provide a framework for later work.

in figure 10 are shown some values of the heats of sublimation (or
dissociation) for some elements of most immediate interest. For the non-
metals, I believe that the values listed are probably fairly accurate with the
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ii,

possible exception of boroni In the case of boron there still exists a dis-
crepancy between the data obtained by mass spectrometric work and that by
other methods.

The m-ass spectrometric data tends to give heats of subiimation of
about 129 Kcal/g atom whereas the conventional Kn ,dsen effusion methods,
Langmuir mrethods, and torslon eff usion, give higher values in the range 135
to 1 39 cal/g atom. The list of thermodynarniists who have worked on this

problern Is imposing. Those who have used non -m-ass spectromn-etric meth
ods include:! Searcy anid Myers,2 5 , RobaoriZ6, Aicock and Grievespift2 7 ,
P aue and MargraveZ2 8 , Htideabranidet a12 9 , and Priselkveal 0 Ti
group (exctluding Priselkov et al who found an anomalously low value of
,1Ol Kcal/g atom) have -used the conventional tnethods to get the higher
values of 135 to 139 Kcal/g ato.m. On the other hand, the lower mass spec-
trometric values are represented by the works of Chupka 3 l, Schissel and
Wiiiams 3 '2 , AkishiIn et al 3 3 Verhaegen and Drowart 3 4 , and Go dstein and
TrI:son - n view of the discrepancies, we have adopted a miuddle-of£the
road approach, choosing a heat of sUbl mation of 1 -33 Kcal/g atom. mlti-
mately, it may require a unified, one-laboratory, study using both rnethods
to resolve the existing dist'repancies in the boron vapor pressure data.

General agreement has been reached in recent years on the data for
carbon, nitrogen, and o-ygen. A possible shadow was cast on the N2 data
by Glockler 3 6 -who advanced some reasons for a higher heat of dissociation
than the presently accepted value of D(N 2 ) 9 i765 e. v. Gl ckler con-
sidered values of D(N2 ) - 11.8 e. v., 12. 14 e. v., and also 11.4 e. v. His
observations were based primarily on plots of internuclear distances and
force constants for a series of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine hy-
drides. As an alternative to changing the heat of dissociation value of N2 ,
Glockler suggests that further theory _may be required to explain his obser-

vations.

The vaporization data for all the six metals tabiated is believed to
be accurate to 4 5 Kcal/g atom or less. Recent years have seen additional
investigations for all these metals. The general agreement in these inves-

tigations gives a better basis for judging the uncertainties. There have

been at least three investigations for titaniMm, three for zirconium, four

for hafnium, two for vanadium, three for niobiu m, and five for tantalum.
New work not already analyzed in our reports -1 - includes work by
Bedford3 -7 ,and Trusonand Goldstein 8 whoind __H98. -15 148. 0 and
149. 5 Kca/mole, respectively for hafniur. Blakburn3 9 hs reported a
value of LIH0 = 174. 8 Kcal/mole for niobium. Work on the vaporization

of vanadium has been performed by Saxer, 4

Next we consider the heats of formation of the oxides. Since this data
is required to evaluate heats of formation of many of the other refractories,

this logically should be considered before the others. n figure 11 are
shown data for the co-ndensed phase oxides. Values for VzOs are not shown
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on the figure, but Mah and!Kle 4  have obt&aixed a heat of forjatoof
370. 640 Xcal/rinole in 19 61. The data for the oxides shown~ have been re-

ported fin out- four~th arid fifth quiarterly .reports with the exception. of the
'ower titaium' oxides. Most of the o~ilde heat of formationt data has been
confirm~ed by at least two investigations- with the exception of the data for
Zr02 and 81O2 . As Huber and Holley4 ? have noted, these data tnaj require
further~ conifirimatli. The entropy value for N'bO, was; estimnated. That for
TiO was based On expeii-ental low tem~perature heat capacity data, but a
contribution of 1. 68 e. u. was added to account for tho defect structure
(ratidom~ Ti1 and 0 vacaicies) as; reported by Hoch et al, 473 The effect of the
increased erntropy- mtakes TiO have a fn-ore n~egative free eaergyi Thus,
3ANAF.4 4 lists AFZo10I 8O. 095 Kciioeas compared with -83. 5168
in these tables. The free energy values for the other titantium- oxides agree
well with JANAF. Most of the other low temperature data has been suirima-
rized by Kelley an-d King4 5 and in the quarterly reports of this project.
Similarly, Keil1ey 4 6 has- providedm- much of the required high temperature
heat capacity data, but additional references to more recent work are dis-
cussed in our reports.

In figure 12 we consider som,,e data. for the gaseous monoide$. Avail _
able spectroscopic data were used to calculate the th'errnodynarn-ic functions.
Her'zberg's 47 book and Aoseri- ,08 tabulation from- the early 19510's have
been very useful in this connection. Additional references to newer spec-
troscopic data are cited in the appropriate reports and such data Was 'utilized
whenever available. It should be noted here that the thermodynamic func-
tions, heat capacity, entropy, free energy function, and heat contenit mnay be
subject to appreciable error because of the fact that there may be lowe-ying
electronic states for these transition metal oxides which have not yet been
observed. Heats of formation for these monoxides have been derived from
high temperature equilibrium vapor pressure data.

in figure 13 are.shown some therm odynamic data for the gaseous di-
oxides. Thermodynamic functions for these polyatom ic gases Were com -
puted using estimated spectroscopic constants. Details are in our reports,
but in general the methods were similar to those of Brewer and Rosenblatt.4 9

Va.por pressure data measured rnass spectrometrically were then utilized
with the present free energy function's to derive selfeconsistent heats of
formation. It should be noted that the approximations used to estimate the
spectroscopic constants, i. e. assmed linear structure, valence-bond ap-
proximations for vibrational frequencies, and ionic~model calculation of
electronic energy levels could cause appreciable errors in the functions
tabulated. However, even if such aproiations are not the best, the use
of the present free energy functi ons together with our calcula.ted heats of
formation should reproduce the original experimental vapor pressure data.

Having discussed the oxides, it is now appropriate to discuss the other
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refractories of interest, that is the borides, carbides, and itrides. It
appears that in the, G-roups IV and, V which we are presen~tly discussing that
there are no i1rnportaint gageous m~etal carbides, borides, or nitrides. These
materials vaporize to yield the elemnents. Hence, it is onily necessary to
tabulate data for the C-ordeinsed phases.

th, figure 14 are shown the data for the borides. The heat of formation~
value for Z'rBZ is considered to be 'the m~jost accurate. it has been evaluated
by oxyge'n-bot-nb calorimetry, fluorine baimb cai-orimetry, aind vaporization~
experimen-rts. G reexiberg5 0 has ihdic ated that the latest fluorine cobuistion
calorin-retry work suggests a value of about -70, Kcal/mole for the heat of
forrnatiofti It is believed that the T'iB- heat of form~ation value i~s the next
mtost accurate. F'or NbBZ the- heat of- formation value is based oni oxygen
bomnb calor-imetry by Huber. 51- Vaporization studies are bein~g performed
by Alackburn. '52 The data for INf!B may ieed somme revisiwii Trulson, an-ld
Goldstein3 'j.8 have recently found a prelifilinary Value 'nH -129 - 61. 3
Kcal/mole from- mass~s -ectrotn~etric data. This value is still prelimninary
but it is likely that the value accepted in our tables. may need to be -revised.
By analogy to the zirconiumn compoiunds, I mhight exapect the correct value to
be close to 7'5 KC-al/ft-joie. The value for TaB2 is merely a rough estimate.

The entropy data for ZrB2Z and N bB shown in the figure is based On

expq)erimt'ental results by Westrurn and coworkers fi co-njunction with rem
Search programns at A. D.Little and Man Labs. The estimated data for
-TiB 2 HB 2 and tB are in god- agreement With recent low temperature
experimental data. According to Kaufman5 3 th- eet.aayelsvle

of S2 9 g. 15 =6. 81 e. u. for TiB2 , 106 e. u. for HfB, and 10. 636 e. u. for
Ta&B2 . 11.

A sum ,mary of the rmtochernical values for the carbides are shown in
figre 5. he heats of formation for NbC and TaG are probably the most

accurate, with. expected uncertainties of perhaps 1 or 2 1kca/mole, The
others may have uncertainties of 3 to 5 Kcal/mole. It m~ay be noted that for
TiC which is probably the most studied carbide, that there hav been widely

varying results. On the one extreme, some vaporization experiments (1961)
yielded jH 98 1= -31 Kcal/gfw whereas some calorimetric data by
Russian investigators in 19,62 yielided a value of AH 9  15 L -~ .3
Kcal/gfw, The heat of formation chosen for HfC was based on vaporization
studies, calorimetry, and Hf-C-a equilibria. The results varied from -49
to -62 Kcal/mole and the intermediate value of -5 Kcal/mole was chosen.
More recently Trulson and Goldstein38 have found a precliminary value of

-50 Kcal/mole. Rudy and Nowotny 5 4 studied phase equilibria in the Hf-Ta-
Csystem. Using the present tables, a heat of formation for HfC of -48. 5

Kcal/mole is calculated. On the other hand, Kaufman 53 prefers a more
negative heat of formation value. It is clear that the data is still not preise.
Experim ental low temperature heat capacity data was available for Tic,
ZrC, and TaG. Data for theo other carbides was estimated.
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In figure 16, are shown. -some data for the ntitrides. At least one (us-
Ually only one), calorimetric heat of formation. value has been obtained for
each of these eompoundsi EXperimental low temperature heat capacity data
was available -for TiN, and ZrNi.8Estimates were required -for the others. It
is felt that there is need for considerable additiontal the rmodyna m c work for
the nitrides.

Havung niow discussed the tabulated data, it may be appropriate to dils-
cus very briefly the general behavior of the refractories. The highest
melting binary compound appears to be TaG. 85 with a manelt-ing point of
400 0 C (4273 K) taken~ from the phase diagram by Stormns. Hafnmn car-
bide i59 believed to rnelt somewhat lower at about 39006K. As mentioned in
the quarterly reports, this value is based oni the data of Avarde et a1,5-6 and

observatio~A y wa.57 Additiotial pha ae data fo r the H~im-C an d Ta-aC
syStem~fs are being obtained by Sara aitd Doll1off. 58

In- terms of vaporization- properties, tantalumn carbide also has a
larger heat of atomizAtion of La 2 9 8 i 15 = 19,6. 06 Kcal/g atom, whereas
Hf - has A value of 185. 407 Xcal/g atom. This m-Cay be compared with the

hea o vporization of m etallic tungsten which is22 809 Kcal/g atom.i
Other data is shown im figure 17.

'In smmary, it m ay be stated that this review of the- properties of
refractories, is necessarily limited in scope. Com plete details will be
fo6un-d in the existin g quarterly progress reports or in the final report to be
issued. Al so., it should be pointed out that most of the data obtained on this
project has been obtained using as mnuch care and as critical judgements as
possible. In many cases, however, lim itations of time have prevented even
mrn e thorough analyses. Throughout the project emphasis has bee made
to prevent this work from becomi a ee compilation, but rather a
critical evaluation. With this viewpoint the work has indeed been challenig
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Elements for JANAF' Ele-ments Cornmr-o to El e me nts for RAfD
OnyBopth G~roups Oply

Al
Br e C

FMg Cr
H N Dy-

lg0 Gd
I Si Hf
K Ti Ir

Na ZrMn
P Mo
Pb Nb

Os
Pt
Re
Rh,

Sr
Ta
Tc

FIGURE 2. ELEMENTS COMMON TO RAD AND JANAF

E. Rudy and H. Nowotny 301165

Hiatnium = Tantalum - Carbon Systems
Monatsh 94, 507m17 (1963)
CA 59, 7209

At T = 18500C

GjjfC - GTaC -- 8. 5 Kcal/mole

GHf2 C e Ta2C =- 5 Kcal/m ole

Wi2 C is evI0 Kcal/niole less stable than a mixture of HfC 1~x+ Hf.

FIGURE 3. SAMPLE ASM CARD
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ACKERMANN, R :60 1122

(ARGONNE NA TL LAB3 L EMNT I LL), 601 322
14IG.0H-T EMP-THERMOPYNA MIC PROPERTIES OF U02 6,013,22
3 CHEM PHYS 25, 1089-(19,56) 6013,22
NSA 11, 2880 (1957) 6,01322

A C K9AMANN, A 6,0127-1
THE HIG0H- TEMPERATUR-E, HIGH VACU UM VAPORIZAION 6101273
ANID THERMODY-NAMIC PROPEATLEs OF U02 6,012'73
ANL-5482 6,01273

NSA 9i 79,81 (1955) 601273

ACKERMANN, R GILLES, P THORN, A 6,01045
(UNIV KAN SAS LAWRENCE KASS 614

HIGH14TEMPERATU RE2 THERMODYNAMI C PROPIERTIE S OF 60 104-5
URANIUM DIOXIDE 6,04045
3 CHEM PHYS 25, 10,89 (1956) 6101 045
CA 51, 5526,(19,57) 6,01 045

--tGURE. 4. SAMPLE OF 9BBLIOGRA PHY

MAIN PROPERTY FILE - SAMPLE NOVEMBER 19,63

BIB B SULLVN SIE 610 701038

CEMP B NIEMYSKI, I OLEMPS 62 30070-5
CEMP B SAMSONOV, G NESH0 59 20 1 0521
GEMP B HOOD, C THURSTON, 62 300406

CPH B MCIDONALD, R STULL, 62 300726
CPH B WILLIAMS, N N 61 7006159

PH B MAGNUS, A DA NZ, 26 700560
CRYS B HORN, F 61 700,969
CRYS B HOARD, J 61 700998
CRYS B BECHER, H SCHiAFER 60 400617

CRYS B HUGH~fES, R KNNARD 63 300901
CRYS B MALINCHKOV, 0 P~vi 62 300948'
THER B SCHICK, H ANTHROP 63 300994

CRY$ B MALYUCHKOV, 0 P VI 62 300584
CRY$ B CARPENTER, R KATO 606062

FIGURE -5. SAMPLE OF SUBJECT OR PROPERTY FILE
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PRLOPERTY FILE CODE NOVEMBER 1963

BETA C MPRESSIBILITY COEFF (BETA I/V *(DV/Dp)T
BIB B I BLl0GRA PH Y
(CEMP CONDENSED PHASE, ELEC OR MAGINETitc PROP
COPT CONDENisEm PH-ASE, OPTICAL PROP.
C PH HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY
C PL LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY
CRYS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
CTEX COE.Fr OF THERMAL EXPANSION

1-DF- FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION' REACTION, E T2C
DH H EAT OF FORMATION, REACTION, E TC.
D, D DISSOC1ATION ENERGO
DHT H4EAT OF TRANSFORMATION
E INTERNAL ENERGY
ELCH EL~ECTROCHEMICAL
EMF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
ERES ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
F ,FREE ENERGY FUNCTION,
If HEAT CONTENT
KIN KINETICS
Mas M SCELLANEU

MPP MISCELLANEOUS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MSP MASS SPECTR METRIC DAT

PH AS PHASE DATA, MELTING, TRANSITW N, ]BOILING TEMPS
PMCH MECHANICAL PROPER TIES
REAC CHEMICAL REACTIONS
REV REVIEW
RHO DENSITY
S- ENTROPY
SPK SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
SUR'F SURFACE PROPERTIES
TCON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THEO THEORY
THER THERMODYNAMIC DATA
TRT TRANSFORKATION TEMPERATURES
VAP VAPORIZATION DATA
ZKP EQ CONST

FURE 6. DEFIITIONS OF PROPERTY FILE
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CRYS ZR N LO0WRI E, R 60; 7,01014

LOWRIE, R 701,014
(UNION CAR, NUC CO RES CENTER TUXEDO NY) 701014

RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES 701014
AFFECTING H!,G.H TEMPERATURE MAT-RIALU FRRCKT 704

NOZZLES 701014
NP-943 (960)701014

NSA 15, 11592'(19161) 70-1014

DFZR N SMAGINA, Y KU TSEV. 59 300345

SMAGIN1A, Y XuTstv, V ORMONT, B 3010345
INVESTIGATION OP TI-I EQUILIBRIUiM N THE SY- TEM304

ZIR~NIM ITRGE ATHIOH ~MPkAURES AND OF 30'0345
FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION OP ZRNX AS A FUNCTION 300345
OF ITS'COM-POSITION AND STRUCTUE -300345
PRPIBLEMY FIZ KHIM 2, 118 (1959) 3,00345
COTS 46, 198 (19,61) 3,00345
NSA 15, 32554 (19,61) 300345

FIGURE7. POSSI FOM OF BIBLIOGRAPHY AFTER MECHANIZATION

a. Bartiaut, A. !I et Al, Thermodynamics of Cert in Refractory
Compounds, Pt. I., Vol. I, ASD TR 61-260 (May 1962),.

b. Bgarriault, R. 3. et 41, Thermodynamiics of Certain Refractory
Compou~nds, 1st Quart. Rept., Avco RAD-SR-62-186 Septembe 96)

c. Schick, H. L. et al, Thermodyna-mics of Certain Ref ractory
Compounds, 2n~d Quart. Rept., Avco RAD-S'A 62=251 (D cem-ber 1962).

d. Schick, H. L. et al, Thermod "aniic$ of Certain Refractory
Comnpoxmds, 3rd Quart. Rept., Avco RAD--SR-63=52 (March 1963).

e. Schick, H.L L. et al, Thermodynamics of Certain Refractory
Compaundo, 4th Quart Rep. _Qc RAD-SR-63- 105 (June 1963).

f. Schick, H. L. et al, Thermrodynam ic i of Certain Refractory
Compounds, 5th QatRetAo ASR6-183(September 1963).

LEGED TO FIGURE 8
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A

X . E, of electronii + P. E. Of electroxis ini field af r.uciei + P. EL due to
electront interaction (coulombic) + P. E. dlue to niucei iifiteraction, (Couiambic)

ZN -2ZN -N 2 N Z
-Ze +1/2 ZN e2

+ 1/2 2 +2

~~IGU~~~w 9.HMLTNA OEAO

m i at ri15

E lem ent gcal! s m

B 133. A00

C 170. 89,0

1/ 2  112. 9a0

1/2 0~ 59. 557

Ti 112. 49:0

Zr 143. 126

Hf 144. 924

V 123. 010

Nb 171. 836

Ta 18,6. 52

!Dissociation

FIGURE 10. HEATS OF SUBLIMATION OF ELEMENTS
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Compoutd A qg15 s~Z98 1 A F 9 )8 , j AF 0 0 AF 0 0

Kal/w- cal deWgK1 w -Ka/fw1...iii.

Ti2 -2580 12i.0410 -212. 593 -.182.421 -140.356

TiO5 87. 650 30 90 5. 7'78 -48,0. 987 -382. 016

_3 m -363.i 400 18.830 -342. 726 -297. 098 -2316. 958

TiO m 124.1510 9. 99 -117.637 -10G2.850 -83. 568

ZrOz &2,61. 5 12.s12 &247.732 mZ16. 107 -172.5$18

H4f02  -266.066 14i.188 -252486 -421. 648 18 0. 084

Nb0 -4,54. 6100 32.8 -42. 484 -349. 5,83 -255. 120
2 5

NbO2  -190.200O 13.03 -176i79,0 -146.452 -107.i89;0

NbO -97.700 12.0 m91. 289 -76. 668 -57. 156

Ta2O5  -488. 7 34.2 -456. 453 m383. 491 e287,064

FIGURE 11. DATA FOR CONDENSED PHASE OXIDES
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Compoun--d jH- 2 98  5d~Kgw

TiO0 13.i 010 5 5. 989 5. 7981 a G1. 172 -29. 838

ZrO 2 1. 10D 57.i0 55 14.1:65 1. 168 -2;0.,520

1-41 18.i946 5 7. 736 12.281 -21.2,60 mZ20.668

,NbO 46i.017 '57.019 1 38. 984 23. 400 3.0 5 7
T&O 51i.973 58. 5t68 44.774 28.739 7i

,FIGURIE 12. GASEOUS MONOXIDES

Compound AHIRA A 1

TiOZ -82. 890 56. 562 ~ 2 5 8.39 -9 4

ZrO02  -82. 457 58. 551, -82 533 -81. 975 -78. 979

HfOZ -70. 000 6;0. 475 -70. 226, -69. 956 -67. 7910

v0 2  m55. 876 -59.912 57. 076 -59.814 =62. 654

NbO2  -51 0,51 61.031 -51. 953 -53. 765 -56. 477

TaO2  - - -46. 708 62. 527 -47. 781 -49. 646 =51. 558

FIGURE 13. GASEOUS DIOXIDES
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Compound AH 98  15-- S298 . 5  A 2 8  15 10 -1 20,0 0

X1ecaL!/gfw- 1 cal de-K'gw -K a1/f

TiB2  -685 6.7 -. 8 32 -63.0G01 -57. 048

7r~ -3. 00 8. 59 -71. 96 1 ~69. 331 a64. 248

HfB2  -80. 0010 11.0,68 -79. 277 7. 637 -74. Z92

NbB 2  -41i.9 8. 96 -4,1. 058 -39.18 -37.0:24

Ta 2  50 0, 6103 -9374 m47. 739 a45i 064

FIGRE14. BORIDES

Compound AM98 -5 AF 9  AF
1-. - 0-5 10100 2000

Kcal/Pgfw cal degK-1 gfW * --- K-ai gf

Tic -44. 13 5.179 -43. 166 -4,1. 468 -37. 9410

Zric -48. 0 7. 9,64 -47. 199 -45. 810 -43. 676

HIC -55.0 9.852 -54. 339 -52.786 -49. 944

Nb2 C -46.6 16. 0 AS5. 599 m43. 597 -41. 110

NbC -33. 6 8.7 -33. 105 -32. 481 -32. 174

Ta2 C -47. 2 19. 5 -46. 693 -45. 73,0 -44. 89,6

Ta.c m34, 6 10.11 m34. 251 33.898 -34. 384

FIGURE 15. CARBIDES
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Compound A 8  S298 11  AF 9  15 100 00
degC gfw , Eta1 /fw- 'I -

TiN -80. 7 50 7.24 "-3. 9010 -5.15 -35. 8,01

ZrN -87. 3 9. 29 -8;0. 477 -64. 76,2 -42. 557

141N -88.24 10. 7 -81.414 -65.645 -44.067

Nb 2 N -60.,5 19. 0 -53i975 -39. 170 -19. 455

N bN 56,. 5 1 0. 5 -50. 124 m-35.898 -17.755

Ta 2N -64. 6 22. 0 -58. 42 1 -44. 770 -28. 3 75

TaN .59 95 12. 0 m53. 747 -39. 973 -23. 663

FIGURE 16. NITRIDES
Compound M pi AH28 A/ (sublimation AN(sublimation

(CK) Kcal .ffw"i or atomization) or atomization)

298. 15, Kcal/gfw-l 298. 15, Kcal gatorn,

TaC 4273 -34. 6 392.012 196. 006
HfC 3900 -55.0 370:.814 185.407
Ta2C 3773 =46.9,61 590.895 196. 965
NbC 3753 e33. 6 376. 326 188. 163
ZrC 3693 -48. 0 362. 016 181. 008
HfB 2  3523 e80. 0 490. 924 163.641
Nb 2C 33,63 -46. 6 561. 162 187. 054
ZrB2 3313 =73.0 482. 126 160. 708

NbB2 3273 -41. 9 479.736 159.912
TiB 2  3193 -66.85 445.340 148.446

HfO2  3173 -266.06 530.098 176.699
W3C 30,68 el1.0 588.090 196.030
wc 3058 -8.4 382. 390 191.195
Zr02 2973 -261, 5 523,740 174.580
Mo 3 C2  2923 -13. 970 830. 350 166, 070
Mo 2 C 2693 -11. 535 498. 825 166.275

FIGURE 17. SUMMARY OF DATA FOR SOME REFRACTORIES
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THERMODYNAMIC 8'UDIES AT LOW AND HIGH TEMPRAT UES

R. A. McDonald, F. L. Oetting, and H. Prophet
Thermal Research Labora tory

The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mlic0higan

The unciassified section of DoW' s physical chemistry work
for ARPA is divided into three areag; low temperature ealjori
metry, high temperature drop, ca'lorimetry, and high temperature
heat capacities in the Arc-Image Urnacee Taking them. in this
order, the first figure shows a cross-sectioi of the adiabatic
liquid helium calorimeter. A is the sample container suspended
by thread within the adiabatic shield B, which is in turn asu-
pended from the floating ring C and the upper block D. The
sleeve E connects the upper and lower blocks D and F, the whole
system being enclosed by G, around the base of which liquid
helium is condensed. By adding small measured amounts of heat
to the system the temperature increase can be measured and the
heat capacity calculated. Using the third law of thermodynamics
we can then obtain the entropy of the system by evaluation
T

SC d in T.
0 TABLE Is ENTROPY AT 298,5 0K. IN CAL. DFG. 1 MOLE 1

Al0i3(c) = 26.45 + 0.10,

P4010 (c) 55 .7 75 + 0.10

LiCl(c) = 14.165 + 0.0S
i0 2(c) = 12.36 + 0.05

BP04 (c) = 14.91 + 0.05

BeC 2(c) alpha = 19.77 + 0.05
BeCl2 (c) beta = I8.1? + 0.05

Table I shows the entropies of some of the materials
measured by Dr. Franklin OettIng, he also has values for several
other compounds which are still classified. We might note the
differences between the measured values and those estimated
earlier. AlCl3 had been given as 40 e.u. in Circular 500, and

in 1959 the Bureau estimated 22.4 e.u. - a difference of 4 e-u.
P4010 was estimated in 1959 by Dr. Sinke of the Dow Chemical

Company to be 64.6 e.u. or 9 e.u. different, and LiCl was esti-
mated as 12.3 e.u. by the Natl. Bur. Standards in 1959 a dif-
ference of 2 eau. Thus while we might think we can estimate
entropy to + 1 eau. these comparisons hardly support the notion,
and lend strong support for the necessity for further measure-
ments. Figure 2 shows the smoothed heat capacities for LiCl(c),
this curve-is the normal igQmoid shapee The sample was 99.5%
pure and was vacuum dried at 2000C. before use. Figure 3 shows
a quite different curve, P4010, this has a small hp in the
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curv.e, which may be due to impurity even though the sample was
99.2% pure,

Pigure 4 shows a schematic of the dropping calorimeter
which has a maximum temperature of 17006K. The furnace, B, is
platinum-rhodium wound and the calorimeter, C, a copper block,
while the sample container A can be platinum, platinum-rhodium,
or stainless steel. This calorimeter measures heat contents,
and heat capacities are obtained from the slope of the heat con-
tent temperature curve. The next few figures show some Of the
results obtained by R. A, McDonald. Figure 5 is the heat capa-
city of elemental Boron (1) up to 17000K., showing the agreement
with the low temperature values, while figure 6 shows a similar
plot of the data for boron nitride (2); again up to 17000 K.
These measurements on B and EN have been valuable in fixing the
thermody-amic properties of boron compounds at high temperatures.
Figure 7 has the heat capacity of ZrF4 :(3) plotted from SO0K.
to 12006K',, also measured were m =1535 - 0,10 kcali. mole ,

the m. pt. 120 K,, and the liquid heat capacity of roughly 29

cal. deg."i mole

The next few figures are plots of both low and high tem-
perature data determined at the Thermal Research Laboratory by
F. L. 0etting and R. A. McDonald. Figure 8 has the results for
solid and liquid AlCl, here the drop measurements were also

taken below 2989K., this can be done because the furnace is water
cooled. Figure 9 shows the combined results for BP04 up to

l?00*K. and Figure 10 for lithium metaborate. In addition to
the data on the Slide the heat capacity of the liquid up to

17000K. was found to be 34.56 cal. deg.-I mole 1, the melting
point 1117 + 19K. and the heat of fusion 8.16 kcal. mole-1 .
Figure 11 bFings us up to date on BeCl2 , these values being

previously unreported. Dr. Oetting recently completed the low
temperature measurements on a sample of Beta-BeCl2 which fit well

with the drop calorimeter values and give S 98 !5 = 18.12 cal.
-1l1deg.- mole 1 . McDonald's measurements show that at 676*K. the

beta form goes over to the alpha-BeCl2 and at 6880K, this melts.

The alpha-BeCl2 was reported earlier to have an entropy of 19.77
cal. deg 1 moie"! at 2980, indicating that the two rorms have

measurably different heats of formation.

Moving on to the determination of high temperature heat
capacities in an arc imaging furnace, which are of interest be-
cause we can go higher in temperature, 2100-22000 K., and obtain
results with much less labor than in a drop calorimeter. Figure
12 shows a schematic view of the furnace, the radiation from the
1C3 m 2 anode crater at roughly 38009KP is transferred by means

of the elliptical mirror system to the sample. The basis of the
method is the fact that at any instantaneous temperature T9K.
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i$nput =gain 04 osS
where 4 " m.C .dT/d0, the rate of gain of heat; m. being the

gain *~ Cp
mass, C p the heat capacity, and dT/dO the rate of change of tem-
perature with time.

Also ss can, be split into three parts:

4radiative KI(T4 -T) - K1T4 (above 1300K)

qconvect ve = K2 (-T 0 )

du = K3(TT o )
In the special case when, input = 0, that is heating to a high

temperature and then removing the power input and allowing to
cool, we obtain:

-m.C .dT/dQ - KT + 2(T-T0 ) + K3'(T-T0 )p
K(T) + K0

Thus if K and K- can be kept the same for materials of dif-
ferent heat capacity, then by measuring the cooling rates the
heat capacity can be compared to a standard. Because of the high
temperatures and small containers the cooling rates are extremely
high and we found it impractical to measure the direct cooling
rates. The system shown in Figure 13 is the one developed for
actual use. This shows the sample container at the focal point
of the .mirror, with its supports, shields, and temperature
measUring system. The shield and sample always have the same
spatial relation to each other and so-if the surface of the
shield is reproducible, then, the environment is one which still
has the heat loss rate by radiation a function of the temperature
of the container. Similarly the conduction is defined by the
temperature of the container and the brass support, if the gra-
phite support is reproducible. The temperature of the brass
support is unaffected by the limited amount of heat conducted
down the graphite support during the two minute heating coolng
cycle. Thus conduction is a variable only of the temperature of
the container. Convection is also made a function of the vessel
temperature by keeping a constant temperature flow of argon
through the system,

Figure 14 shows a cross-section of our graphite container
and support. Here we can see the temperature sensor - the re-
entran black-body well, down which a total radiation pyrometer
is sighted. The system is automatically in alignment because the
spatial position of the container is always the same, The sample
is shown interleaved with graphite. This is done to approximate
the situation within the container during calibration with gra-
phite. The large surface area for radiant energy transfer helps
to maintain uniformity of temperature, in practice we use disks
roughly 0.009" thick. Because of the fact that our temperatue
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detector does not always follow temperature changes rapidly
enough, it is necessary to calibrate with a known material and
an empty vessel, However, as such a dua cal ibration can be
made easily in an afternoon this Is not a real hardshie. Our
procedure is then to heat our sample up to around 2300 K,,extinguish the arc, drop the shield, and then follow the cooling

curve down to 1300 K, This is repeated until identical coolifg
curves are obtained; the time temperature curve is then fitted
by computer and the rate of cooling at specified temperatures
calculated. These are combined with similar values from the
calibration runs and the heat capacities are then calculated by
Computers

Tbe basis for all our work, the heat capacity of SPK gra-phite was determined by R. A. McDonald using dropcalorimetry

and extrapolated to 23000 K. using the Shomate function plot.
Figure 15 shows a plot of the results for boron nitride, and
Figure 16 the results for aluminum oxide. hese are already
published in the literature (4), but te remaining results have

not been given before. The values for BeO are given in Figure
17, there is a long story behind this result * we have probably
made as many measurements on the BoO system as all our other
determinations. This arose because our first sample of cold
pressed4ired beryllia exhibited a dual nature, occasionally we
obtained the curve shown but more often we obtained results
from 10-80% higher - which were quite reproducible. Apparently
the form and thermal history of the sample were involved as we
have no such troubles with the hot pressed sample shown here.
Figure 18 shows the excellent agreement with earlier work for
titanium nitride and Figure 19 similar good agreement with
zirconium nitride. Figure 20 is titanium diboride - showing
fair agreement, Figure 21 zirconium diboride showing the dis-
tinct difference caused by the sample form. Westrum and Feick
5), and Margave, eta. (6), used the same zone refined single

crystal, all the data on the upper curve was done using powdered
or sintered material (8)(9). Figure 22 is for WB, t6hs was most
unusual in that an exotherm was detected on the cooling curves
at 1278*K. This was thought to be due to a solid state tran-
sition and is supported by the large difference between the
values measured above and below this temperature. W2B5 shown in

Figure 23, The agreement is not too bad especially in view of
the difficulty of characterizing these refractory borldes.

Now we come to a series of carbides which were given to us
by Dick Kebler and Ira Binder of Union Carbide Corporation. They
were very pure, highly characterized hot pressed samples which
were much thicker than our normal disks. To check that this
would not affect the results the first two were repeated with
normal samples from a commercial source. Figure 24 shows the two
samples of tantalum carbide agreeing very well and recently
Levinson of Los Alamos has published (7) high temperature drop
calorimeter values which have been included. These results in
excellent agreement with each other are 7-15% lower than one
would expect from extrapolation from the lower temperature data
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of Margrave, et al. (1) and Sa-W.R.I. (8). Figure 25 shows
Similar data for niobiumi carbide, again the two samfples agree
quite well with each ot her and with data fromh S.W.R.I.- but are
2-7% higher than, Levinson's data,. Results for zircolnium carbide
are given, in, Figure 26,j here again the material of Westru-m and
Feick and of Margrave is zone refined single crystal, whereas
ours is hot pressed. Hafnium carbide shown in F~igure 27 agrees
well with S.W.R*XI. and the data for tungstent carbide, Figur-e 2-8,
are the ontly relported measurements.

(1 R. A.6 McDonald and D.i R.c Stu!!, J.i Chei. Eng. Data 7,0 84

(9) R. A. McDonald and DO R. Stull, J. Phys. Chen. 6'5 1918

,(3) R. A. MoDona 1d, a. 0- Sinke, and D. Re Stull, 3. Chem. Mng.

Data 783 (1 962).

,(4) H.i Prophet and D. R3. Stull, J.Ce. g.Dt ,7 (1963)

(5 E. P Westrum and G- Feick, Jo Chem. Eng. Data, 8,9 193
(1963).

(6) Re H. Valentine, T.e P. Yambois, and J. L6 M~rgraVe, pri~vate
onmunicatlon, April, 1963.

(7) L. S.Levinsoni, 3. Chem. Phys. 3%15150 (1963).

(8 4P Neel, c. 40ears, and Je Oglesby, ASD-TDR462-065 (August,

(9) P. Barnes, Re IMemaki1, E. Tilleaux and J. L. Morgrave, Proc.o
Interns. Syuip. Nucl. Nat., Vienna (1962).
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FIGURE 1 The calorinicter.
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Hild4enbrand, Donald L. Aeronutronic Div... Pilco, Corp.
Dlit. Jerr Air Force 8yts CcumndClf
Hubbard, Ward N. Argonne National lbrtr
Uneo., K. Keith V aebilt University
Johnston, William V. North Aasrican Aviation Science Oenter
Jones, ibiter H. Aerospace Corporation
K'Sayney, JaMes J. American Cyanamid Company

eler, Richard W. Wnon Carbide Corporation
flemperer,. WIlliun Swrard Untiversity
golat, Robert S.* American Cyawuid Ompanay
Kuse, Edwin C. 1550o kesearchu & EnD.eIn Comp-MY

,iy,. Willa C. Aeronutrnic Di-,PiloCmay
Lide, David R., Jr. Mational Wmrau of Standards
inevu~ -lon J. General Electric Compamy
)kk, JulMO1sL. U.S.* Naval Propellant P.lant, IndIanhead
Porous, ]bum hil (MAT), Iftight-Patterson AFB
Harks, Orin W. Bercules Powder Company
*ZVsel, Charls J. Nev York University
MIL, Joseph S. Depar~mnt of the Air Force
)kttuckl JTomn B. Arthur D. Litte In=.
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MayWltr G0S bb searCh &nI niering omupaniy
Makhn David.- Wnited &irraft Croaion

Mdlune, hmond . Unon Carbie Corporation
Mianep Thomas A. Midvest Research Institute
i-tchell, Willim ftiokca1 Chemical Corporation

mrrin, John W. bUft&U Of Naval Weapong
Odcui, Robert N. AziiyMissile Cwand, Alabm
Perlotff Alvin Nkata Bureaut of standards
Pitt, Donald A. Minnesota Mining & Manufaturn Compn
Prophet, Harold Dow Cafical Compaw
fbedy, Thomas L.- Q-eeida Propulsion Infomation Agency
Bockenfefler, Joh1n, D. Uited Aircraft corporation
S0atne , Donald J. Olin-Mathieson Chemical COipauy

Bater St--ley an ft"ool Cheial compan
ScheaLr, M ilt o-n D. lational Bureau Of tandade
schick, Hakrold 4. AVCO Corporation
Shomate, HOaiard C. VAS. Nval Qrdn-ne Fff-st Station

ShrmnF.th4ko-L Chemica-l CorporatiOn
Sink., Gerard C.* Dowr ChM, ical C pn
Snelsou, AIM. Armour IL-search Pauimdation
Squi re, flavitiH .. An berhOfc
Stro-k, Willi-mm Now York University
atull, Diel R. fte Dow Chemical Cos*pa
Taitma, Tuji A. Jfew York Unsiversity
Ang, I. NeTork Uiversity

Trulsdon,. 0. COnrsd Union Carbide CorpOration
W digton, Gu*Ntonal Acad -y of Sciences

Wagman Donad D. National Buau Of Standards
Walsh,, Atrick N. Union Carbide Corporation
Wetner,. Willim Union Carbide Corporation
White, David Ohio atew UviversiLty
WiRllard, Harry Le Wnon CWad Corpora&tion
iJflwain, Kenneth D* Union Carbde Corporation
15.5., Stepen 15. Unite Aircraft Corporation
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